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Abstract
In the last few decades, plasmonic nanostructures have been studied and used vividly for

numerous applications ranging from medicine and diagnostics to efficiency enhancement of

solar cells. In line with this, the main focus of this thesis is to investigate the applicability of

plasmonic nanostructures and develop new methodologies for improving their capabilities

for certain specific physical and biological applications.

Biosensing is one of the areas which has benefited significantly from the plasmonic resonances

supported by those nanostructures. Even though significant advances in sensing methods

have been made, the detection of small molecules still remains a challenging task. The first

part of the thesis investigates the possibility of exploiting coupling between the resonances of

plasmonic nanostructures and absorbing molecules for sensing small biologically relevant

species. Both the weak and strong coupling regimes between the plasmonic resonances and

the absorption bands of molecules are studied.

Another principal application of plasmonic nanostructures lies in the field of medicine and

diagnostics. The biocompatibility of plasmonic nanostructures is an important question that

must be addressed for applications in this field. Furthermore, approaches which can improve

or enhance the bio-compatibility properties of nanostructures are much sought after. It is

now well known that the biocompatibility of plasmonic nanoparticles is closely associated

with the coating of the molecules around the structure. A potential route for synthesis of

plasmonic nanoparticles using human cells is studied in the second part of this thesis. The

synthesized nanoparticles are shown to possess a rich protein coating, known as the protein

corona. Preliminary experiments for understanding the uptake characteristics of the human

cell synthesized nanoparticles are also performed.

The next application that is investigated is the detection of nanoparticles using plasmonic

nanostructures, exploiting the coupling between two plasmonic resonances. This technique

allows the detection of individual 30 nm particles. The data acquired from this method could,

in future, be used to complement information obtained from the traditional nanoparticle

analysis techniques.

On a different note, nonlinear optical processes can also be enhanced using the high near

fields generated in plasmonic nanostructures. However, the conversion efficiency is strongly

dependent on the modal properties of the nanostructures. For this reason, a technique for
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Abstract

calculating the eigenmodes of a plasmonic nanoclusters is developed. The modal structure

computed using the developed method is then used for analyzing and understanding second

harmonic generation from the nanoparticle clusters.

It is well known that the maximum obtainable enhancement of an optical process via the

use of plasmonic nanostructure is limited by the amount of energy that can be trapped in

its near-field. The final part of this thesis studies and exploits different ways for developing

plasmonic nanostructures which absorb all the incident energy at a given wavelength. When

a nanostructure is illuminated with two incident beams simultaneously, it is possible to

exploit the phenomenon of destructive interference to achieve perfect absorption. This is

demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally. A single beam analog is also presented

and the corresponding near field enhancement is validated using SERS signals from molecules.

Keywords: Optics, plasmon, surface plasmon, localized plasmon, near field thin film, gold

nanoparticle, nanostructure, chemical synthesis, strong coupling, anti-crossing, weak cou-

pling, Hemoglobin, Cytochrome c, surface enhanced Raman scattering, plasmonic trapping,

human cells, biosynthesis, protein corona, peroxide, glutathione, reactive oxygen species, cell

membrane, cancer, metastasis, hybridization, extraordinary optical transmission, nanohole

arrays, nanoparticle detection, size analysis, eigenmodes, nanoparticle clusters, eigenwave-

length, eigenfrequency, field distribution, Green’s tensor, second harmonic generation, circular

polarization, perfect absorption, coupled plasmons, long range surface plasmon, short range

surface plasmon, composite, waveguide, crescent array, critical coupling, anomalous scatter-

ing.
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Résumé

Durant la dernière décennie, les nanostructures plasmoniques ont été étudiées et utilisées

pour des applications diverses et variées, allant des diagnostiques médicaux aux cellules

solaires. Cette thèse s’inscrit dans ce cadre, étudie la possibilité d’utiliser les nanostructures

plasmoniques à des fins pratiques et discute le développement de nouvelles méthodes pour

des applications spécifiques en physique et en biologie.

Le développement de biocapteurs est l’un des domaines qui a le plus profité des résonances

de plasmon de surface dans les structures plasmoniques. Bien que des avancées significatives

aient été faites, la détection de petites molécules avec cette approche reste une tâche difficile.

La première partie de cette thèse se concentre sur la possibilité d’exploiter le couplage entre

les résonances de plasmon de surface et des molécules absorbantes pour la détection de

petites entités biologiques. Les régimes de couplage fort et faible sont étudiés en détails.

Une autre application importante rencontrée en plasmonique est le diagnostic médical. La

compatibilité biologique des nanostructures plasmoniques est une question importante qui

doit être posée pour le développement de telles applications. De plus, de nouvelles approches

permettant d’augmenter leur biocompatibilité sont nécessaires. Il est bien connu que la bio-

compatibilité des nanoparticules métalliques dépend de la couche moléculaire les enrobant.

Une voie possible pour la synthèse de nanoparticules en utilisant les cellules humaines est

proposée et étudiée dans la deuxième partie de cette thèse. Les nanoparticules synthétisées

de cette manière possèdent une couche protectrice riche en protéines. Des expériences pré-

liminaires pour comprendre les caractéristiques de ces nanoparticules synthétisées par les

cellules humaines ont été réalisées.

L’application étudiée ensuite est la détection de nanoparticules en utilisant des nanostructures

plasmoniques et le couplage entre deux modes plasmoniques. Cette technique permet la

détection de nanoparticules avec un diamètre de 30 nm. Les données collectées avec cette

méthode permettront, dans le futur, d’obtenir des informations complémentaires à celles

obtenues par les méthodes conventionnelles d’analyse.

Dans un autre registre, les processus optiques non linéaires peuvent être exaltés grâce au fort

champ proche induit par les nanostructures plasmoniques. Cependant, cette exaltation dé-

pend fortement des propriétés modales des nanostructures. Pour cette raison, une technique
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numérique pour le calcul des modes propres d’une collection de nanoparticules a été déve-

loppée. La structure modale calculée est utilisée pour analyser et comprendre la génération

de seconde harmonique dans les nanoparticules métalliques.

Il est bien connu que l’exaltation maximale d’un processus optique par l’utilisation des struc-

tures plasmoniques est limitée par la quantité d’énergie qui peut être localisée dans le champ

proche. La dernière partie de cette thèse étudie et exploite différentes approches pour le

développement de nanostructures plasmoniques qui absorbent toute l’énergie incidente à

une longueur d’onde donnée. Quand une nanostructure est éclairée simultanément par deux

faisceaux lumineux, il est alors possible d’utiliser le phénomène d’interférence pour réaliser

une absorption parfaite. Ceci est démontré à la fois expérimentalement et théoriquement.

Une analogie utilisant un seul faisceau est aussi présentée et l’exaltation du champ proche est

validée en utilisant le signal SERS provenant de molécules.

Mots clefs : optique, plasmon, plasmon de surface, plasmon localisé, champ proche, film fin,

nanoparticule d’or, nanostructure, synthèse chimique, couplage fort, anti-crossing, couplage

faible, hémoglobine, cytochrome c, diffusion Raman exaltée de surface, piégeage plasmonique,

cellules humaines, biosynthèse, protéine corona, peroxyde, glutathion, oxygène, oxydation,

Membrane cellulaire, cancer, métastases, hybridation, transmission optique extraordinaire,

réseau de nano-ouvertures, détection de nanoparticules, analyse en taille, modes propres,

agrégats de nanoparticules, longueur d’onde propre, fréquence propre, distribution du champ,

tenseur de Green, génération de seconde harmonique, polarisation circulaire, absorption

parfaite, plasmons couplés, surface plasmon propagatif, matériaux composites, guide d’onde,

réseau de croissant, couplage critique, diffusion anormale.
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1 Introduction

Gold has fascinated mankind since the ancient times. Bulk gold, in the form of ornaments and

jewelry, was often considered as a symbol of wealth and prosperity. In addition, evidence shows

that nanosized gold was also used in some ancient relics. The Lycurgus cup is a prime example,

where nanosized gold was used in order to create different visual effects based on how it was

illuminated [2]. When the cup was illuminated from the outside it appeared green, whereas,

when illuminated from the inside it appeared red. Certain stained glass windows in cathedrals

also made use of nanogold for special visual effects [3]. However, it is not yet clear whether

these effects were created knowingly. It was only in the late nineteenth century that Michael

Faraday experimentally demonstrated the special optical properties of gold nanoparticle

suspension (gold particles with dimensions ranging from 1 to 100 nm) [4]. He demonstrated

that the size of the nanoparticles controlled the color of the resulting suspension. It was the

seminal work of Gustav Mie in 1908 that allowed a clear understanding of this interesting

optical phenomenon [5]. The color of the suspension is determined by the scattering and

absorption characteristics of the gold nanoparticles, which in turn are governed by their size

dependent resonances, nowadays well known as plasmon resonances.

Concurrent with these developments involving gold nanoparticles, Wood observed the pres-

ence of certain sharp anomalies when a corrugated gold film was illuminated with light [6].

These anomalies or resonances were later attributed to the excitation of plasmon resonances

supported at the gold-dielectric interface. Plasmon resonances, supported by gold particles

or thin films, are resonant coherent oscillations of electrons at the metal-dielectric inter-

face [6–22]. This resonant oscillation of electrons in turn generates a strong electromag-

netic field at the metal-dielectric interface. In case of a particle the electromagnetic field

at resonance is confined to the particle and hence they are commonly known as localized

surface plasmons [12–22]. In addition to the size dependence, the localized plasmon res-

onance also depends strongly on the shape, structure and the dielectric constant of the

background [13, 19, 21, 22]. On the other hand, in planar structures, the electromagnetic

field propagates along the metal-dielectric interface and is confined to the metal-dielectric

interface. These are referred to as propagating surface plasmons or delocalized surface plas-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

mons [6–9]. As in the case of a particle, the plasmon resonance can be tuned by controlling

the various geometrical parameters and the dielectric constant of the background. However,

for exciting propagating plasmons at metal-dielectric interfaces, special excitation geome-

tries are required, which enables the matching of the momentum of the incident light to the

momentum of the surface plasmon wave [6]. Furthermore, the properties of the plasmon

resonance strongly depend on the metal used. At present gold and silver are the ideal choices

in the visible region of the optical spectrum [23, 24]. Recently, aluminum plasmonics has also

gained prominence because of the strong plasmons supported by aluminum in the UV region

of the spectrum [25–27]. A great deal of activity has been directed towards developing materi-

als based on semiconductors, metallic alloys, transparent conducting oxides, metal nitrides,

silicides, germanides and 2D materials like graphene which show plasmonic properties and

can be used as an alternative to the traditional noble metals [23, 24, 28].

A major advantage of localized and surface plasmons stems from the evanescent character of

the field in the near vicinity leading to large local field enhancement [6–12]. The evanescent

fields can be used to probe nano objects beyond the diffraction limit, while there have been

innumerable examples of amplifying tiny effects by field enhancement. The field enhance-

ment has been not only used for studying various fundamental effects but also for diverse

applications. Some of the well investigated areas include fluorescence modification [29–47],

surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [48–73], enhancing nonlinear processes [11], pho-

tothermal therapy of cancer [74–78], targeted triggered drug delivery [79], imaging [79–86],

plasmonic trapping [87–92] and sensing [13, 15–19, 21, 22, 93–115]. In particular, when a fluo-

rescent molecule is placed near a structure supporting plasmon resonances, its fluorescence

can either be enhanced or quenched [38]. In addition to the excitation enhancement, the

plasmon resonances also open up new radiative and non-radiative channels for the molecules

to relax which in turn modifies the lifetime. Both of these processes dictate the fluorescence

enhancement and such systems, exhibiting enhanced fluorescence from molecules, have

been used in many applications [38, 39, 41]. Analogous near field enhancement has also been

used for strongly increasing the Raman signals arising from molecules [52, 53, 59, 62]. The

enhancement in Raman scattering is proportional to |Eex |2|Eem |2, where subscripts ex and

em refer to the excitation and emission processes, respectively. This fourth power dependence

on the field in conjunction with high near fields generated by plasmonic nanostructures

enables the detection of single molecules and bio-analytes at ultra low concentrations using

SERS [55–57, 61, 66, 71–73, 116].

The other notable advantage is the tunability of the engineered plasmonic structures. Rapid

advances in nanofabrication and chemical synthesis techniques open up new avenues to

control the geometrical parameters of the plasmonic system leading to realization of complex

plasmonic structures [58, 117–127]. For example, the resonance of a nanoshell can be tuned

from 500 nm to 1000 nm depending on the core radius and shell thickness [75,77,128]. Besides,

by varying the core-shell parameters it is also possible to tune the strength of scattering

relative to the absorption of the nanoshell. Further control over the plasmon resonance is

achieved by arranging multiple nanoparticles in certain patterns. In a multi-particle system
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proximity of the nanoparticles allows the interaction and hybridization of the plasmon modes

[120, 129–146]. The concept of a plasmonic ruler was demonstrated exploiting the coupling in

a two particle system, where a strong correlation exists between the resonance wavelength

and the gap between the particles [144]. Additionally, in a multi-mode plasmonic system,

interference between the modes can be used for controlling the line width of the plasmon

resonances. Fano resonances in plasmonic nano structures [147–163], characterized by their

narrow asymmetric line shape, are a classic example which involves the interference of two

or more plasmonic modes. Another interesting example of interference was the recently

reported control of absorption [164, 165]. It was shown that a properly tuned structure under

specific coherent illumination can absorb all the incident light, referred to as coherent perfect

absorption (CPA) or anti lasing, since it mimics the time reversed operation of a laser. However,

very few studies on the application of CPA to plasmonic structures exist as of now.

It should be noted that while plasmon resonances have a dramatic effect on the underlying

physical phenomenon in the case of fluorescence and Raman scattering, they themselves are

not affected significantly. A distinct situation occurs in cases where the molecules exhibit

a strong absorption resonance [166–198]. Due to the coupling between the modes of the

molecular and plasmonic systems, the resulting coupled system can show totally distinct

optical properties. This is commonly referred to as the strong coupling regime. A coupled

system corresponds to the periodic exchange of energy between the interacting modes, result-

ing in normal mode splittings (in case of degenerate modes). Examples of strong coupling

regimes have been demonstrated using a variety of plasmonic systems. It also opens up new

routes for tuning the optical and chemical properties of molecules and has been exploited

for varied applications [183, 186, 189, 196, 197]. In this context, the effect of strong coupling of

bio-molecules with plasmonic systems still remains of critical interest.

Let us now focus on biosensing which has been one of the major applications of plasmonics.

Plasmonic biosensors based on both localized and propagating surface plasmons have been

employed for detecting a host of analytes some of which include viruses, bacteria, proteins,

amino acids and single strands of DNA [7, 9, 10, 13, 15–22, 93–105, 199–201]. A standard plas-

monic biosensor detects changes in the refractive index in the vicinity of the sensor due to

the presence of the analyte. The change in refractive index is associated with a concentration

of the analyte using a predetermined calibration curve. Furthermore, the real time detection

ability of these sensors allows the measurement of the binding rates and affinities of molecular

analytes to substrates in addition to their concentration [13, 16, 19]. Note that in its basic

configuration, plasmonic biosensors are not specific towards a given bioanalyte but rather

measure any change in the refractive index [9, 16, 18]. The specificity of the plasmonic biosen-

sors is ensured by using surfaces functionalized with molecules which specifically bind to the

bioanalyte of interest. For example, for detecting the protein immunoglobulin G (IgG), the SPR

sensor is prefunctionalized with the antibody for IgG, anti-IgG, which possess a high binding

affinity with IgG [9, 10]. In addition to standard plasmonic sensors, colorimetric assays based

on aggregation of gold nanoparticles in solution due to a particular analyte has also been

studied extensively for low cost, rapid and low concentration detection of analytes [202–211].
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The aggregation in these assays is generally caused by either the collapse of the stabilizing

layer around the nanopartilce or due to a cross-linking molecule which binds two neighboring

particles. Dithiol molecules, molecules with two thiol groups, can cause the cross-linking

in a gold colloidal suspension and lead to aggregating due to high binding affinity of thiol

towards gold [212]. Since, plasmonic detection of analytes is based on monitoring changes

in the refractive index, direct detection of molecules with low molecular weight still remains

a challenging task. For example, the refractive index of a 30% H2O2 solution is 1.35, which

decreases on dilution in water (taken from http://goo.gl/G80F6q). Using a plasmonic sensor

with a sensitivity of 500 nm/RIU and an instrument resolution of 0.1 nm, it is clear that only

around 1 mM H2O2 can be detected. However, the concentration range of H2O2 found in

biological systems, like human cells and algae, are orders of magnitude lower, in the range of

few hundred nM or µM [213–216]. Therefore, alternative indirect sensing routes are necessary

for the detection of molecules with low molecular weight. One approach towards answering

this problem, is based on bioanalytes which introduce a significant change in the refractive

index of the molecules on the surface, rather than the direct binding of the analyte to the

molecules on the biosensor surface. It is this refractive index change of the functionalized layer

that is finally detected by the sensor. In this context I study the feasibility of using plasmonic

biosensors for detection of H2O2 and this is discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

Recently, plasmonic sensors which can detect analytes directly from a biological sample, like

blood or saliva, or can be used for detecting analytes in or around biological entities, like cells,

have been greatly desired. In both of these cases, the integration of a biosensor with an active

biological system still remains a challenging task and of significant scientific importance. One

of the main challenges involves understanding the interaction of the plasmonic probes, like

nanoparticles, with the molecules, mainly proteins, present in the biological system. It should

be noted here that the interaction of proteins with nanoparticles is not limited to plasmonic

nanoparticles, but rather it is a generic phenomenon that occurs when any material comes in

contact with a biological system. Recall that many nanoparticle suspensions are stabilized

by attaching a charged capping agent to the nanoparticle surface during the synthesis step

[217–225]. The presence of the charged capping molecule introduces a net surface charge

to the nanoparticle. When these particles are exposed to a biological sample, the proteins

present in the vicinity of the nanoparticle can bind to its surface via electrostatic interactions.

This leads to the formation of a protein layer/shell around the nanoparticle, now known as the

protein corona [226–248]. This protein corona shields the core of the nanoparticle from direct

exposure to the surrounding environment. Additionally, most common biological pathways

in cells used for recognition of materials are governed by the interaction of the molecules

present on the material surface with the receptors available on the cell membrane. Thus, what

the cell actually observes in many cases is the protein corona rather than the synthesized

nanoparticles. Therefore, the protein corona plays a critical role in determining the interaction

of nanoparticles with cells and also dictates the biocompatibility and toxicity properties of

the nanoparticles. As mentioned previously, the protein corona is formed in part due to

the electrostatic interactions between the proteins and the charged nanoparticles. Thus by
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modifying the properties of a nanoparticle, like surface charge, material, capping molecule

and size, it is possible to engineer the protein corona [228, 229, 233, 234, 236, 239, 241–243]. In

addition to the dependence of the corona on the nanoparticle properties, the composition of

the corona is also dependent on the proteins present in the solution. For example, consider a

protein solution which consists of two different proteins, one at high concentration with a

low binding affinity (say protein A) for the nanoparticle surface and a second protein at low

concentration with a high binding affinity (say protein B). When nanoparticles are exposed to

this protein solution, protein A rapidly binds to the nanoparticle surface in the initial stage of

the incubation due to its high concentration forming the protein corona. However, for longer

incubation times protein B displaces protein A due to its relatively higher binding affinity

for the surface. Thus the composition of the protein corona is determined by the dynamic

equilibrium between the proteins in the corona and the proteins available in the solution.

Indeed the dynamic nature of the protein corona is one of its most fascinating features and has

been demonstrated in various systems using techniques like mass spectroscopy, fluorescence

correlation spectroscopy and plasmonic sensing [230,235,238,244]. The initial protein corona,

consisting mainly of high concentration proteins, is known as the ‘soft corona’, whereas the

final corona, possessing proteins with high binding affinities, is referred to as the ‘hard corona’.

Most of these studies presented here regarding the protein corona involve two distinct steps.

The first step consists of the synthesis of the nanoparticles with the desired properties while the

second involves the exposure of the nanoparticles to the protein solution and further analysis.

A different approach where the synthesis of the nanoparticle and the formation of the corona

occur simultaneously can also be used for creating particles with tailored protein coronas. One

way of achieving this is via nanoparticle synthesis mediated by biological organisms like algae,

human cells and bacteria [249–253]. Nanoparticles synthesized through this route possess

an intrinsic protein corona characteristic of the organism used for the synthesis. However,

synthesis of gold nanoparticles assisted by human cells is yet largely unexplored and it is an

promising field of research [254]. Therefore, in Chapter 3 of this thesis I study the human

cell assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticles and analyze the properties of the synthesized

particles.

Having discussed briefly the general directions of plasmonics and few of its trends, I outline

the scope of the current thesis (see Fig. 1.1 for a bird’s eye view):

Chapter 2 of this thesis is devoted towards understanding and using the interaction between

molecular and plasmonic modes for enhancd biosensing. In the first section of this chapter

we use the strong coupling to enhance the sensing capabilities of a SPE sensor. In the second

part of this chapter, the interaction between localized plasmons and molecular modes of a bio

molecule are probed.

Keeping in mind the importance of gold nanoparticles with enhanced biocompatibility for

various applications, chapter 3 of this thesis is devoted towards studying and characterizing

the properties of gold nanoparticles synthesized by human cells. Biosynthesized particles syn-

thesized through this route are shown to be stable and their properties are dependent on the
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the thesis aims.

characteristics of the cells used for fabrication. They are expected to be more biocompatible

due to the protein corona associated with them during the synthesis step.

The fourth chapter of this thesis exploits plasmon hybridization for developing a novel tool for

determination of plasmonic nanoparticle size. The advantages and disadvantages of using

such a plasmonic sensing scheme over conventional particle measurement techniques is also

discussed.

In the next chapter, I develop an eigen-mode analysis technique based on the Green’s func-

tion approach and use it to study the effect of the modes of the plasmonic structure on the

generated second harmonic signal.

In Chapter 6, I use both the localized and surface plasmons to demonstrate CPA in plasmonic

structures. I show that all the incident energy can be absorbed by the structure. In the context

of the coupled surface plasmons the incident light energy is shown to be transferred to one of

the preselected modes. Finally, a one plane wave analogue of CPA is used to demonstrate that

the perfect absorption by a plasmonic structure leads to a greater near field enhancement.

Finally, the main conclusions of the thesis along with future outlook of the work performed in

this thesis are presented in Chapter 7.
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2 Plasmon modified absorption of
molecules

In this chapter, I study the influence of plasmonic nanostructures on the absorption spectra

of molecules located in their vicinity. The first section deals with a system consisting of a thin

silver film and a layer of hemoglobin molecules. Strong coupling between the surface plasmon

resonance (SPR) and the absorption bands of hemoglobin is demonstrated and its effect on the

SPR sensing characteristics is studied. In the second part of this chapter, I study the absorption

enhancement of cytochrome c molecules placed close to a spherical gold nanoparticle. To

validate the theoretical predictions, gold nanoparticles coated with cytochrome c are prepared

using a single step synthesis approach. Optical measurements indeed show the signature of

cytochrome c molecules albeit with different resonance wavelengths.

2.1 Introduction

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensors based on both propagating and localized surface

plasmons have been extensively investigated and used for various applications. [6–14, 16–

19, 79]. In general, SPR sensors detect the change in the refractive index of the surrounding

dielectric medium due to the presence of a bio-analyte close to the interface supporting

the plasmon resonance. Using standard plasmonic sensors, the presence of proteins and

antibodies can be detected easily. However, the detection of smaller analytes such as oxygen,

hydrogen peroxide and ascorbic acid still remains a challenging task using the traditional

plasmonic sensors. Instead, indirect plasmonic sensors provide a better sensitivity in case

of these small analytes [200]. Indirect plasmonic sensing is based on monitoring the change

in the refractive index of a detection layer placed on the plasmonic sensor rather than the

refractive index change due to the presence of the small analyte. The refractive index change

of the detection layer is generally due to its reaction with the small bio-analyte. For example,

hemoglobin is a prime candidate for facilitating the detection of oxygen, due to the high

binding affinity of oxygen towards hemoglobin [255]. Oxygen binding to hemoglobin leads to

drastic modification of its absorption bands, which in turn changes the refractive index of the

hemoglobin layer.
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Additionally, since the detection layer is placed close to the interface supporting plasmon

resonance, the interaction of the absorption bands of the detection layer and the surface

plasmon resonance exists. Broadly, two different regimes can be realized, namely, the strong

and the weak coupling regimes [98, 99, 101, 104, 166, 167, 180–183, 191, 193]. In the strong

coupling regime, the modes of the detection layer hybridize with the modes of the plasmonic

structure to form new hybrid modes illustrating characteristics of both the individual systems

[101, 104, 166, 167, 180–183, 191, 193, 195]. Anti-crossing or avoided boundary crossing in the

dispersion diagram is a typical signature of strong coupling. In the first section of this chapter,

I study the effect of strong coupling, between the absorption bands of hemoglobin and the

surface plasmon resonance of a thin silver film, on the sensing characteristics of the plasmonic

sensor. Note that even though past studies have reported an enhancement in the sensitivity

if the antibody coating layer used for the detection of a specific antigen has an absorption

band in the vicinity of the SPR resonance, the effect of strong coupling is not well known in

this context [99, 101].

In addition to the use of strong coupling between the plasmon resonance and absorption

bands of molecules for enhancing the performance of a sensor, it is also possible to work

in the weak coupling regime [166–169]. For example, if one of the resonances is very weak

as compared to the other, then strong coupling between the resonances does not occur.

Rather, the response of this system can be explained via the use of perturbation models

due to minimal change in the frequencies of the original resonances and is typically known

as the weak coupling regime. However, the presence of the weak coupling enables one to

transfer energy from one oscillator to the other. Therefore this allows the transferring of

the energy from a highly excitable mode (for example the plasmon resonance) to a mode

with low absorption cross section (for example the absorption band of a molecule) [166].

Note that such systems are always precursors for strong coupling regime and have been

studied in various systems [166–169]. Weakly coupled plasmonic sensors attain even more

significance for sensing molecules via indirect sensing means because of the sensitivity boost

due to absorption enhancement. As mentioned previously, H2O2 is one small analyte of great

importance in biological environment because H2O2 and other reactive oxygen species (ROS)

are indicators of the oxidative stress level in the cells [213]. Oxidative stress in a cell is defined

as the imbalance between the level of oxidants and anti-oxidants within the cell. Recently,

Liu et al. showed that the absorption spectrum of free unbound cytochrome c (Cyt c) could

be measured in the scattering spectrum of the gold nanoparticle (AuNP) when the distance

between them was in the order of a few nanometers [256]. The explanation given was that the

absorption of Cyt c was enhanced by the local field enhancement at the plasmon resonance

and thus they named the phenomenon plasmon resonance energy transfer (PRET) [256, 257].

It should be noted that in the paper by Liu et al. the Cyt c was not bound to the surface of the

AuNP, thus the distance between gold and Cyt c was not fixed, which is a critical parameter

in any energy transfer process [256]. Recently, it was shown that the absorption spectrum of

Cyt c could also be seen in the scattering spectrum of a dielectric medium that possessed no

plasmonic resonances [258]. Thus it is not immediately clear what exactly is PRET and what
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2.2. Strong coupling between surface plasmons and absorbing bio-molecules

are the necessary conditions for having PRET. In the second part of this chapter, I study the

modification of the absorption bands of Cyt c when it is conjugated to gold nanoparticles.

2.2 Strong coupling between surface plasmons and absorbing bio-

molecules

In this section, I show that it is possible to achieve strong coupling between surface plasmons

and the weak absorption bands of hemoglobin (Hb). Moreover, I demonstrate how the pres-

ence of strong coupling between hemoglobin and surface plasmon can enhance the sensitivity

of a standard SPR sensor for both wavelength and angle modulation modes of operation. I

address this issue by proposing a method of detection for oxygen exploiting the enhanced

sensitivity of a SPR sensor provided by strong coupling between the surface plasmon and Hb

absorption bands.

2.2.1 Modeling the optical response of hemoglobin molecules

Consider the system shown in Fig. 2.1. The layered structure consists of a 50 nm silver (Ag) film

and a 100 nm hemoglobin (Hb) layer stacked on top of a SiO2 slab (ε= 2.25). The dielectric

function of silver is modeled using the data given by Johnson and Christy [259]. The total

concentration of Hb molecules in the Hb layer is kept fixed at 25 mM for all the simulations

(Hb concentration in whole blood varies between 8 and 15 mM). I introduce a parameter fr

(0 ≤ fr ≤ 1) that gives the fraction of Hb molecules that are in the oxygenated state, i.e. the Hb

molecules that have O2 bound to them. Therefore

fr =
nox y

nox y +ndeox y
, (2.1)

where nox y and ndeox y are the number of oxygenated and deoxygenated Hb molecules in the

film, respectively. For example, fr = 1 implies a completely oxygenated Hb layer whereas fr = 0

implies a completely deoxygenated Hb layer. The dielectric function of Hb (for completely

oxygenated or deoxygenated Hb) is modeled using the following empirical relation assuming

a superposition of lorentzian responses at three distinct frequencies,

εα = εw +
ν2

p1

ν2
01 −ν2 − iγ01ν

+
ν2

p2

ν2
02 −ν2 − iγ02ν

+
ν2

p3

ν2
03 −ν2 − iγ03ν

, (2.2)

where α is oxy (Oxygenated Hb) or deoxy (Deoxygenated Hb), εw is the dielectric constant of

water (εw = 1.7689) and ν is the frequency of the incident light. The parameters ν0m (=c/λ0m ;
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Chapter 2. Plasmon modified absorption of molecules

Figure 2.1: Geometry used for strong coupling.

νp1(THz) νp2(THz) νp3(THz) γ01(THz) γ02(THz) γ03(THz)

Oxy Hb 23.5 15.8 87.0 32.5 15.0 39.0
Deoxy Hb 35.5 3.0 64.5 66.0 10.0 20.0

Table 2.1: Extracted parameter values for 25 mM Hb.

c is the speed of light in vacuum), νpm and γ0m (where m = 1, 2, 3) correspond to the position,

strength and damping of the various resonances, respectively. For the case when the Hb film

is partly oxygenated (0 < fr < 1) I use a linear relation between εox y and εdeox y to obtain the

effective dielectric function of the Hb film:

εe f f = fr εox y + (1− fr )εdeox y , (2.3)

The values of the parameters used in Eq. (2.2) are given in Table 2.1 for Hb concentration of

25 mM, they are obtained by comparing the absorption spectra obtained from Beer-Lambert

law (using the experimental data of the absorption coefficient [255]) to the absorption spectra

obtained using the transfer matrix formulation [260] with normally incident light for a 100 nm

film of Hb suspended in water, i.e. both the incident and the emergence medium is taken to

be water.

The resonances at λ01 and λ02 (λ03) correspond to the Q-bands (Soret band) of the absorption

spectra of Hb. Q-bands of the absorption spectra are of key interest here because they exhibit

a large change as a function of the oxygenation state of the Hb layer, i.e. change in fr . It should

be noted that in case of deoxygenated Hb, the resonance at λ02 is very weak as compared to

the resonance at λ01; whereas in case of oxygenated Hb the two resonances (at λ01 and λ02)

are of comparable strength. Figure 2.2 shows the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric

function of both oxygenated and deoxygenated Hb films. The effect of the absorption peaks on

the effective dielectric function diminishes from the resonances towards higher wavelengths λ.

Above λ =800 nm the difference between the imaginary parts of εox y and εdeox y is negligibly

small (≤ 5.36 ·10−4). In this regime i.e. when λ≥ 800 nm, there is a minimal contribution of

the absorption bands of Hb towards the shift in the SPR peak caused by a change in fr .
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2.2. Strong coupling between surface plasmons and absorbing bio-molecules

Figure 2.2: Dielectric function of Hb. (a) Real and (b) imaginary part of the dielectric function
of oxygenated Hb (solid) and deoxygenated Hb (dashed).

One main advantage of using surface plasmons generated on thin metallic films is derived

from their strong dispersion. As a consequence, the position of the resonance can be varied

easily by changing the angle of incidence. This way one can spectrally overlap the SPR with

the Hb absorption bands. Note that similar strong dispersive properties are absent in the

localized plasmons of metal nanoparticles or metal nanocomposites. The locations of the Hb

resonances are insensitive to the angle of incidence, while their comparative strengths can be

controlled by concentration of Hb molecules in the Hb layer. The SPR location can be tuned

by varying the angle of incidence resulting in strong coupling with the individual Hb modes

for any value for fr . In the next section I present numerical results demonstrating this strong

coupling.

2.2.2 Modification of sensing characteristics due to strong coupling

Figure 2.3(a) shows the dispersion relation (plot of R vs. θ and λ) of a surface plasmon

excited on a thin metal film (geometry is the same as shown in Fig. 2.1, except that the

Hb layer is absent). All the calculations in this section are performed using the transfer

matrix method [260]. Figure 2.3(b) and (c) show the dispersion diagram of oxygenated and

deoxygenated Hb layers, respectively (geometry is same as shown in Fig. 2.1 except that

the Ag layer is absent). In this case the absorption bands of Hb (both fr =0 and fr = 1) are

seen to be non-dispersive, i.e. exhibit no angular dependence of the resonance positions.

Furthermore, the absorption band in case of deoxygenated Hb is broader, compared to that of

oxygenated Hb. By looking at the dispersion diagrams of the individual resonances, i.e. the

surface plasmon resonance or the absorption bands of Hb (oxygenated or deoxygenated), it is

clear that the individual systems do not possess an anti-crossing feature in their dispersion

diagrams. Figure 2.3(d) and (e) shows the dispersion diagram of the complete system (Fig. 2.1)

for the cases when fr =1 and 0, respectively. When fr =1 the dispersion diagram shows the

presence of two anti-crossings at the wavelengths of 546.0 and 577.0 nm, which correspond to

the absorption bands of uncoupled oxygenated Hb. Similarly a single anti-crossing can be seen
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Chapter 2. Plasmon modified absorption of molecules

at around λ=556.0 nm when fr =0, which corresponds to the absorption band of deoxygenated

Hb. The presence of this kind of anti-crossings in the dispersion diagram is a clear indication

of strong coupling between the surface plasmon and the absorption bands of oxygenated or

deoxygenated Hb. The resonances of the strongly coupled system are very different from those

of the uncoupled system. For example, the absorption bands of oxygenated or deoxygenated

Hb shift due to coupling. Another effect of coupling is that the absorption bands which are

generally weak can be enhanced so that their detection becomes easier. The anti-crossings are

more prominent in case of oxygenated (Fig. 2.3(d)) compared to deoxygenated Hb (Fig. 2.3(e))

since the absorption bands in the former are sharper than in the latter. Another point of

interest is that for a spectral region that is away from the anti-crossing region, i.e for λ>800.0

nm, the two dispersion diagrams are very similar.

Now I demonstrate for both wavelength and angle modulated SPR sensors [7, 9, 10], that the

shift of the resonance dips can be enhanced by working near the region of the strong coupling.

Let us first consider a wavelength modulated SPR sensor, in which the angle of incidence is

kept constant but the wavelength of incident light is changed so that reflectivity as a function

of wavelength is measured. I compute the spectra at two different angles, θi = 72.9◦ and

66◦. When the angle of incidence is 72.9◦ the system is in the strong coupling regime, i.e.

the surface plasmon mode and the absorption bands of Hb (oxygenated or deoxygenated)

strongly couple, whereas when the angle of incidence is 66◦ the system is decoupled. Figure

4(a) shows the reflectivity as a function of wavelength for the two chosen angles for both fr =

0 and 1. From the figure it can be seen that three, respectively two resonances are observed

in the case of oxygenated, respectively deoxygenated Hb. I observe only two resonances in

the case of deoxygenated layer even though it possesses three resonance dips (see Eq. (2.2))

since the resonance at λ=586.0 nm is very weak and does not show up in the reflection spectra

of the coupled system. When the system is strongly coupled, i.e. the angle of incidence is

72.9◦, it is seen that when fr is changed from 1 to 0 the two resonances P1 (at 587.6 nm) and

P2 (at 564.8 nm) converge to the resonance at 576.0 nm, whereas the resonance P3 moves

from 541.7 nm to 546.4 nm. The position of the shoulder is given by the wavelength when

∂2R/∂λ2 is maximum in the vicinity of the shoulder. Considering the decoupled case, i.e.

when the incident angle is 66◦, the resonance peak P4 shifts from 842.0 nm to 836.0 nm when

fr changes from 1 to 0. Figure 4(b) gives the relative shifts of the resonances as a function of

the oxygenation of the Hb layer, i.e. fr varies from 0 to 1. The shift is measured by taking fr = 0

as reference. From the figure it can be seen that the net shift (11.87 nm and 10.9 nm for P1 and

P2 resonances) when the system is coupled is higher than when the system is decoupled (6.0

nm shift for P4 resonance). The peak P2 is followed from fr =0.2 and not from fr =0 because at

very low values of fr , distinguishing the resonances P1 and P2 becomes almost impossible.

Also, rather than just looking at the shift of one resonance, the wavelength difference between

two resonances, say P1 and P3, can also be used i.e.

∆λ= (λp1 −λp3)− (λp1( fr = 0)−λp3( fr = 0)). (2.4)
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Figure 2.3: Dispersion diagrams Dispersion diagram of (a) a thin silver film placed on a SiO2

substrate, (b) oxygenated Hb layer placed on top of SiO2 substrate, (c) deoxygenated Hb layer
placed on top of a SiO2 substrate, (d) complete system (Fig. 1) when fr = 1.0 and (e) complete
system (Fig. 2.1) when fr = 0.

Such a differential measurement appears to be even more sensitive, as visible in Fig. 2.4(b),

where the P1-P3 data shows the strongest wavelength shift as a function of fr .

An alternative way of determining the change in fr can be by tracking the change in reflectivity

of the resonance dips, as shown in Fig. 2.4(c). It is clear that if the change in the reflectivity

is measured at the resonance P3 as a function of fr , the change in reflectivity is much larger

(∆R = 0.16) than in the decoupled case (∆R = 0.0244). Even when following the other two

resonances i.e. P1 and P2; for fr >0.3 the change for these two resonances (∆R = 0.114 and
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Chapter 2. Plasmon modified absorption of molecules

Figure 2.4: Wavelength modulated SPR. (a)Reflection spectra for two different angles of
incidence; (b)Shift of the resonance peak as a function of oxygenation for both angles of
incidence; (c) Change in reflectivity as a function of the fraction of oxygenation for both angles
of incidence. The peaks traced in (b) and (c) are labeled in (a).

0.068 for P1 and P2, respectively) is greater than that of the uncoupled case (∆R = 0.0244).

Let us now study the effect of strong coupling on the angular shifts for another commonly used

mode of operation for SPR sensors, namely angle modulation. In this mode of operation the

incident wavelength is kept fixed (generally a laser source like He-Ne laser is used), whereas

the angle of incidence is continuously varied. For computation, four different incident wave-

lengths are considered: 541.0, 556.0, 577.0 and 800.0 nm. The first two wavelengths correspond

to the absorption Q-bands of oxygenated Hb, whereas the third wavelength corresponds to the

absorption Q-band of deoxygenated Hb. The last wavelength is chosen such that the system

is not strongly coupled at this wavelength. Figure 2.5(a)-(d) shows the reflection spectra as a

function of angle of incidence for the four different wavelengths. It is seen that the resonances

are broader for wavelengths of 541.0 nm (Fig. 2.5(a)), 556.0 nm (Fig. 2.5 (b)), 577.0 nm (Fig. 2.5

(c)), compared to 800.0 nm (Fig. 2.5 (d)). Figure 2.5(e) shows the angular shift of the resonance

as a function of the oxygenation of the Hb film, i.e. when fr is varied from 0 to 1. From the

figure it is apparent that when the wavelength is near the anti-crossing region a larger angular

shift (∆θ = 0.787◦, 0.666◦ and 0.139◦ for wavelengths of 541.0 nm, 556.0 nm and 577.0 nm,

respectively) is observed compared to the case when the chosen wavelength is away from the

anti-crossing region (the shift is 0.073◦ only for λ= 800 nm (inset of Fig. 2.5(d))). It can be seen

that when strong coupling is present in the system, the angular shift is at least enhanced by a

factor of two and, if the optimal incident wavelength is chosen, the enhancement factor can

reach 10 times compared to the decoupled case. As in the case of wavelength modulation, the

change of reflectivity at the resonance dip can also be used to obtain an estimate of fr . This

is shown in Fig. 2.5(f), which reports the reflectivity change of the resonance as a function

of fr for the different incident wavelengths. It can be seen that the reflectivity change of the
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2.2. Strong coupling between surface plasmons and absorbing bio-molecules

Figure 2.5: Angle modulated SPR Reflectivity from the layered structure for four different
wavelengths (a) 546 nm, (b) 556 nm, (c) 577 nm, (d) 800 nm. (e) Angular shift as a function of
oxygenation of the Hb layer for the four wavelengths; (f) Change in reflectivity as a function of
the fraction of oxygenation.

resonance is enhanced by the presence of strong coupling. In that case, the reflectivity change

of the resonance dip is 0.050, 0.110 and .099 for incident wavelengths of 541.0 nm, 556.0 nm

and 577.0 nm, respectively; whereas for λ = 800.0 nm the change is only 0.038 when fr is varied

from 0 to 1.

By measuring the wavelength shift or the angular shift of the resonance dip, the change in

the fraction fr or ∆ fr can be obtained. Thus the change in concentration of Hb molecules

which have oxygen (O2) bound to them can be inferred from the value of ∆ fr . Let us carry

out a brief discussion on the concentration of O2 that can be detected easily using both the

coupled and the decoupled systems. If ∆ fr is being measured through wavelength shift or

angular shift of the resonance dip, then the resolution of the instrument determines the lowest

possible detectable concentration of O2. Since, 1 mole of Hb molecules can bind to four moles

O2 molecules, the minimum resolvable concentration of O2 (CO2,mi n) is

CO2,mi n = 4(∆ fr )mi nC , (2.5)
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where (∆ fr )min is the minimum change in the fraction fr than can be resolved from the shift

of the resonance dip and C is the total concentration of Hb molecules (C = 25 mM). First

consider a wavelength modulated SPR sensor with a wavelength resolution of 0.2 nm. In this

system for a wavelength shift of 0.2 nm to occur fr changes by 0.01 (following resonance P3,

Fig. 2.4(b)) and 0.035 (following resonance P4, Fig. 2.4(b)) for the coupled and the decoupled

case respectively (note that the initial value of fr is 0). When the system is strongly coupled,

i.e. the incident angle is 72.9◦, then the value of CO2,mi n is 1.0 mM whereas when the system is

not strongly coupled, i.e. the incident angle is 66◦, then the value of CO2,mi n is 3.5 mM. The

minimum detectable amount in the presence of strong coupling is four times lower than the

decoupled case. Now consider the case of an angle modulated SPR sensor having an angular

resolution of 0.0010. A angular shift of 0.001◦ is caused when fr changes by 0.00125 (λ =

541.0 nm, Fig. 2.5(e)) and 0.0140◦ (λ = 800.0 nm, Fig. 5(e)) for the coupled and the decoupled

case respectively (note that the initial fr value is 0). When the system is strongly coupled, i.e.

the incident wavelength is 541.0 nm, then the value of CO2,mi n is 0.125 mM whereas when

the system is not strongly coupled, i.e. the incident wavelength is 800 nm, then the value of

CO2,mi n is 1.4 mM. In this case the minimum detectable amount in the presence of strong

coupling is almost 10 times smaller than in the decoupled case. It should also be mentioned

here that Hb is allosteric and the affinity of O2 towards Hb progressively with its oxygenation

fraction [261]. This allosteric nature of Hb can affect the reaction kinetics of oxygenation and

this must be taken into account when studying the kinetics using the studied strongly coupled

plasmonic sensor.
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2.3 Plasmon enhanced absorption of cytochrome c

In this section, I study the enhancement in the absorption of cytochrome c (Cyt c) molecules

placed in the vicinity of a gold nanoparticle (AuNP). Two different theoretical approaches

are used to explore this phenomenon. First, the absorption modification of Cyt c is studied

using a Green’s tensor technique. Second, generalized Mie theory is used to better mimic

the experimental conditions and the dependence of the absorption enhancement on various

system parameters is studied. The characteristic signatures of absorption modification are

clearly illustrated using the theoretical analyses. To experimentally study this phenomenon,

a single step synthesis of AuNP coated with Cyt c is developed and the synthesized particles

are characterized using various techniques. The feasibility of using these nanoparticles for

sensing hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and ascorbic acid (AA) is also discussed.

2.3.1 Cytochrome c and its properties

Cytochrome c is a small hemoprotein with a molecular weight of 12 kDa and an approxi-

mate size of 3.4 nm [262]. Cyt c contains a heme porphyrin ring at its core surrounded by

a polypeptide shell. It is associated with the inner membrane of the mitochondria in most

plant and animal cells [263, 264]. Although, Cyt c extracted from various organisms differ in

the composition of the polypeptide shell, all of them possess identical porphyrin rings. Its

primary function is associated with the electron transport chain and it transports electrons by

the oxidation and reduction of the iron ion (Fe2+ or Fe3+) present in the porphyrin ring [264].

Recently, researchers showed that Cyt c is also associated with the apoptosis pathway in

cells [264]. In general, under normal physiological conditions Cyt c is not present in the cytosol

of the cell. However on induction of apoptosis, Cyt c is released from the inner mitochondrial

membrane into the cytosol and its presence in the cytosol disrupts normal physiological

behavior.

The absorption spectrum of Cyt c is similar to the spectrum of hemoglobin and shows two

distinct absorption states [263]. In Cyt c the two absorption states are associated with the

reduced and oxidized state of the iron ion, contrasting from hemoglobin where the two states

occur due to the presence and absence of oxygen. A typical absorption spectrum of reduced

(Fe2+) and oxidized (Fe3+) Cyt c is shown in Fig. 2.6(b). The peak observed near 400 nm for

both cases correspond to the Soret band whereas the peaks close to 550 nm are the Q-bands

(520 nm and 550 nm for reduced Cyt c and 530 nm for oxidized Cyt c). Even though the Soret

bands of Cyt c exhibit higher net absorption as compared to the Q bands, the change is more

drastic in case of the Q-bands between the two states. Reducing agents like ascorbic acid (AA)

convert oxidized Cyt c into reduced Cyt c and oxidizing agents like hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)

transform reduced Cyt c to the oxidized state (see Fig. 2.6(a)). Figure 2.6(c) shows the time

trace of absorption of Cyt c solution at 550 nm after the addition of ascorbic acid and H2O2.

Prior to the addition of AA, the absorption remains constant and it starts increasing on the

addition of AA. The absorption reaches a plateau at 750 s indicating that all the Cyt c available
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Figure 2.6: Redox state dependent optical absorption of Cyt c. (a) Schematic diagram illus-
trating the change of state of Cyt c by hydrogen peroxide and ascorbic acid. (b) Experimentally
measured (dots) and theoretically calculated absorption spectra of 400 µM Cyt c solution in
the reduced (blue) and oxidized (red) states. The thickness of the Cyt c solution is 80 µm. (c)
Time trace of the absorption at 550 nm for a 40 µM solution of Cyt c showing reduction and
oxidation on the addition of 1 µL AA (added at 300 s; C = 2 ·10−4 g/mL) and 2 µL H2O2 (added
at 1200 s; C = 270 µM), respectively.

has been reduced. Subsequently, after the addition of H2O2, which converts the reduced

Cyt c back into the oxidized form, a decrease in the absorption at 550 nm is observed. The

reversibility in the absorption spectra between the reduced and the oxidized states by reaction

with H2O2 makes it an ideal candidate for detection of species like H2O2 and other oxidative

species using optical interrogation [258]. Furthermore, this kind of optical sensor can also be

used for detection of other species via coupling to the requisite enzyme. For example, glucose

can be detected by addition of the enzyme glucose oxidase to the Cyt c solution [265]. Glucose

oxidase converts glucose to D-glucono-δ-lactone and in the process generates H2O2, which

can then be detected using the optical spectrum of Cyt c.

2.3.2 Theoretical formulation

Dielectric constant of Cyt c

In the previous section, I briefly explained the main features of the electronic absorption

spectra of Cyt c. To theoretically analyze the response of Cyt c in the vicinity of a AuNP it

is necessary to obtain the dielectric function mimicking the response of Cyt c. It should be
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mentioned here that the concept of dielectric constant is generally applied to macroscopic

materials but it can still lead to a semi-quantitative idea of the enhancement factors in the

case of isolated molecules or few thousands of molecules.

εα = εw +
ν2

p1

ν2
01 −ν2 − iγ01ν

+
ν2

p2

ν2
02 −ν2 − iγ02ν

+
ν2

p3

ν2
03 −ν2 − iγ03ν

, (2.6)

where α is either red or oxi which stands for reduced or oxidized Cyt c. νpq , ν0q , and γ0q

(q = 1,2,3) are the resonance strength, frequency and width, respectively. The dielectric

function of Cyt c is modeled using the sum of three lorentzians as given by Eq. (2.6). The first

resonance corresponds to the Soret band whereas the other two correspond to the Q-bands

of Cyt c [263]. The various parameters are extracted as follows. The absorption spectra for a

given thickness and concentration of Cyt c layer is matched with the theoretically calculated

absorption using the transfer matrix formalism [260]. Such a matching allows for the extraction

of the various parameters of the dielectric constant. Table 2.2 shows the parameters extracted

for 50 mM oxidized and reduced Cyt c. As an example, Fig. 2.6(b) shows both the theoretically

calculated and experimentally measured absorption spectra for both oxidized and reduced

Cyt c. It is found that only the oscillator strengths depend on the concentration and all the

other parameters are independent of the concentration of Cyt c (parameters corresponding to

the other concentrations are presented in the appendix B.2). Physically this signifies minimal

molecule-molecule interaction in the concentration range of interest.

State νp1 (THz) νp2 (THz) νp3 (THz) γ01 (THz) γ02 (THz) γ03 (THz)

Reduced 12.2 14.1 57.5 8 20 35
Oxidized 20.5 - 58.75 60 - 45

Table 2.2: Parameters of Eq. (2.6) corresponding 50 mM solution of reduced and oxidized Cyt c.

Green’s tensor approach

The response of a system composed to a single AuNP and a Cyt c molecule is investigated

using the Green’s tensor approach [266]. Both the molecule and the nanoparticle are modeled

classically and each is assumed to be represented by a single dipole. Briefly, the electric field

at a given dipole due to the incident field and all the other dipoles present in the system can

be expressed as,

Ei = E0
i +

n∑
j=1, j 6=i

Gi j ·k2
0∆ε j V j E j +Mi ·∆εi k2

0Ei −Li · ∆εi

εB
Ei , (2.7)
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where Gi j is the background Green’s tensor at the dipole i due to the dipole j, Mi is the self

induced field of dipole i , Li is the depolarization term,∆ε j (= ε j −εB ) is the dielectric constant

contrast, k0 is the wave vector in free space and εB is the dielectric constant of the background.

The dielectric function of gold is modeled using Johnson and Christy data [259]. For Cyt c, I

use the dielectric function described by Eq. (2.6) with the parameters corresponding to 50 mM

Cyt c solution. Furthermore, the diameter of Cyt c is fixed to be 3.4 nm which corresponds

closely to its physical diameter [262]. The concentration of 50 mM is chosen since it assigns

one molecule of Cyt c to the requisite volume, sphere with a diameter of 3.4 nm. This set of

equations can be solved self-consistently and the total electric field at each dipole computed.

The electric fields at all other observation points is computed by

Eo = Eo
0 + ∑

1≤ j≤n
Go j V j k2

0∆ε j ·Ej, (2.8)

where the subscript o stands for the observation point. The scattering cross section (Csca) are

computed by integrating the field intensities at observation points on a sphere with a radius of

10 µm [267]. The absorption spectra (Cabs) are calculated using ohmic losses [267]. It should

be noted that while scattering can only be computed for the whole system, no such restriction

is present in case of absorption.

Mie theory for coated spheres

Generalized Mie theory is used for computing the response of Cyt c coated AuNPs [268]. The

use of generalized Mie theory allows us to better mimic the realistic system where the gold

particles are coated with a layer of Cyt c. As in the previous section, the dielectric function of

Cyt c computed using Eq. (2.6) with 50 mM equivalent concentration and Johnson and Christy

data is used for gold in all the simulations [259].

2.3.3 Experimental methods

Chemicals

Auric chloride (HAuCl4 ·3H2O), ascorbic acid (AA), mercapto propanoic acid (MPA), hydrogen

peroxide (H2O2), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), bovine heart

Cyt c and microperoxidase 11 (MP11) are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Phosphate buffer

saline pH 7.2 (PBS) is acquired from Gibco®Life Technologies.

Chemical synthesis of cytochrome c coated nanoparticles

Two different approaches are used for the synthesis of Cyt c coated AuNPs. The first approach

is based on replacing the citrate molecules used for stabilizing the pre-synthesized AuNPs

with Cyt c molecules in solution. However, due to the opposite polarity of AuNPs (negatively

charged) and Cyt c (positively charged at pH 7.2), this process of ligand exchange induced
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Figure 2.7: Chemical synthesis of Cyt c coated gold nanoparticles. (a) Synthesis via ligand
exchange of Cyt c molecules to pre-synthesized citrate stabilized nanoparticles. (b) Single step
synthesis of Cyt c AuNPs using HEPES as a reducing agent and Cyt c as a capping agent.

aggregation of nanoparticles and stable colloidal particles could not be synthesized.

In the second approach, a single step synthesis of AuNPs stabilized by Cyt c is performed.

Briefly, 5 µL of 0.1 M HAuCl4 is added to 1 mL of PBS (pH 7.2) and the solution vortexed for 10 s.

Next, 5 µL of 1 M HEPES and a given volume (5 µL, 10 µL or 20 µL) of 400 µM Cyt c are added

sequentially. The mixture is then vortexed again for 5 s and incubated at room temperature for

1 h to facilitate nanoparticle synthesis. The color of the solution turns from pale yellow (before

the addition of HEPES and Cyt c) to dark red (1 h after the addition of HEPES and Cyt c). In

this chemical synthesis HEPES acts as the reducer and Cyt c as the capping agent [269, 270].

To verify that HEPES does not act as the capping agent, I performed analogous experiments

without adding Cyt c. All the syntheses carried out in the absence of Cyt c resulted in the

formation of aggregated particles signified by the typical bluish black color. Even though direct

single step synthesis of Cyt c has not been reported, synthesis where peptide sequences act as

capping agents are quite well known and studied [270]. Furthermore, the particles synthesized

in the absence of Cyt c sedimented rapidly within 1 h. After 1 h, the nanoparticle suspension

is centrifuged twice at 2000 rpm to remove any large aggregates. Next, the supernatent is

centrifuged twice at 10000 rpm for 1 h to collect the nanoparticles. The nanoparticle pellet is

re-suspended in PBS (pH 7.2) after each centrifugation step. The centrifuged nanoparticle

solution is stored at 4◦C.

STEM characterization

The core diameter of the synthesized nanoparticles is analyzed using STEM (FEI Nova 600

Nanolab, dualbeam). The samples for observation are prepared by drop casting 30 µL of the

as-prepared nanoparticles on formvar coated TEM grids. Acquired STEM images are analyzed

using the software ImageJ (v. 1.44p). Particle size histogram for each sample is created by
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measuring the size of 100-150 particles from the STEM images.

Optical measurements

The extinction spectrum of the synthesized AuNPs is analyzed using a home built extinction

setup. The sample placed on a inverted microscope (Olympus IX 71) is illuminated with a

halogen light source and the transmitted light collected using a 20X objective (0.3 NA) and

analyzed using a spectrometer (Horiba Triax 550). The raw experimental data is normalized

with respect to the lamp to obtain the normalized transmission.

SERS signals are measured using an inverted microscope coupled to a He-Ne laser (λ= 633 nm)

using an oil immersion objective (Olympus 60X, 1.4 NA) and further details of the setup are

presented by Lovera [271]. The scattered light is collected using the same objective and

analyzed using a air cooled spectrometer (Andor Shamrock). Laser powers between 1 and

5 mW are used in all the experiments and the focus spot of the laser has an area of around

40 µm2.

2.3.4 Interaction of single gold nanoparticle and a cytochrome c molecule

Figure 2.8: Scattering and absorption spectra of a AuNP-Cyt c system. (a) Schematic of a
AuNP-Cyt c system with the various critical geometrical parameters. (b) Scattering and (c)
absorption spectra of the Cyt c - AuNP system for reduced (blue) and oxidized (red) Cyt c. The
gold nanoparticle and Cyt c size are fixed at 50 nm and 3.4 nm, respectively.
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Let us consider a system composed of a single AuNP and a Cyt c molecule separated by a gap,

g, as shown in Fig. 2.8(a). Let this system be illuminated by a plane wave propagating in the -z

direction and polarized along x axis. This illumination condition is chosen to facilitate the

strongest overlap of the optical near-field of AuNP at the plasmon resonance wavelength with

the molecular dipole [18, 166]. The scattering and absorption spectra of the AuNP-reduced

Cyt c (rCyt c-AuNP) and AuNP-oxidized Cyt c (oCyt c-AuNP) systems for g = 0 nm are shown in

Fig. 2.8(b) and (c), respectively. In these simulations, the size of the gold nanoparticle is fixed

at 50 nm. The peak observed at around 530 nm in the spectra corresponds to the excitation

of the plasmon resonance of the AuNP [272]. Note that a small shift exists between the

absorption resonance wavelength (λpeak = 530 nm) and the scattering resonance wavelength

(λpeak = 540 nm). This shift occurs due to the finite damping of the plasmon resonance and

has been studied previously [273, 274]. However, no visible difference is observed between the

two systems (rCyt c-AuNP and oCyt c-AuNP) especially close to either the Q-band wavelength

or the Soret band wavelengths of Cyt c. The absence of visible modulation in the spectra

of AuNP due to a single Cyt c clearly indicates the low dipole strength of Cyt c. Recall that

past studies have shown that even the presence of single atom/molecule close to an optical

resonator, with high Q, can strongly modify the resonance features of the resonator [275]. In

our system, the inherent low Q of the plasmonic resonance as well as the low oscillator strength

of the molecule prevents us from seeing a noticeable effect in a single molecule-resonator

system.

Therefore, as a first step towards studying the absorption enhancement of Cyt c, I monitored

the absorption of the Cyt c molecule as opposed to the total absorption of the system. Addi-

tionally, one of the parameters that has a strong effect on any absorption enhancement or

energy transfer process is the separation distance, in this case g, between the acceptor and

the donor [276–278]. Figure 2.9(a) shows the absorption of a reduced Cyt c molecule in the

rCyt c-AuNP for gaps between 0 and 40 nm. As the gap between the AuNP and Cyt c molecule

is reduced, a strong increase in the absorption is observed. In particular, when the molecule

is placed directly on the surface of the AuNP, i.e. g = 0 nm, the absorption of reduced Cyt c

is enhanced by a factor of almost 30 (at λ= 550 nm). Another interesting observation is that

the enhancement is spectrally non-uniform. The enhancement factors for the other relevant

wavelengths are 7.7 (at 416 nm) and 22 (at 520 nm). Furthermore, for a separation distance

smaller than 6 nm, the Q-band at 550 nm exhibits higher absorption than the Soret band at

416 nm, as shown in Fig. 2.9(b). The highest enhancement is seen for the band at 550 nm due

to its spectral vicinity to the near-field resonance of the gold particle. Analogously, in case of

an oxidized Cyt c molecule placed close to a AuNP, a similar absorption enhancement is seen

(Fig. 2.9(c) and (d)). The absorption enhancement factors for the Q-band and the Soret bands

are 33.5 (at λ= 530 nm) and 7.6 (λ= 410 nm).

The spectral non-uniformity in the enhancement arises because of the Lorentzian line shape of

the plasmon resonance. More specifically, the enhancement in the absorption occurs because

of the high near-field around the AuNP at the plasmon resonance. The near-field spectrum

exhibits a line shape similar to the scattering spectrum in this particular case. Furthermore,
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the near-field decays rapidly as the distance between the observation point and the AuNP

surface is increased. In a similar trend, the absorption at the Q-bands also falls rapidly as the

gap, g, is increased (Fig. 2.9(b) and (d)). Such spectrally dependent enhancements as well as

distance based reduction in enhancement have also been reported in fluorescent systems

previously [38, 40, 279]. However, in contrast to our case where the maximum enhancement

occurs for g = 0 nm, in fluorescence the maximum enhancement is observed for a finite

non-zero value of g [280]. It is also evident from Fig. 2.9(c) that the peak position of the

Q-band of oxidized Cyt c in oCyt c-AuNP is spectrally shifted by nearly 10 nm as compared

with the absorption band of an isolated oxidized Cyt c molecule (Q-band is at 530 nm). This

possibly also occurs due to the Lorentzian line shape of the plasmon resonance and such

shifts are more evident in case of resonances with higher damping [274]. On a different note,

it is also seen that the absorption of the Cyt c molecule is 3 orders of magnitude lower than the

absorption of the whole system (Fig. 2.8 (c) and Fig. 2.9(a)), making it clear why the signature

of a single molecule is not seen in the spectrum of the complete system.

Even though it is clear that an enhancement in the absorption of Cyt c does indeed occur, it is

not feasible to measure the absorption of just the Cyt c molecule in the Cyt c-AuNP system. In

order to circumvent this limitation, I make use of the differential signal exploiting the fact that

the plasmon resonance does not show a significant change between rCyt c-AuNP and oCyt

c-AuNP systems. I define the differential scattering and absorption as follows:

∆Csca =Csca( fr = 1)−Csca( fr = 0), (2.9)

and

∆Cabs =Cabs( fr = 1)−Cabs( fr = 0), (2.10)

where fr = 1 and fr = 0 correspond to rCyt c-AuNP and oCyt c-AuNP systems, respectively.

Note that Cabs and Csca are the absorption and scattering of the complete system. Figure

2.10 shows the differential scattering and absorption spectra for gaps of 0 and 1000 nm. It is

clear that for g = 0 nm, the differential scattering and absorption signals near the Q-bands

are enhanced by a factor of nearly 1000 and 20 around λ= 550 nm, respectively. Considering

the differential scattering spectra first, I see that for a very large gap, g = 1000 nm, the signal

close to the Q-bands (500-600 nm) mimics the real part of the dielectric function of Cyt c

(see appendix B.2). However for g = 0 nm, the spectral profile changes and a prominent

dip close to 550 nm is observed. The modification close to the Soret band is not as drastic.

Comparing the modulation of the ∆Csca signal in the Q-band spectra region for the two

cases (g = 0 nm and g = 1000 nm) an enhancement of 3.5 ·103 is observed. The Soret band

on the other hand exhibits an enhancement of 1.8 ·103. On the other hand, the differential

absorption spectrum for a large separation (g = 1000 nm) shows a line shape which is nearly

the sum of two Lorentzians close to the Q-bands. However, on decreasing the distance, the
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Figure 2.9: Distance dependence of absorption enhancement of Cyt c. Absorption spectra of
(a) reduced and (c) oxidized Cyt c for various separation distances between the gold nanopar-
ticle and Cyt c molecule. The trace of the absorption intensity of the Cyt c molecule at the
Soret and Q-bands of (b) reduced and (d) oxidized Cyt c as a function of distance. The gold
nanoparticle and Cyt c size is fixed at 50 nm and 3.4 nm, respectively. The Q-bands of isolated
reduced Cyt c are at 520 nm and 550 nm (red and black lines in (b); wavelengths indicated
by red and black dashed lines in (a)). The Q-band of isolated oxidized Cyt c is at 530 nm (red
line in (d); wavelength indicated by a red dashed line in (c)). The Soret bands of reduced and
oxidized Cyt c are at 416 nm and 410 nm, respectively (blue lines in (b) and (d); blue dashed
lines in (a) and (c)).

differential absorption spectrum gains a distinct asymmetric line shape near the Q-bands

due to the selective spectral enhancement in both the oxidized and reduced states of Cyt c.

The asymmetry in the differential signal is further accentuated by the spectral shift of Q-band

of oxidized Cyt c at small separation distances. For a gap of 0 nm, the Q-band at 550 nm

shows a stronger modulation as compared to the Soret band, similar to the behavior observed

earlier. This trend reverses itself for larger separations, i.e. g=1000 nm, where the Soret band is

dominant. The relative enhancements in the modulation of the differential absorption signal

close to the Q-band and the Soret band are 40.5 and 5.7, respectively.
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Figure 2.10: Differential scattering and absorption spectra for a gold-Cyt c system and an
isolated Cyt c molecule. (a) The differential scattering and (b) differential absorption spec-
trum for a Cyt c-AuNP system (red, g=0 nm) and for a single Cyt c molecule (blue). The gold
nanoparticle size and Cyt c molecule size are fixed at 50 nm and 3.4 nm, respectively.

2.3.5 Effect of a layer of Cyt c on a gold nanoparticle

In the previous section, I investigated a system composed of a single gold nanoparticle and

a Cyt c molecule. However, realization and experimental measurements on such systems

are very difficult and often impractical from the point of view of applications. What is more

feasible is a system made up of a Cyt c coated gold nanoparticle. Similar structures albeit with

other molecules have been studied extensively in the past few decades [166, 167, 281]. Due

to the spherical symmetry of this system, generalized Mie theory is an ideal candidate for

investigating its optical characteristics [268]. The structure is placed in water (εB = 1.7689) and

illuminated with a plane wave and the various optical properties are analyzed as a function of

the relevant parameters. The main geometrical parameters are the gold core size (dAu) and the

Cyt c shell thickness (tC y tc ). Recall that a monolayer of Cyt c has a thickness of 3.4 nm [262].

Figure 2.11(a) and (b) shows the color maps of normalized scattering and absorption as a

function of wavelength and gold core size, dAu , for a rCyt c-AuNP system (the Cyt c is in the

reduced state). The reduced state of Cyt c is chosen since it exhibits the highest absorption

amongst the two oxidation states. Normalized spectrum is used to track the change in the

peak position as well as check whether the presence of the Cyt c shell shows up in the spectra

of the complete system. As expected, a red shift is seen for the resonance wavelengths of both

the scattering and absorption spectra on increasing the particle size. However, even in this

case a strong modulation in the absorption or scattering spectra is not visible.

Again I employ the differential scattering and absorption, defined by Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.10),

to study the absorption and scattering enhancement. The differential spectra as a function

of gold core size are depicted in Fig. 2.11(c) and (d). In case of differential scattering and

absorption signals an optimal size for the maximum modulation is seen. In case of the

differential scattering the optimum is at 106 nm (shown in the appendix Sec. B.3) whereas for

the differential absorption the optimal diameter is 68 nm. For core diameters larger than this
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Figure 2.11: Effect of modification of gold core size on the scattering and absorption spec-
tra. (a) Normalized scattering, (b) normalized absorption, (c) differential scattering and (d)
differential absorption spectra of Cyt c coated gold nanoparticle for different values of the gold
core size. For calculating the normalized scattering and absorption spectra, the Cyt c layer is
taken to be in a fully reduced state. The thickness of the Cyt c layer is fixed at 3.4 nm. The red
and blue lines indicate the core sizes of 50 nm and 68 nm, respectively.

value, the differential absorption reduces. The optimal values of the radius exist because of

the intrinsic nature of resonant enhancement. For example, the resonant enhancement is

governed by both the spectral overlap between the two oscillators as well as the resonance

strength of each. In our case, as the size of the gold core is increased the dipolar plasmon

resonance of the core-shell particle red shifts. For a gold core of 10 nm, the plasmon resonance

in scattering is located at around 525 nm, which shifts to 550 nm on increasing the size to 68

nm. Further increase in size red shifts the plasmon resonance further. Therefore, an optimal

size exists for the best match between the plasmon resonance and the Cyt c absorption band.

If the size is increased further, a case exists in which the higher order quadrupolar mode

can spectrally overlap with the absorption bands of Cyt c. Even in this case an optimal size

corresponding to the maximum differential modulation can be determined (shown in the

Appendix B.3). Another point that is evident is the shift in the optimal values of the radius for

obtaining the maximum differential absorption and scattering signals. This is probably due to

the intrinsic redshift of the near field of the plasmon resonance as compared to its far field

response [274]. It must be mentioned here that as the size of the nanoparticle is increased, the

number of Cyt c molecules coating the surface also increases. However, since this increase
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is monotonic with the size, the differential spectra (absorption or scattering) normalized to

the number of molecules show a behavior similar to the one seen in Fig. 2.11 (c) and (d).

I have retained the non normalized spectra as this is what is obtained from experimental

measurements.

Let us now consider two specific cases: dAu = 50 nm (same as in Sec. 2.3.4) and dAu = 68 nm

(showing the maximum differential absorption signal). Figure 2.12 shows the various spectra

for both of these cases. The scattering and absorption spectra for rCyt c-AuNP and oCyt

c-AuNP systems do not show significant differences. However, a small modulation (dip) close

to 550 nm is visible in the spectrum of rCyt c-AuNP with dAu = 68 nm. Since absorption is

additive, i.e. the absorption of the total system is the sum of the absorption of the individual

components, no such modulation (dip) is seen. Thus, in case of absorption it is expected that

the presence of the absorption layer should show up as a peak. Note that this current work is

very similar to the work presented earlier by the group of L. Lee [256,257], where they studied a

similar system of Cyt c placed close to gold nanoparticles. However, unlike their work where a

very strong modulation in the scattering spectrum was observed, the modulation observed in

our system is very small. This could possibly be due to the differences in the number of Cyt c

molecules close to the AuNP. Another point is that, the small modulation (dip) in the scattering

spectrum of the gold particle is very similar to those observed in case of surface enhanced

infrared absorption (SEIRA), where the infrared absorption bands show up as modulations in

the infrared spectrum of the plasmonic antenna [282].

Figure 2.12 (c) and (d) shows the differential scattering and absorption spectra for the two

cases. As shown previously in case of a single molecule, the differential scattering signal

shows a prominent dip close to 550 nm. The differential absorption spectra on the other

hand exhibits an asymmetric line shape centered around 550 nm. In case of the differential

scattering spectrum for the gold core size of 68 nm, enhancements of 2.8 ·104 and 3.61 ·103 are

observed in the modulation of the spectra close to the Q-band and the Soret band, respectively.

The enhancements are computed with respect to the differential scattering signal from a

hollow core (εB = 1.768)-Cyt c shell particle. In a similar manner, enhancements of 9.9 and

1.03 are seen in case of the differential absorption signal close to the Q-bands and the Soret

band, respectively, for a 68 nm gold core-shell system. Note that a certain discrepancy exists

between the enhancements calculated using the Cyt c coated nanoparticle and the system

of a single Cyt c molecule close to a gold nanoparticle. One of the reasons could be the non-

inclusion of higher order modes in the latter, which in principle can play a strong role in

governing field enhancements [40, 51, 57]. Another possible reason is the averaging effect that

naturally occurs when one considers a layer of Cyt c around a AuNP as opposed to a single

Cyt c molecule. For example, in Sec. 2.3.4, I placed the Cyt c at the location which exhibited

maximum field enhancement. If the molecules are placed along the y axis (as opposed to

their placement on x axis as in Sec. 2.3.4), lower enhancements are observed due to lower near

fields along this axis around the AuNP [19, 283]. Another point that is clear from this analysis

is that higher enhancements factors are always observed in case of the differential scattering

signal as compared to the differential absorption signal. However, it is still not clear why this is
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Figure 2.12: Differential scattering and absorption for two gold core sizes: 50 nm and 68
nm. (a) and (c) Differential scattering spectrum (black solid curve) for gold core sizes of 50 nm
and 68 nm, respectively. The dashed black curves in (a) and (c) show the differential scattering
spectrum for a hollow core-Cyt c particle with core diameters of 50 nm and 68 nm, respectively.
The total scattering cross section for the two sizes, 50 nm (a) and 68 nm (c), in the reduced
(blue curve) and oxidized state (red) curve are also shown. (b) and (d) Differential absorption
spectrum (black solid curve) for gold core sizes of 50 nm and 68 nm, respectively. The dashed
black curves in (b) and (d) show the differential absorption spectrum for a hollow core-Cyt
c particle with core diameters of 50 nm and 68 nm, respectively. The total absorption cross
section for the two sizes, 50 nm (b) and 68 nm (d), in the reduced (blue curve) and oxidized
(red) states are also shown. The thickness of the Cyt c layer is fixed at 3.4 nm for all simulations.

so and has to be investigated further.

Let us now consider the effect of modifying the Cyt c shell thickness, tC y tc . For this analysis, I

keep the diameter of the gold core fixed at 68 nm. Figure 2.13(a) and (b) shows the scattering

and absorption spectra for different values of the shell thickness for the case of reduced Cyt c

shell. The maximum shell thickness, 68 nm, corresponds to nearly 20 layers of Cyt c molecules.

As the shell thickness is increased, the Soret band close to 416 nm becomes more prominent.

Secondly, the dip associated with the Q-band (at 550 nm) in the scattering spectrum also

deepens on increasing the shell thickness. In contrast, a shoulder is seen to appear in the

absorption spectra close to 550 nm for large values of shell thickness (tC y tc > 40 nm). However,
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Figure 2.13: Effect of Cyt c shell thickness on the optical spectra of Cyt c coated gold
nanoparticles. Color map of (a) scattering, (b) absorption, (c) differential scattering and
(d) differential absorption as a function of wavelength and Cyt c shell thickness, tC y tc . Scat-
tering and absorption in (a) and (b) are computed assuming Cyt c shell to be in a completely
reduced state. The size of the gold core is fixed at 68 nm.

it is the differential scattering and absorption spectra that show the most prominent changes

as a function of shell thickness, Fig. 2.13(c) and (d). For small shell thicknesses, the differential

signals (both scattering and absorption) close to the Q-bands is higher than the signal near the

Soret band. However, as the shell thickness is increased, this trend reverses, i.e. the differential

signal close to the Soret band becomes higher than the signal near the Q-bands. This clearly

shows that as the shell thickness is increased, the Cyt c molecules on the outer surface of

the shell exhibit properties similar to that of isolated Cyt c molecules. This is because, as the

distance between the gold surface and the Cyt c molecules on the outer layer is increased

due to increase in tC y tc , the molecules feel progressively lower effects of the plasmonic near-

field due to its rapid decaying nature [19, 22, 283]. Therefore, even though the modulation

in the scattering signal might appear more prominent, not all the molecules are necessarily

enhanced via the plasmon resonance by the same factor .

2.3.6 SERS based confirmation of Cyt c on the synthesized gold nanoparticles

To experimentally validate the theoretical findings presented earlier, I synthesized gold nanopar-

ticles coated with Cyt c using the protocol presented in Sec. 2.3.3. Figure 2.14 shows a size
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Figure 2.14: Particle size histogram of the synthesized Cyt c coated gold nanoparticles. The
inset shows the eppendorfs with (1) 5 µL of 0.01 M HAuCl4 dissolved in 1 mL PBS, (2) Cyt
c-coated AuNP solution and (3) reaction product of the synthesis in absence of Cyt c.

histogram of the Cyt c-AuNP solution synthesized using this method. The particles exhibit a

mean size of 12 nm. However, prior to the measurements of absorption enhancement due to

excitation of plasmon resonance, it is necessary to confirm the presence of Cyt c on the AuNP.

For this purpose, I employed SERS for detecting the presence of the Cyt c molecules on the

particles [50, 51, 53–57, 59]. Two different samples are used for acquiring the SERS signals of

molecules from the nanoparticle sample: (a) Using nanoparticle aggregates and (b) plasmonic

trapping of single gold nanoparticles and subsequent SERS analysis of the trapped particles. In

the first approach, the nanoparticle solution is allowed to aggregate via drying on a glass cover

slip (thickness 150 µm). The exact protocol is as follows: 30µL of the nanoparticle solution is

drop cast on the cover slip and allowed to dry under ambient conditions. After 1 h, the sample

is gently washed with PBS to remove the particles still in suspension and 30 µL of fresh PBS is

added to the sample. The SERS from the aggregates is then measured. In the second approach,

a single nanoparticle is trapped using a resonant optical nano-antenna [92, 271]. Following

the trapping event, SERS originating from the coated nanoparticles are recorded.

SERS spectra acquired at various times is shown in Fig. 2.15(a). SERS spectra at two different

times can exhibit quite different spectral features, as shown in Fig. 2.15(c). For example, the

spectrum acquired at t = 225 s shows a prominent peak at 1595 cm−1. However, this peak is

not present in the spectrum acquired at t = 483 nm. Similar observations can be made about

the other SERS peaks. Additionally, the time trace at a fixed wavenumber also shows a similar

fluctuating of the SERS intensity, Fig. 2.15(b). Therefore, a statistical analysis route must be

used for extracting the Raman peaks from the data. Here, I use the analysis method developed

by Margueritat et al. [284] to extract the necessary data. First, the Mandel Q-parameter defined

as,

Q =−1+ σ2
ν

〈Aν〉
, (2.11)
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Figure 2.15: SERS spectra from aggregates of Cyt c coated gold nanoparticles. (a) SERS
signal as a function of wavenumber ν and time t from nanoparticle aggregates. (b) Time trace
of the SERS intensity at 1543 cm−1. (c) SERS spectra from the aggregate at two different times
(red - 225 s and black - 483 s). Laser power of 2 mW is used and each spectrum acquired using
3s integration time.

where σν and 〈Aν〉 are the standard deviation and the arithmetic mean of the Raman intensity,

respectively, calculated at the wavenumber ν. Note that the Mandel parameters shows the

statistical fluctuations in the SERS intensity for a given wavenumber. Figure 2.16(a) shows the

Mandel parameter for various wavenumbers calculated for the SERS intensities measured from

the aggregate sample. It is clear that the peaks in the range of 1000 cm−1 show the highest value

of Q parameter, indicating that the highest fluctuations occurs here. Even though from the Q

parameter it is clear that multiple peaks can be identified, what is still unclear is the number

of times a particular peak appears in the Raman spectrum during the whole experiment. To

determine this, a histogram of the peaks is generated and analyzed, Fig. 2.16(b). The peaks

extracted from these two analyses are presented in Table 2.3 and compared with the known

Raman peaks of Cyt c and HEPES (chemicals used for nanoparticle synthesis). Seventeen

peaks in total could be assigned to the Raman spectrum of Cyt c. Additionally, 13 other peaks

are seen to match with the known Raman spectrum of HEPES.

As a further proof for the presence of Cyt c on the a single AuNP SERS signals from single

trapped particles is also measured. These single particle trapping and SERS measurements

were performed by Andrea Lovera, a colleague in the lab. Briefly, plasmonic nano-antennas

(two gold rods (50 nm) separated by a small gap (20 nm)) are fabricated and used for the
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Figure 2.16: Analysis of SERS signal from Cyt c gold nanoparticle aggregates. (a) Mandel Q
parameter as a function of wavenumber ν computed from the SERS intensities measured from
nanoparticle aggregates. (b) Histogram of the peaks extracted from the SERS measurements.
250 spectra are used for computing the histogram and the Mandel Q parameter.

trapping experiment (schematic shown in Fig. 2.17(a)). The nano-antennas are illuminated

with a laser (λ= 633 nm) to trap the gold nanoparticles (mean size 12 nm) and subsequently

measure the SERS signal [271]. Note that unlike the aggregates where the hot-spot for the

SERS enhancement occurs due to the uncontrolled aggregation, in this case the hot-spot

for the SERS enhancement is located between the trapped particle and the antenna walls.

Furthermore, since the antennas are not functionalized with molecules, the SERS signals

observed arise mainly from the molecules present on the AuNP. Figure 2.17(a) shows the SERS

spectrum obtained at different times. It should be noted that the sample layer is used for

trapping and SERS measurements. Initially the laser is off (t<10 s) and no SERS signal is seen.

At t=10 s the laser is switched on at low power (P=0.2 mW) a broad background is seen in

the SERS spectrum, which does not fluctuate with time. However, at t=70 s the laser power

is increased to 2 mW. Subsequently at t=90 s, strong peaks in the spectrum are observed,

which indicates that a trapping event has occurred. At t=125 s, laser is switched off and the

signal again drops to zero. Turning on the laser again to an identical power at t=150 s shows a

broad background but the lack of any prominent peaks. This clearly shows that during the

experiment, a nanoparticle is trapped, as indicated by the SERS signal, and then subsequently

released. Let us now analyze the time during which the nanoparticle is trapped. Fluctuations

of the SERS intensity can be seen on comparing the SERS spectra at various time points or

the SERS intensity at a given wavenumber (Fig. 2.17(c) and (d)). It should be noted that in

addition to the fluctuations that occur because of the motion of the molecules in solution,

as in the case of aggregates, in the trapping geometry the particles can also move in the gap,

which incorporates added complexity in the analysis. Therefore, even in this case, I use both

the Mandel parameter and the peak histogram to study the SERS peaks. The peaks identified

via this method are also presented in Table 2.3. Again, multiple peaks from both Cyt c and

HEPES can be identified, confirming the presence of Cyt c on the gold nanoparticles. Note

that some of the peaks extracted from the SERS measurement could not be matched with
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ν (cm−1) Molecule Agg. Trap ν (cm−1) Molecule Agg. Trap

425 H x 447 x x
460 H x 490 x x
502 x x 524 C x x
542 x 567 C/H x x
609 x 624 x
642 C x x 660 C x
684 x 700 C x x
717 H x 767 x x
803 C x x 826 H x
864 x 910 H x x
940 H x x 985 C x x

1017 C x 1071 x x
1091 C x x 1133 C x
1161 C/H x x 1197 x x
1208 C x x 1222 H x x
1255 H x x 1272 H x x
1285 x 1332 x x
1351 C x 1362 C x
1397 C x x 1424 H x
1456 H x 1490 x x
1512 x 1525 x x
1549 C x x 1567 x x
1585 C x x 1622 x x
1643 C x x

Table 2.3: Peaks extracted from the Raman spectra of Cyt c coated gold nanoparticles. Peak
positions of the Raman peaks extracted from the SERS measurements of the nanoparticle
aggregate sample (Agg.) and via the trapping method (Trap). The table also compares the
Raman peaks extracted in this work with that of Cyt c (labeled : C, taken from [285, 286]) and
HEPES (labeled : H, taken from http://goo.gl/kcduzC).

either the Raman peaks of Cyt c or HEPES. One possible origin of these peaks could be the

molecules present in the PBS buffer.

2.3.7 Detection of Cyt c using extinction measurements

Let us now consider the extinction response of the synthesized gold nanoparticle solution.

Recall that extinction (=1-transmission) is defined as the sum of scattering and absorption as

per the optical theorem [268]. Figure 2.18(a) shows a representative experimentally obtained

transmission spectra of the Cyt c coated particles both in the reduced state (blue curve) and

in the oxidized state (red curve). The nanoparticle samples are prepared by adding 30 µL of

the as-prepared particles to a 374 well plate. 30 µL of PBS is also added to make the total
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2.3. Plasmon enhanced absorption of cytochrome c

Figure 2.17: Plasmonic trapping and SERS measurements on a single gold nanoparticle. (a)
Schematic of the trapping geometry and the laser excitation. (b) SERS signal as a function of
wavenumber ν and time t from nanoparticle aggregates. (c) Time trace of the SERS intensity
at 1543 cm−1. (d) SERS spectra from the aggregate at two different times (red - 50 s and black -
100 s).

volume 60 µL. The reduction and oxidation of the as-synthesized particles is carried out by

the addition of either 10 µL of ascorbic acid (2 ·10−5 g/mL) or 10 µL of hydrogen peroxide

(8 ·10−5 M) to each of the wells, respectively. The broad dip observed at 520 nm corresponds

to the plasmon resonance of the gold nanoparticle. Additionally, two smaller features are

observed at around 560 nm and 596 nm, respectively. Note that these two dips occur only in

the transmission spectrum of the particles treated with AA, i.e. corresponds to particles coated

with reduced Cyt c. It is well known that for small particles (gold core size smaller than 20 nm),

the contribution of absorption is higher than that of scattering in total extinction spectrum.

Because of the small size of the gold nanoparticles in our case the transmission spectrum

exhibits more predominantly the features of absorption. Hence, an additive behavior is seen

for the absorption bands of Cyt c, i.e. the transmission is lower for the reduced Cyt c particles
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Chapter 2. Plasmon modified absorption of molecules

Figure 2.18: Detection of Cyt c by extinction measurements. (a) Transmission spectra of
oxidized (red) and reduced (blue) Cyt c coated gold nanoparticles. (b) Differential transmission
spectrum between the reduced and oxidized Cyt c coated gold nanoparticles.

as compared to the oxidized Cyt c particles close to 600 nm (Fig. 2.18(a)). Figure 2.18(b) shows

the differential transmission spectra between the reduced and oxidized Cyt c coated gold

particles, i.e., particles treated with AA and H2O2. The differential transmission spectrum

clearly reveals the presence of the two dips. As mentioned previously these peaks are located

at a different wavelengths (560 and 596 nm) as compared to the resonances of native Cyt

c (520 and 550 nm) [263]. No other major changes occur to the extinction spectrum of the

sample on the addition of either AA or H2O2. This is similar to the theoretical results obtained

in Sec. 2.3.5 where a small modulation is also observed on changing the state of the Cyt c

molecules. Again, the modulations observed in this study are still much smaller than the ones

reported by the group of Lee [256, 257]. One possible reason for the shift in the absorption

peaks of the Cyt c molecule present on the gold nanoparticles as compared to native Cyt

c could be due to the interaction of the heme porphyrin ring with the gold surface. Such

interactions between gold nanoparticles and resonant molecules have been shown to modify

the absorption characteristics of the molecules [40]. However, this is unlikely since only

small shifts are expected via this mechanism. Another possible reason could be related to the

origin of absorption in the prophyrin rings. In general porphyrin rings exhibit 4 different Q-

bands [287]. The relative spectral strengths of the various Q-bands is governed by the metallic

ion in the porphyrin ring as well as its surrounding. It is possible that the chemical route used

here for synthesis of Cyt c coated gold nanoparticles could somehow alter the surrounding

of the propyrin ring and hence result in such a spectral modification, i.e., the Q-bands close

to 575 nm and 600 nm are seen rather than the ones close to 520 nm and 550 nm. However,

more detailed experiments have to be carried out to understand the origin of this change in

the spectrum of Cyt c attached to gold nanoparticles. It is clear that the extinction spectrum

of gold nanoparticles incubated with either AA shows a small modulation that is absent in

case of gold nanoparticles treated with H2O2. However, the modulation in the signal is very

small and a significant number of acquisitions is necessary to acquire such a modulation.

Fifty averages are necessary for obtaining modulation shown in Fig. 2.18(b). The absorption

enhancement must be increased significantly before this system can be employed for sensing
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of either H2O2 or AA. Some potential ways for enhancing the absorption further and making

this system suitable for biosensing applications are discussed in Sec. 7.

2.4 Summary

In conclusion, in the first part of this chapter I have shown that strong coupling between

a surface plasmon resonance and the absorption bands of metallo-proteins such as Hb is

feasible. Furthermore it has been demonstrated that this strong coupling can be exploited

to enhance the sensitivity of a conventional SPR sensor. Numerical simulations based on

transfer matrix approach show that for a wavelength modulated sensor the resonance shift

is enhanced by a factor of 3, whereas in case of angle modulated sensor the resonance shift

can be enhanced by a factor of 10. Finally this sensitivity enhancement can be exploited for

oxygen sensing.

In the second part of this chapter, I studied the modification of absorption of cytochrome

c molecules placed in the vicinity of a gold nanoparticle. Theoretical calculations based on

Green’s tensor approach and generalized Mie theory are used to demonstrate theoretically the

absorption enhancement of Cyt c molecules by the plasmon resonance of a gold nanoparticle.

It is shown that even though an enhancement in the absorption does occur, this effect is

small as compared to the spectra of the complete system. I also tried to investigate this

enhancement experimentally by synthesizing gold nanoparticles coated with Cyt c. The

presence of Cyt c on the gold nanoparticles is confirmed by SERS measurements. However,

extinction measurements showed the presence of small modulations, at 560 nm and 596 nm,

present in the spectrum of gold nanoparticles treated with AA. However, these modulations are

shifted with respect to the absorption bands of native Cyt c molecules. Furthermore, even in

the measured spectrum, the redox state dependent modulation is small making it unsuitable

for use directly as a sensor of either H2O2 or AA. Additional enhancements to the absorption

of Cyt c via different means could potentially lead to development of biosensors for detection

of H2O2 or AA.
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3 Human cell assisted synthesis of gold
nanoparticles

In this chapter, human cell assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticle is studied. The synthesized

nanoparticles are found in the intracellular as well as the extracellular regions of the cell. It is

shown that the size of the synthesized nanoparticles can be tuned by modifying the concentration

of the gold salt. Furthermore, proteomic analysis of the corona reveals the presence of a large

number of proteins associated with various organelles in the cell. Finally, it is shown that the

initial intracellular redox state can modify the size of the synthesized nanoparticles. Preliminary

nanoparticle uptake experiments are also carried out to evaluate the specificity of the synthesized

particles.

3.1 Introduction

Over the last decade, gold nanoparticles and their derivatives have found numerous applica-

tions in biology and medicine. The successful utilization of propagating surface plasmons

for sensing has prompted the utilization of localized plasmon resonances in nanoparticles to

acquire spatial information as well [13, 17, 19, 22, 79]. Furthermore, nanoparticles have been

used in optical tagging [200,288,289], sensing [13,17,19,22,79,290], SERS spectroscopy [53,59],

photothermal treatment of cancer [75, 77, 78] and drug delivery [218]. These numerous

applications have prompted the development of various recipes for the synthesis of gold

nanoparticles, with the aim of controlling their size, shape, polydispersity and surface func-

tionalization [219, 221–225, 247, 248, 291–295]. Most recipes involve the reduction of chloroau-

ric acid (HAuCl4) to metallic gold using reducers like sodium citrate, sodium borohydride

and ascorbic acid in the presence of capping agents to prevent aggregation [58, 296–302].

Alternative techniques for the synthesis of inorganic nanoparticles via biosynthesis routes

have gained popularity in the last decade, primarily due to the enhanced biocompatibility

provided by biological proteins and other molecules acting as surfactants [249–253, 303]. In

the biosynthesis approach, bio-organisms such as bacteria, algae and others play the role

of chemical reactors, providing the required reducing and capping agents resulting in the

synthesis of stable nanoparticles. Inorganic particles of different materials such as Au, Au-Ag,

CdS, Ag and TiO2, as well as particles of different morphologies have been synthesized using
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these techniques [249–253, 303].

Recently, Anshup et al. used various human cell lines, cancerous and non-cancerous, to

demonstrate intracellular gold nanoparticle synthesis over a period of 96 hours [254]. In that

study, differences observed between the absorption spectra of nanoparticles synthesized by

cancerous and non-cancerous cell lines were attributed to their different cellular metabolisms.

Furthermore, it was hypothesized that the reducers responsible for converting Au3+ into Au0

were different proteins present inside the cells. Later, Shamsaie et al. used intracellularly

grown gold nanoparticles for SERS measurements in single cell [304]. Even though gold

nanoparticle synthesis by human cells has been reported by these authors, the exact effect of

the initial cell state is not yet clear.

In the present chapter, I demonstrate that human endothelial cells can synthesize gold

nanoparticles of various sizes from HAuCl4. To elucidate the intracellular nature of the biosyn-

thesis process two-photon and electron microscopy are used. Proteomic analysis performed

on the protein corona of the biosynthesized nanoparticles reveals the presence of numerous

proteins originating from various cellular organelles on both the intracellular and extracellular

particles. In the final section of the paper, I show that the intracellular biosynthesis process is

strongly dependent on the redox state of the cells prior to HAuCl4 addition. The dependence of

the particle size on the redox state is demonstrated by inducing stress in cells using two differ-

ent stress-inducing agents, namely, N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) and buthionine-(S,R)-sulfoxime

(BSO). Preliminary experiments on the uptake of human cell synthesized nanoparticles by

other human cells are also performed.

3.2 Experimental protocols

3.2.1 Chemicals

Chloroauric acid (HAuCl4 ·3H2O), Triton X-100, glutaraldehyde, paraformaldehyde (PFA), N-

acetyl cysteine (NAC), buthionine-(S,R)-sulfoxime (BSO), Durcupan (epoxy resin), Cacodylate

buffer, potassium ferrocyanide, uranyl acetate, lead citrate, iodoacetamide, NaCl, glycerol,

NP40, CHAPS, EDTA, vanadate, NaF, Tris-HCl and CdCl2 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich

and utilized without further purification. 5/6-Carboxy-2,7-dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein

(Carboxy−H2DCFDA) is purchased from Invitrogen, 5,5’-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB,

Ellman’s reagent) and urea from Fluka Chemie AG. Osmium tetroxide is purchased from Elec-

tron Microscopy Sciences (EMS). Acetonitrile is obtained from Biosolve Chemie. Dithioery-

thritol (DTE) and CaCl2 were purchased from Merck. ProteaseMax Surfactant and trypsin

were bought from Promega. Premixed WST-1 is purchased from Clontech. Dulbeco’s modified

Eagles’s medium (DMEM), Phosphate buffered saline (PBS), Hank’s balanced salt solution

(HBSS)s (with MgCl2 and CaCl2), 4% Trypan blue solution (in PBS 1X) and Tryple express are

purchased from Gibco Life Technologies.
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3.2. Experimental protocols

3.2.2 Cell culture and gold nanoparticle synthesis

Human cerebral endothelial cells (HCEC) (a kind gift from D. Stanimirovic, Ottawa, Canada)

are cultured in DMEM 4.5 g/l glucose, without phenol red, supplemented with 10% heat-

inactivated FBS and antibiotics (all from Gibco Life Technologies). The cells are initially seeded

in 48-wells plates at a concentration of 5 ·104 cells/well in a 48 well plate (Costar, Corning,

USA), then grown for 24 h at 37◦C and 5% CO2. For the experiments studying nanoparticle

biosynthesis by live cells, semi-confluent ( 80%) HCEC are washed twice with PBS and then

exposed to HAuCl4 dissolved in PBS for 96 h. Cells not exposed to HAuCl4 but treated under

the same conditions are used as controls. To study the effects of membrane permeability, the

cells are treated with either 50% ethanol for 5 min or with 4% formaldehyde for 15 min, prior

to washing twice with PBS and the addition of HAuCl4 dissolved in PBS for 96 h. To study the

effects of modifying the redox state of the cells, the cells are pre-cultured for 6 h with NAC or

BSO prior to the addition of HAuCl4 dissolved in PBS for 96 h.

3.2.3 Extraction of intracellular and extracellular biosynthesized gold nanoparti-
cles

The intracellular gold nanoparticles are extracted from cells after washing the cells with PBS

and freezing for 24 h at −20◦C. Then, 110 µL of extraction buffer (137 mM NaCl, 10% v/v

glycerol, 1% v/v NP40, 1% w/v CHAPS, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM vanadate, 50 mM

NaF, pH 7.2) is added to each well and the culture plate is gently shaken for 10 min. The cells

are then scraped using a cell scraper and transferred to Eppendorf tubes. Freeze-thawing using

liquid nitrogen is performed thrice to lyse the cell membrane and extract the intracellular

particles. The Eppendorf tubes are then centrifuged at 1000 rpm to pellet cell debris, which

are then discarded. The supernatants after removal of cell debris are then centrifuged at

8000 rpm (5724 g) for 30 min at 25◦C to pellet the intracellular nanoparticles and the pellet

is resuspended in 375 µL PBS. This step is repeated twice. To recover the biosynthesized

nanoparticles found extracellularly, the cell-conditioned medium is centrifuged at 1000 rpm

for 5 min to remove large materials, the pellet is discarded and the supernatant is centrifuged

at 8000 rpm to pellet the nanoparticles. The pellet is suspended in 375 µL PBS. These steps are

repeated twice.

3.2.4 Two photon imaging

After exposing HCEC to 0.5 mM HAuCl4 in PBS for 96 h, the cells are washed twice with

PBS prior to fixation with 4% formaldehyde for 30 min at 37◦C. Cells not exposed to HAuCl4

are used as controls. The samples are then imaged using a two-photon microscope (Leica

SP5 multi-photon microscope). Two emission bands at λ= 430−470 nm (second harmonic

generation signal, SHG) and at λ = 480−750 nm (two photon photo luminescence signal,

TPPL) are simultaneously monitored for a fixed excitation wavelength at λex = 900 nm.
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3.2.5 TEM characterization

The cells are exposed for 96 h to 0 mM, 0.2 mM or 0.5 mM HAuCl4, then fixed for 1.5 h in 2%

paraformaldehyde-2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4. Adherent cells are

washed three times with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer pH 7.4 at 4◦C. The samples are postfixed

using 1% osmium tetroxide and 1.5% potassium ferrocyanide in cacodylate buffer at room

temperature for 40 min. Then, the solution is replaced with 1% osmium tetroxide in cacodylate

buffer for 40 min. The cells are then washed twice using distilled water for 5 min, dehydrated

using a graded alcohol series (50%, 70%, 90%, 95%, 100% alcohol), immersed in a 1:1 solution

of absolute ethanol and Durcupan for 30 min and subsequently in 100% Durcupan for 1 h,

followed by a 2 h incubation in fresh Durcupan, and embedded by overnight heating at 65◦C.

Using ultramicrotome 50 nm thick sections are cut and placed on nickel grids. The samples

are washed 3 times in double distilled water. Then the grids are blotted on both sides with 2%

uranyl acetate under standard conditions for 10 min and subsequently rinsed with double

distilled water. The grids are immediately floated on droplets of lead citrate (Reynold’s stain) in

a carbon dioxide-free chamber for 5 min. The grids are again washed 2 times in double distilled

water and dried. The dried grids are analyzed using a transmission electron microscope (FEI

Tecnai Spirit transmission electron microscope operating at 80 KeV).

3.2.6 STEM characterization

The core size of the biosynthesized gold nanoparticles is analyzed by scanning transmission

electron microscope (STEM). Thirty µL of the biosynthesized gold nanoparticle suspension

is drop-cast on formvar coated TEM grids (Plano GmbH) and left to dry under ambient

conditions. The nanoparticles on the grids are then imaged using the STEM detector in an

SEM (FEI Nova 600 Nanolab). The size histogram is obtained by measuring the size of 100-150

particles using the analysis software ImageJ 1.44p. To determine the size distribution of the

nanoparticles in solution, localized plasmon resonance of the nanoparticles is also recorded.

One hundred µL of the nanoparticle suspensions are transferred to a 374-well plate (Nunc,

Thermo scientific, USA) and the extinction spectra measured using an inverted microscope

(Olympus IX 71) coupled with a spectrometer (Jobin Yvon Triax 550).

3.2.7 Proteomic analysis

Proteomic analysis of the nanoparticle corona is performed on suspensions of biosynthesized

particles found both in the intracellular as well as extracellular regions of the cell. Gold salt

concentration of 0.5 mM is used for the synthesis of particles required for proteomic analysis.

The pelleted gold nanoparticles (after nanoparticle extraction) are suspended in 1 mL of 4 M

urea in 10% acetonitrile. ProteaseMax surfactant is added at a final concentration of 0.05%

and the pH is adjusted to 8.0 with Tris-HCl. Reduction of the protein disulfides is performed

by the addition of 10 mM dithioerythritol (DTE, final concentration) for 1 h at 36◦C. The pH of

the solution is again adjusted to 8.0 and thiol alkylation is performed by the addition of 40 mM
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iodoacetamide (final concentration) for 45 min at 36◦C. The alkylation reaction is quenched

by the addition of excess DTE and the samples are diluted 5 times with 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0.

Then, 10 mM CaCl2 (final concentration) and trypsin is added to obtain a final protein/trypsin

ratio of ∼ 50/1. Proteolytic digestion is performed overnight at 37◦C. The reaction is stopped

by acidification to pH 2 prior to sample desalting through a C18 Sepak cartridge (Waters

Corp.). The resulting concentrated peptides are dried by Speed-Vac and suspended in LC-MS

initial conditions buffer (2% acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid/98% water). For mass spectrometry

analysis the suspended samples are injected first into a capture column (Magic C18; 3 µm-

200 Å; 2 cm x 100 µm), then separated over a 200 min gradient starting from 100% solvent

A (2% acetonitrile/ 0.1% formic acid) to 90% solvent B (100% acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid)

on a capillary column (Magic C18; 3 µm- 100 Å; 15 cm x 75 µm ID) at 250 nL/min. Mass

spectrometric detection is performed on an LTQ-Orbitrap XL (Thermo Scientific) using Data

Dependent Acquisition mode with dynamic exclusion. For each MS scan, the ten most intense

detected ions are fragmented and then excluded for the following 30 seconds. Experimentally

generated data are submitted to protein database search through Proteome Discoverer 1.1 and

Mascot 2.3 search engines under the Uniprot Human Protein database (March 2012 version

1.2 including its reversed format). Scaffold 3 Viewer is used to finally compile the results.

3.2.8 Intracellular thiol and ROS determination

Cellular thiol levels are estimated by measuring the reaction of free thiol groups with DTNB.

After exposure to NAC or BSO at the indicated concentration, the cells are washed with PBS

twice and lysed using 0.1% Triton 100X in PBS. NinetyµL of the lysate is added to 90µL of 5 mM

DTNB in PBS and the absorbance of the resulting solution is measured at λ= 405 nm using a

multiwell plate reader (Synergy HT reader from BioTek). The cellular thiol levels in treated

cells is provided as the percentage change of the absorbance as compared to non-treated cells.

The experiments are performed in triplicates and repeated twice.

The cellular ROS levels are measured by monitoring the fluorescence increase following the

generation of H2DCFDA from carboxy−H2DCFDA. The cells are exposed to NAC or BSO at

the indicated concentration, washed twice with PBS and 250 µL of 20 µM carboxy−H2DCFDA

dissolved in complete culture medium (without phenol red) is added to each well. After 30

min incubation the cells are washed with PBS twice and 250 µL of fresh complete culture

medium, DMEM+10% FBS (without phenol red), is added to each well. The fluorescence at

λex /λem = 485/580 nm is measured every 20 min in a thermostated multiwell-plate reader

fluorescence reader (Synergy HT reader from BioTek) over a period of 1 h. The change in the

level of intracellular ROS in exposed cells is given by the percentage change of the sample

fluorescence compared to the control unexposed cells.

Means and standard deviations (SD) are calculated for all the data. Data are compared

using a homoscedastic, two-tailed distributed Student’s t-test. Details about comparisons are

specified in the caption of each figure. Significance is expressed as: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p
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< 0.001.

3.2.9 Cell viability evaluation

Following exposure to HAuCl4, the cell viability is evaluated using the WST-1 assay. HCEC are

exposed for 1 h to increasing concentrations of HAuCl4 in PBS and the cells layers are washed

twice with PBS. Then, 20 µL of the WST-1 solution is added to the culture wells and the cells

are incubated for a further 30 min at 37◦C. One hundred µL of the supernatant from each well

is transferred to a 96 well plate (Costar, Corning, USA) and the absorbance is measured at

λ= 405 nm in a multiwell plate reader (Synergy HT reader from BioTek). The cell viability of

treated cells is given by the percentage change of the absorbance compared to the viability of

non-treated cells. The experiments are performed in triplicates and repeated twice. Means and

standard deviations (SD) are calculated. Data are compared using a homoscedastic, two-tailed

distributed Student’s t-test. Details about comparisons are specified in the caption of each

figure. Significance is expressed as: * p < 0.05.

3.2.10 Cell membrane permeability evaluation

The cell membrane permeability is evaluated using the trypan blue exclusion test. After

exposing the cells to the required chemicals, each culture well is washed twice with PBS and

incubated with 375 µL of 4% trypan blue solution for 5 min. The trypan blue solution is then

discarded and the wells are again washed twice with PBS. In the final step, 375 µL of PBS is

added to each well. The stained cells are then imaged using an upright microscope (Leica DIC

microscope).

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Conditions necessary for synthesis of unaggregated gold nanoparticles

First, the conditions necessary for cell-assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticles are determined.

Gold nanoparticle synthesis is observed on exposing the human cerebral endothelial cells

(HCEC) to HAuCl4 for 96 h using the experimental procedure sketched in Fig. 3.1(a). The color

of the extracellular medium progressively changed from light yellow, characteristic of gold salt

solution, to reddish pink indicating the presence of gold nanoparticles (insets in Fig. 3.1(c)).

Figure 3.2 shows the absorbance at λ= 450 nm, which provides a quantitative measurement

for the amount of gold present at different times in the solution [272]. A clear increase in the

absorbance is observed due to the higher concentration of gold nanoparticles. Therefore, an

incubation time of 96 h is used in all the experiments presented henceforth. In addition to the

change in color of the extracellular medium, the adherent HCEC themselves also develop a

strong coloration, from pink (at low HAuCl4 concentrations) to a purplish-black color (at high

HAuCl4 concentrations). This clearly indicates the presence of gold nanoparticles both in the
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Chapter 3. Human cell assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticles

Figure 3.2: Absorbance of the extracellular medium of cells exposed to 0.5 mM HAuCl4 mea-
sured at λ= 450 nm as a function of time.

intracellular and extracellular spaces.

Gold nanoparticles found in the extracellular (extracellular nanoparticles) and intracellular

(intracellular nanoparticles) locations of the cells are recovered and characterized. The gold

core size measured using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) of the extracel-

lular nanoparticles (Figure 3.1(b)) showed a progressive increase with the concentration of

HAuCl4, varying from 10 to 32 nm for a concentration increasing from 0.1 mM to 0.5 mM. Sim-

ilar variations of the particle size as a function of HAuCl4 concentration have been reported

for other nanoparticle synthesis recipies [296, 299]. A similar evaluation of the core size for

intracellular nanoparticles using STEM is not possible due to the inefficiency of the extraction

procedure. Hence, the plasmon resonance wavelength, which depends on the nanoparticles

size [272], is used instead to provide a qualitative picture of the intracellular particles sizes.

Figure 3.1(d) indicates that resonance wavelength is very sensitive to the particle diameter

both for a gold particle without or with a dielectric shell; the presence of the shell shifting the

plasmon resonance further to longer wavelengths. Figure 3.1(c) shows the plasmon resonance

wavelengths measured for both the intracellular and extracellular nanoparticles for differ-

ent HAuCl4 concentrations. The plasmon resonance wavelength, λSPR , of the intracellular

particles is red shifted as compared to the extracellular particles for all the HAuCl4 concen-

trations studied here. This difference could be due to the difference in the gold core size of

the nanoparticle and/or the presence of different protein shells, the so-called protein corona,

around the particles. Indeed, Figure 3.1(d), indicates that in both cases the plasmon resonance

is shifted to a longer wavelength. For HAuCl4 concentrations above 0.6 mM too few particles

are present in the extracellular medium and it is not possible to characterize them. However,

for this high concentration the plasmon resonance of the intracellular particles is strongly

shifted, indicating large particles, which possibly could not get externalized. In the absence of

cells, HAuCl4 dissolved in PBS and added to culture wells did not result in the synthesis of gold

nanoparticles. Therefore, the HCEC are necessary for the formation of gold nanoparticles, and

these particles are found both extracellulary and intracellularly.
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Figure 3.3: Two photon visualization of intracellular gold nanoparticles. (a,b,c) Bright field,
channel 1 (430-470 nm) and channel 2 (470-750 nm) of two photon imaging of cells with
nanoparticles (HAuCl4 =0.5 mM, incubated for 96 h). (d,e,f) Bright field, channel 1 (430-470
nm) and channel 2 (470-750 nm) of two photon imaging (λex =900 nm) of cells not treated
with HAuCl4.

3.3.2 Two photon characterization of cells incubated with HAuCl4

Two-photon microscopy is performed on HAuCl4 exposed and non-exposed cells (control) to

study the intracellular localization of nanoparticles. This imaging technique provides direct

visualization of the gold nanoparticles [305]. In cells treated with 0.5 mM HAuCl4 for 96 h, a

second harmonic (SH) and a two-photon photoluminescence signal (TPPL) are demonstrated,

originating mainly from gold nanoparticles present in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3.3(a)-(c). These

SH or TPPL signals are absent in cells not exposed to HAuCl4 and imaged under identical

conditions (Fig. 3.3(d)-(f)). Furthermore, two-photon photoluminescence images recorded at

various heights (Z-scan) clearly demonstrate that the nanoparticles are localized throughout

the cytoplasm of all cells (Fig. 3.4).

3.3.3 TEM characterization of cells

To prove that biosynthesized gold nanoparticles are found intracellularly and to determine the

cell organelles where they can be detected, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images

of ultrathin sections of cells treated with gold salt are obtained (Fig. 3.5). Nanoparticles can

be clearly identified in TEM micrographs at different magnifications for cells exposed to two
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3.3. Results and discussion

different HAuCl4 concentrations (Fig. 3.5(a)-(f)), while unexposed cells did not exhibit any

such particles (Fig. 3.5(g)-(i)). The density of the nanoparticles is higher in cells exposed to

the higher concentration of HAuCl4. No significant nanoparticle aggregation is observed for

both concentrations. Low magnification images clearly show that no major changes occur in

the cell membrane of the HAuCl4 exposed cells as compared to the unexposed cells (compare

Fig. 3.5(a), (d) and (g)). It should be noted that although the cell membrane remained intact,

high magnification images indicated that intracellular organelles are progressively degraded

with increasing concentration of HAuCl4. The degradation of cellular organelle integrity also

correlates with the loss of cell viability following exposure to gold salts and during the synthesis

of gold nanoparticles as shown subsequently. The different behavior of the HAuCl4 towards

the cell membrane (not disrupted on exposure to HAuCl4) as compared to the organelle

membranes could possibly be due to the differences in their composition.

3.3.4 Proteomic analysis of the protein corona

It is quite remarkable that the biosynthesized nanoparticles produced using HCEC are stable

under ambient conditions and do not aggregate with time. The stability of the nanoparticles

arises from the presence of a corona, including the protein corona, which is formed when any

nanoparticle interacts with a biological environment [229, 231, 235, 238, 246–248, 306–310].

Moreover, it is this protein corona that determines the interaction of the nanoparticle with

its environment. The protein corona is analyzed using mass spectroscopy for both intracellu-

lar and extracellular HCEC-synthesized gold nanoparticles (Fig. 3.6). About 1800 and 1300

proteins could be identified from the protein corona on the intracellular and extracellular

particles, respectively. The link to the complete list of identified proteins is presented in

Appendix C.4. To ascertain that the proteins identified via the proteomic analysis originated

from cell synthesized nanoparticles, the following control sample is used. HCEC are pretreated

with 50% ethanol for 5 min prior to incubation in PBS without HAuCl4 for 96 h and then the

PBS containing the diffused proteins is analyzed. About 350 proteins are identified for the

control sample. Note that 5 min incubation with ethanol is not sufficient for removal of the

intracellular proteins via diffusion, which requires significantly longer incubation times [311].

A Venn diagram depicting the proteins common and unique to each extracellular and intra-

cellular samples (Fig. 3.6(a)) shows an overlap of the proteins found on the intracellular and

extracellular gold nanoparticles. In addition to the proteins common to both nanoparticles, a

large number of proteins (greater than 1000 for intracellular and 500 for extracellular nanopar-

ticles) are unique to intracellular or extracellular nanoparticles. Further comparison based on

the cellular origin of the proteins did not demonstrate a preferential organelle of synthesis

(Fig. 3.6(b)). This is probably due to the disruption of the organelle membranes which occurs

when the cells are incubated with HAuCl4, as illustrated by the TEM images (Fig. 3.5(a)- (f)).

Thus, HCEC-synthesized gold nanoparticles possess a rich protein corona with a large number

of common and unique proteins on both the intracellular and extracellular nanoparticles

which stabilize the nanoparticles in biological media.
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Figure 3.5: TEM characterization. (a,b,c) TEM images of cells treated with 0.2 mM HAuCl4 for
96 hours. (d,e,f) TEM images of cells treated with 0.5 mM HAuCl4 for 96 hours. (g,h,i) TEM
images of untreated cells. Red arrows indicate some nanoparticles.
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Figure 3.6: Proteomic analysis. (a) Unique and common proteins identified from proteomic
analysis between control, extracellular and intracellular nanoparticles. (b) Origin of the
identified proteins from various cellular organelles.

3.3.5 Cell viability evaluation after exposure to HAuCl4

Figure 3.7: Cell viability after exposure to HAuCl4. Viability of cells after treatment with
HAuCl4 for 1 hour evaluated using WST-1. Statistical significance is calculated with respect to
the control sample (cells cultured in DMEM+10%FBS) and expressed as: * p<0.05.

The viability of the cells after exposure to HAuCl4 is also assessed quantitatively and qualita-

tively using WST-1 and trypan blue exclusion tests. Figure 3.7 clearly shows that the cells are

not viable even after 1 h exposure to various concentrations of HAuCl4. Additionally, trypan

blue exclusion test results (Fig. 3.8) elucidate that the cells get stained on exposure to trypan

blue, indicating that the cell membrane is permeable to the dye. Even though the cells die

rapidly after exposure to HAuCl4, in less than 1h, the cellular morphology remains intact and

no major differences are observed from the optical images (Fig. 3.3 (a)-(c)).
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Figure 3.8: Trypan blue test for cell viability after exposure to HAuCl4. Trypan blue stained
images of cells exposed to (a) 0.1 mM, (b) 0.2 mM cells and (c) 0.5 mM HAuCl4 for 1 h. Note
that the cells are stained with the Trypan blue solution after the 1 h exposure step.

3.3.6 Effect of initial cell state on particle characteristics

As evidenced from the TEM images the cell membrane does not get structurally affected on

incubation of the cells with HAuCl4. For this reason, the influence of the cell membrane

permeability at the start of exposure to gold salt, on the characteristics of the synthesized

nanoparticles is assessed (Fig. 3.10). To modify the cell membrane permeability, cells are

either untreated or pretreated with 50% ethanol or with 4% formaldehyde prior to the addition

of HAuCl4 (Scheme of the experimental design Fig. 3.10(a)). The pretreatment of cells with

ethanol or formaldehyde leads to different modes of cell fixation [312]. The cell membrane

permeability is significantly affected by these pretreatments as qualitatively indicated by try-

pan blue exclusion, which is excluded by cells with a non-permeabilized membrane (Fig. 3.9).

Trypan blue staining is maximal after ethanol treatment, low after formaldehyde treatment

and absent in untreated cells. This indicates that larger pores are created in the cell membrane

of cells treated with ethanol as compared to cells treated with formaldehyde. The extracellular

nanoparticles synthesized by cells pretreated with ethanol or formaldehyde exhibited different

core sizes as compared to untreated cells. The smallest core size is observed in the case of

formaldehyde-treated cells (Fig. 3.10 (b)). However, in all the three cases, the size of the

extracellular nanoparticles increased with increasing HAuCl4 concentrations and the plasmon

resonance wavelength λSPR of the nanoparticles red shifted in agreement with the gold core

size (Fig. 3.10(c)). Using absorbance at λ= 450 nm (away from the plasmon resonance [272])

Figure 3.9: Trypan blue exclusion test after exposure to ethanol and formaldehyde. Image
of (a) Untreated cells, (b) 50% ethanol fixed cells and (c) 4% formaldehyde fixed cells after
treatment with Trypan blue stain (5 min).
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Chapter 3. Human cell assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticles

to quantify the density of the nanoparticles in the extracellular medium, I observe that for

these three treatments absorbance increased with increasing HAuCl4 concentration up to

0.6 mM (Fig. 3.10 (d)), then decreased with further increasing HAuCl4 concentration. The

color of cells containing intracellular nanoparticles, as observed under an optical microscope

(not shown), progressively increased with the HAuCl4 concentration. I hypothesize that only

nanoparticles below a certain size can be excreted into the extracellular space whereas larger

nanoparticles formed at higher HAuCl4 concentrations remain trapped within the cells, with a

size threshold dependent on the porosity characteristics of the cell membrane and passive

diffusion.

3.3.7 Effect of redox state of the cell

It has been shown previously that HCEC exposed to iron oxide, silica and titanium dioxide

nanoparticles respond to their uptake by generation of oxidative stress [313, 314]. In line

with this, the effect of the redox state of the cells, prior to their exposure to HAuCl4, on the

size and optical characteristics of the biosynthesized gold nanoparticles is still not clear

(Fig. 3.11). To modify the intracellular redox state, the cells are exposed either to N-acetyl

cysteine (NAC), which increases the cellular thiols creating a more reducing environment, or

to the glutathione (GSH)-depleting agent buthionine-(S,R)-sulfoxime (BSO) which increases

the intracellular peroxides, inducing an oxidative cell stress [315–320]. Glutathione (GSH) is

one of the main antioxidant in cells [317, 318, 321], and can also bind to gold nanoparticles via

its thiol group. The scheme of the experiment is shown in Fig. 3.11(a). Upon NAC exposure, as

expected the cellular thiol level progressively increased as a function of NAC concentration,

however, increasing NAC concentration first increased, then induced a decrease in the level of

intracellular peroxides (Fig. 3.11(b) and (c), black curves). The core size of the extracellular

nanoparticles synthesized by the cells decreased from 30 nm to 23 nm when the cells are

treated with up to 20 mM NAC, (Fig. 3.11(d), black curve). When the cells are pretreated

with BSO, the cellular thiol levels remained constant while the level of intracellular ROS

increased (Fig. 3.11(b) and (c), red curves) While the core size of the extracellular nanoparticles

synthesized by HCEC pretreated with low (0.5 mM) BSO increased from 30 to 42 nm, this size

decreased to 34 nm for high BSO (20 mM) concentrations. One of the possible reasons for

this modification of the nanoparticle size, could be the direct modification of the intracellular

oxidants and anti-oxidants by pre-treatment of cells with NAC or BSO, which participate

in the cell mediated synthesis of gold nanoparticles. On a different note it is well known

that induction of oxidative stress in cells leads to the modification of the relative levels of

intracellular proteins. This change in the levels of various proteins can also influence the

size of the synthesized nanoparticles. Therefore I have demonstrated that the size of the gold

nanoparticles synthesized by the HCEC is dependent on the oxidative/reducing state of the

cells at the time of their exposure to the gold salt.
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Chapter 3. Human cell assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticles

Figure 3.12: Color of the culture well on addition of HAuCl4 to HCEC cultured with DMEM
(with HEPES)+10% FBS. Color of the cell culture wells at different times after the addition of
(a) no HAuCl4, (b) 0.2 mM HAuCl4 and (c) 0.5 mM HAuCl4.

3.4 Cell vicinity synthesis of gold nanoparticles

In the previous sections, human cell mediated gold nanoparticle synthesis is demonstrated.

This synthesis is made feasible by the presence of various reducing as well as capping agents,

predominantly proteins, in the cell. However, during the course of this study, I found that some

of the chemicals used during standard cell culture protocols can also facilitate the synthesis of

gold nanoparticles. Amongst them, glucose and HEPES are the chemicals which are present at

high concentration in cell culture media and can synthesize gold nanoparticles [269, 322]. In

case of glucose containing medium, nanoparticle synthesis is observed within 12-24 h after

the addition of gold salt (shown in Appendix C.1). Whereas if medium supplemented with

HEPES is used, then nanoparticle synthesis is observed within <30 min after the addition of

gold salt. For example, Fig. 3.12 shows the color of the extracellular medium at various times

after the addition of HAuCl4 to the cells. The main distinction in this protocol is the following:

DMEM (supplemented with HEPES) +10% FBS is used as the culture medium and no washing

step is introduced between the removal of the cell culture medium and addition of HAuCl4

salt dissolved in PBS. The absence of the washing step plays a crucial role and around 20 µL of

medium is still left over after the discarding step. It is this remaining medium that facilitates the

formation of the nanoparticles in such a short time duration (<30 min). Note that analogous

experiments performed in the absence of cells also lead to the formation of nanoparticles over

a period of <30 min. However, the addition of identical concentrations of HAuCl4 to complete

undiluted DMEM (supplemented with HEPES) +10% FBS (without dilution in PBS) did not

lead to particle synthesis. Furthermore, the use of DMEM medium without HEPES also did not

lead to the generation of the nanoparticles using both the protocols presented here with 30

min. This clearly shows that the HEPES is the chemical that facilitates nanoparticle synthesis.

A few interesting observations can be made here. First, even though the synthesis process

occurs due to the presence of residual medium and over a short duration, nanoparticles can

be found in the intracellular organelles (Fig. 3.13 (a)-(d)). A significant distinction of this case

as compared to cell mediated synthesis, which occurs over a period of 96 h, is the presence of

the intact organelles (Compared Fig. 3.13 (b)-(d) and Fig. 3.13 (f)-(h)). Second, the proteomic
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Chapter 3. Human cell assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticles

Figure 3.14: A scheme showing the two distinct steps involved in this experiment. In the first
step nanoparticles are synthesized using four different human cell lines. In the second step,
the uptake of the synthesized particles by human cells is investigated.

analysis of the nanoparticles showed that a smaller number of proteins, 92 in total, could be

identified on these particles. Even among this small number of proteins, some of the identified

proteins are not found in the extracellular space of the cells and are absent from the control

sample (the link to the complete list of identified proteins is presented in Appendix C.4). This

indicates that some of the proteins present within the cell are released during the synthesis

procedure and are then attached to the nanoparticle. A second possibility that exists is that

the nanoparticles are first internalized, coated with the proteins and then released using

natural cell mechanisms. However, this is unlikely as the cells rapidly die when exposed to

HAuCl4 concentrations above 0.1 mM, which is the minimum concentration used in this study.

Therefore, this extracellular synthesis of gold nanoparticles with the simultaneous capping of

the particles with cell specific proteins could also lead to an alternative route for designing

specific cell compatible nanoparticles.

3.5 Uptake of biosynthesized nanoparticles by human cells: Prelim-

inary results

3.5.1 Nanoparticle synthesis by various human cell lines

Four different human cell lines originating from various organs are used in this study. They

are A549 (Lung cancer cells), MDA-MB-231 (Breast cancer cells), HCEC (Brain endothelial

cells) and CaCO2 (Colon cancer cells). The cell mediated synthesis protocol for all the cells

is identical and outlined in Sec. 3.2.2. A gold salt concentration of 0.5 mM is used for the

synthesis of gold nanoparticles by all the different cell lines. Only the extracellular particles
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Figure 3.15: Size histograms of gold nanoparticles synthesized by carious human cells. His-
tograms of particle size synthesized by (a) HCEC, (b) CaCO2 cells, (c) MDA-MB-231 cells and
(d) A549 cells. The mean and SD of the size are also indicated.

are used for the uptake studies. Furthermore, the size of the nanoparticles synthesized by

the various cell lines is measured using STEM analysis (details presented in Sec. 3.2.6). In

total four sets of nanoparticle solutions, each synthesized using one of the cell lines, is used

subsequently in the uptake experiments (Fig. 3.14). The size histograms of the synthesized

gold nanoparticles by various cells are shown in Fig. 3.15. The mean size of gold nanoparticles

synthesized by various cell lines is very similar which reduces the complexity in the analysis of

the results of the nanoparticle uptake experiment. This is because it is well known that the

uptake of nanoparticles by human cells is also strongly dependent on their size [217, 323–328].

3.5.2 Experimental procedure for studying nanoparticle uptake by human cells

All the cells are cultured in DMEM (without HEPES) 4.5 g/l glucose supplemented with 10%

FBS (all from Gibco Life Technologies). The cells are seeded at a density of 1×105 cells/mL

in a 12 well plate (Costar) (1.5 mL per well). Post-seeding the cells are incubated for 24 h at

37◦C and 5%CO2. The cells are washed twice with PBS (pH 7.2) and 1.0 mL HBSS (with MgCl2

and CaCl2) is added to each of the culture wells. Then 100 µL of the synthesized nanoparticle

suspension is added to each well and the cells are incubated for a further 6 h at 37◦C and
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5%CO2. After this, the cells are washed twice with PBS and fixed using 4% formaldehyde for 15

min. In case of the uptake experiments, a total of 16 combinations of nanoparticle-cell exists

as shown in Fig. 3.14. Furthermore, control samples are also cultured in parallel using the

same protocol as detailed above, with the difference that no nanoparticle solution is added

after the addition of 1 mL of HBSS (with MgCl2 and CaCl2) .

3.5.3 Two-photon microscopy of nanoparticle uptake

Two photon imaging is used for visualizing the internalized gold nanoparticles. Three different

channels are acquired simultaneously: Transmission, channel 1 (λ = 600− 700 nm) and

channel 2 (λ= 430−470 nm). The excitation wavelength is fixed at 900 nm and identical laser

powers are used for the acquisition of all the images. Channel 1 and channel 2 correspond

to the two-photon photoluminesence (TPPL) and the second harmonic generation (SHG)

signals arising from the gold nanoparticles, respectively. Figure 3.16 shows the images of

A549 cells incubated with and without the cell synthesized gold nanoparticles. As compared

to the control cells, the cells incubated with AuNP showed a higher TPPL and SHG signal.

Furthermore, the maximum signal is observed in case of A549 cells incubated with AuNPCaCO2.

Similarly, particle uptake experiments with CaCO2 cells show that the cells incubated with

particles exhibit higher signals as compared to control cells (Fig. 3.17). A small signal is

visible in the TPPL channel, which is probably due to cross-talk with the auto-fluoresence

signal arising from the fixative, formaldehyde. In case of CaCO2, the maximum signals are

obtained when the cells are incubated with AuNPHCEC and AuNPMDA (Fig. 3.17). In the case

of uptake by HCEC, the maximum signal is seen for AuNPCaCO2 and AuNPMDA incubation

(Fig. 3.18). Finally, the uptake experiment using MDA-MB-231 cells show that the maximum

uptake occurs when the cells are incubated with AuNPA549 and AuNPMDA. A qualitative

assessment of the nanoparticle uptake determined from the TPPL and SHG signals is presented

in Table 3.1. It is clear that significant variations exist in the uptake properties of these cell

synthesized nanoparticles. One possible reason for such a difference in uptake could arise

from the differences in the protein corona around the nanoparticles. A interesting point that

must be noted here is that, the order of nanoparticle uptake shows some similarity with the

commonly known metastatic sites of common cancers (see Table 3.2). For example, colon

cancer often metastasizes to the lung. From the uptake experiments, I also observe that

particles generated using CaCO2 cells are taken up at the highest amounts by A549 cells (lung

cancer). Similar observations can also be made for particles synthesized by A549 cells, as they

are taken up more readily by MDA-MB-231 cells. These preliminary investigation into the

uptake properties of the cell synthesized nanoparticles show interesting results, especially with

respect to cancer metastasis. Also, the apparent amount of AuNPs internalized correspond

to the known absorptive properties of the cells in the organ of origin : Colon >lung >breast

or brain endothelial cells [329]. However, quantitative analysis of particle uptake has to be

carried out for conclusively proving the analogy presented here.
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3.6. Summary

Cell Line Order of nanoparticle uptake

A549 AuNPCaCO2>AuNPMDA>AuNPA549>AuNPHCEC>Control

CaCO2 AuNPCaCO2 ∼ AuNPMDA ∼ AuNPHCEC>AuNPA549>Control

HCEC AuNPCaCO2>AuNPMDA>AuNPHCEC>AuNPA549>Control

MDA-MB-231 AuNPA549>AuNPMDA>AuNPCaCO2 ∼ AuNPHCEC>Control

Table 3.1: Qualitative assessment of uptake of cell synthesized gold nanoparticles by human
cells.

Cancer Common metastasis sites

Lung Adrenal gland, bone, brain, liver, other lung
Breast Bone, brain, liver, lung
Colon Liver, lung, peritoneum

Table 3.2: Common metastasis sites of some cancers. Data taken from national cancer institute
at the national institutes of health ( http://goo.gl/CrttBq).

3.6 Summary

In conclusion, I have studied intracellular biosynthesis of gold nanoparticles by human en-

dothelial cells using HAuCl4 as a precursor. The size of the generated gold nanoparticles is

shown to be strongly dependent on the initial gold salt concentration and cell state prior to

gold salt addition. For example, on increasing the initial HAuCl4 concentration the nanopar-

ticles tend to become progressively larger. Initial cell state is modified by treatment of cells

with ethanol and formaldehyde prior to addition of gold salt. Nanoparticles in the range

of 5-50 nm could be produced dependent on the pretreatment, with formaldehyde treated

cells giving the smallest particles. Two-photon and electron microscopic investigations have

clearly shown the intracellular localization of the nanoparticles. TEM further illustrates that,

HAuCl4 treatment leads to organelle dissolution in a concentration dependent manner but

not cell membrane dissolution. The synthesized nanoparticles are found to be extremely

robust against aggregation, thanks to a rich protein corona. The composition of this corona

is analyzed by mass spectrometry, revealing the presence of proteins originating from the

different intracellular organelles and the cytosol. Experiments performed with NAC and BSO

showed that the nanoparticle size can vary from 23 to 42 nm depending on the intracellular

redox state, i.e. the balance between the levels of anti-oxidants and oxidants. My experiments

clearly demonstrate that the initial cell state is critical and paramount for understanding the

biosynthesis in human cells.

Preliminary experiments of the uptake of cell synthesized gold nanoparticles by other human
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Chapter 3. Human cell assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticles

cells show interesting results. Some similarities can be seen between the uptake of these cell

synthesized nanoparticles with the commonly known metastasis sites of common cancers.

However, quantitative analysis of the uptake is necessary to obtain definite answers to this

link.
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4 Coupling mediated detection of plas-
monic nanoparticles

Hybridization of plasmonic resonances has been exploited for various applications. In this

chapter, the technique based on hybridization of plasmonic resonances is extended to detect

single gold nanoparticles. Nanohole arrays with subwavelength dimensions are experimentally

realized and used for the detection of 30 nm gold nanoparticles. An extension of this technique

for determination of the core size of gold nanoshells is also shown.

4.1 Introduction

Hybridization of plasmonic modes has been exploited significantly for tuning the properties

of plasmonic structures [1, 120, 122, 271, 283, 330–341]. Among all the applications exploiting

plasmon hydridization, the best known are 2D and 3D plasmon rulers, which are based on the

coupling between two or more plasmonic particles [131, 144, 337, 342, 343]. Specifically in a

2D plasmon ruler, the gap between the two nanoparticles is correlated with the resonance

wavelength of the structure. Therefore, by measuring the resonance wavelength, it is possible

to extract information on the gap with nanometric precision [82–86, 113, 114, 144, 343–345].

Recently, a nonlinear analog of 3D plasmonic rulers was presented which used the anisotropy

in SH scattering for detecting changes in the position of the nanorods [337]. Non-resonant

approaches for detection of nanoparticles have also been studied extensively [88–90, 92, 271].

For example, Zhang et al. used gold nano-antennas for the selective trapping and detection of

single 10 nm particles [92]. The presence of the particle induced a small shift in the resonance

wavelength of the nano-antenna and was used as a marker for the nanoparticle. However, note

that in this study the resonance wavelength of the antenna was significantly different from the

resonance wavelength of the particle being detected. Furthermore, the particles needed to be

trapped in the nano-antenna gap for obtaining an accurate measure of the particle’s properties.

Alternative approaches have used double hole structures made in a metallic film for trapping

and detection of nanoparticles [346–348]. Although these methods are extremely sensitive,

they require the trapping of the nanoparticle in the plasmonic trap before the properties of

the particles can be determined. Therefore, a technique that can detect and characterize

nanoparticles without employing plasmonic trapping has significant potential. This is the
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Chapter 4. Coupling mediated detection of plasmonic nanoparticles

main focus of this chapter, i.e. to develop a technique based on plasmonics for detection of

nanoparticles in a non-trapping geometry. In particular, extraordinary transmission of light

(EOT) through plasmonic nano-hole arrays is used for detecting nanoparticles [110, 349–355].

Recall that EOT of light occurs due to excitation of either localized or propagating plasmons

in a periodic nanohole array. In particular, nanohole arrays with periods smaller than the

wavelength, exhibit EOT only via the excitation of localized surface plasmons of the individual

holes [352]. Since the demonstration of EOT in 1998, nanohole arrays of various geometries

have been used for diverse applications [110, 356–368]. For example, Eftekhari et al. showed

that nanohole arrays fabricated on gold films on free standing SiN membranes could be used

as nanochannels for studying fluid flow at the nanoscale [360]. They also demonstrated that

the flow-through approach provided better sensitivities as compared to flow-over approach for

traditional plasmon based biosensors. On a different note, the technique developed here can

also be used for size analysis of a nanoparticle suspension. In principle, the data obtained with

this method would complement the data acquired from other commonly used techniques for

particle size analysis like TEM, SEM, DLS and ultracentrifugation [58, 219, 220, 272, 297, 369–

371].

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Numerical calculations

Numerical simulations performed using the periodic surface integral approach are used

to study the effect of different geometrical parameters on the optical response of structures,

Fig. 4.1 [372]. The geometry and mesh of the structure are defined using COMSOL multiphysics

(version 4.1), with the maximum size of the triangle fixed at 10 nm in all the simulations. This

ensures the convergence of the numerical simulation to the desired accuracy. The dielectric

function of gold is modeled using the data of Johnson and Christy [259]. The dielectric function

of Si3N4 and water are taken to be 4 and 1.7689, respectively. The structures are illuminated

using a plane wave propagating in the -z or z direction (normal incidence) and polarized along

the x axis. The reflection and transmission intensities are then computed by calculating the

time averaged Poynting vector at points on a plane (|z| = 10 µm) in the far field.

4.2.2 Nano-fabrication

The nanohole arrays in a gold film deposited on silicon nitride membranes (Fig. 4.1) are

fabricated using the procedure shown in Fig. 4.2. The first step involves the fabrication of free

standing SixNy (x ∼ 3 and y ∼ 4) membranes. To make the membranes, a single photolithog-

raphy step followed by an etching step are used to define the membrane boundaries on a

Si wafer coated with a 100 nm thick Si3N4 on both sides. This is followed by an anisotropic

etching step using 23% KOH. Etching using KOH ensures that the process is self limiting and

the final boundaries of the membrane are formed using the 〈111〉 plane of crystalline silicon.
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4.2. Methods

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the nanohole array used for nanoparticle detection. (a) 3D visual-
ization of the structure used for particle sensing. (b) Cross-sectional views of the structure
under study defining the various relevant parameters.

The Si3N4 membranes are coated with 100 nm Au and 60 nm Cr protection layer prior to

focused ion beam (FIB) milling. In the last step the Cr layer is etched using chrome etch. SEM

images prior to Cr etch and after Cr etch are shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.2: Fabrication of nanohole arrays. Schematic showing the various steps for fabricat-
ing the free standing metal hole array.
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Chapter 4. Coupling mediated detection of plasmonic nanoparticles

Figure 4.3: SEM images of the fabricated nanohole array. SEM images of hole arrays in a
metallic film (a) before Cr etch (from the SixNy side) and (b) after Cr etch (from the Au side).
Scale bars in (a) and (b) indicate 300 nm and 200 nm, respectively.

4.2.3 Optical measurements

The transmission and reflection spectra of the hole arrays are measured using a home built

optical step which contains an inverted microscope (Olympus IX 71) coupled to a spectrome-

ter (Horiba Triax 550). In transmission measurements (schematically shown in Fig. 4.4(a)), the

sample is illuminated from the top using normal incident polarized light and the transmitted

light is collected using a 60X objective (Olympus 60X NA 0.7). The collected light is then

analyzed using the spectrometer. The transmitted intensity is normalized with the directly

transmitted light (without the sample) to get the normalized transmission intensity of the

sample. In reflection measurements (schematically shown in Fig. 4.4(b)), the sample is illumi-

nated using the 60X objective and the reflected light collected using the same objective. The

incident angles are in the range of 0◦ to 10◦, which is due to the large NA of the objective. The

collected reflected light is then analyzed using the spectrometer. The raw reflected intensity

from the sample is normalized to the reflected intensity measured from a silver mirror to get

the reflectivity of the sample. In case of both the transmission and reflection measurements, a

limited range of pixels corresponding to the sample are integrated to get the intensity from

the sample.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Effect of hole size

Consider a hole array made in a 100 nm gold film placed on top of a Si3N4 membrane with

Λ= 100 nm, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The background medium for all the subsequent simulations

and measurements is taken to be water. The transmission and reflection from such a structure

for different hole sizes due to normally incident light is shown in Fig. 4.5. The periodicity
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4.3. Results and discussion

Figure 4.4: Schematic showing the optical setup used for (a) transmission and (b) reflection
measurements.

is fixed at 100 nm to ensure that no periodicity related resonances, i.e. grating orders, are

present in the wavelength range of interest. The simulated transmission spectra, Fig. 4.5(a),

exhibits two peaks for a given hole size. For a 50 nm hole, the resonance wavelengths are

observed at 525 nm and 570 nm whereas for a 70 nm hole the peaks are located at 535 nm

and 580 nm. Three different contributions must be considered to understand the resonance

features observed in the simulated transmission spectrum. First, the intrinsic properties of

a gold film leads to a peak in transmission close to 500 nm. Second, a contribution from

the plasmon resonance corresponding to the hole at the top interface (gold-water interface).

Finally, a third contribution from the plasmon resonance of the hole at the gold-Si3N4. Note

that the resonance wavelength of the hole at the bottom interface is red-shifted as compared

to the hole at the top interface. This is due to the presence of Si3N4 near the bottom interface.

However, it is difficult to explicitly attribute a certain weight for each of these contributions

to the final spectrum. To understand further this system, I plot the electric field intensity as

well as the real part of the normal component of the electric field on a xy-plane at λ= 540 nm

for an array with hole size of 50 nm, Fig. 4.5(e) and (f). The electric field intensity shows

that the field is localized around the periphery of the nanohole, showing a typical signature

of localized plasmon. Similar field distributions have been reported earlier for nanohole

arrays [352, 354, 361]. Furthermore, Fig. 4.5(f) depicting the real part of the z component of

electric field shows that the resonance exhibits a dipolar nature. The field distribution on a

cross section plane, also provides additional proof of the excitation of localized plasmons of

the nanoholes near the top interface (Fig. 4.5(g)). On the other hand, the simulated reflection

spectra for both the hole sizes do not show any noticeable dips, Fig. 4.5(b). The broad feature

observed is analogous to the reflectivity profile from a bare gold film. However, as the hole

size is increased the reflectivity at any given wavelength reduces. Figure 4.5(c) and (d) show

the measured transmission and reflection intensities from the fabricated nanohole arrays.

Also shown in Fig. 4.5(c) is the transmission through a 100 nm thick gold layer placed on

top of Si3N4 membrane. It is clear that an increase in transmission is seen for the 50 nm

hole arrays as compared to the bare film. Furthermore, transmission though the 70 nm hole
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Chapter 4. Coupling mediated detection of plasmonic nanoparticles

Figure 4.5: Optical properties of nanohole arrays. (a) and (c) Simulated and measured trans-
mission spectra from the hole arrays with 50 nm (red) and 70 nm (blue) holes. The black curve
in (c) shows the transmission though a 100 nm thick gold layer placed on a Si3N4 layer. (c)
and (d) Simulated and measured reflection spectra from the hole arrays with 50 nm (red) and
70 nm (blue) holes. The direction of illumination and collection is indicated in the inset of
the figure (a) and (b). All the fabricated hole arrays had 7x7 holes. Simulated plot of the (e)
electric field magnitude and (f) real part of Ez on a xy-plane 5 nm above the top gold surface
at λ= 540 nm. (g) Electric field magnitude on a xz-plane (y=0 nm).

array is higher than the transmission through the 50 nm hole array. A prominent peak close

to 550 nm is also seen in case of the 70 nm holes. Two main reasons exist for increase in

transmission through the nanohole arrays. First, as the hole size is increased for a given

period, the volume of metal reduces, hence reducing the absorption and reflection, in turn
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4.3. Results and discussion

increasing the transmission. This is evidenced by the increase in transmission close to 500

nm, which is due to the intrinsic absorption of gold. Second, as the hole size is increased, the

strength of the plasmon resonance supported by the hole increases, hence the resonant light

transmission mediated by the localized plasmon is also enhanced. In case of reflection, the

70 nm hole array demonstrates a lower reflectivity as compared to the 50 nm hole array, as in

the case of simulations (Fig. 4.5(d)). Note that even though the experimental measurements

and simulations do not exactly match, the basic features seen via the simulations are also

exhibited in the measured spectra. The differences in the experiments and the simulations

could be due to the non-perfect shape of the fabricated hole array. Note that this difference

between the simulation (performed assuming an hole array with infinite holes) could also be

due to the limited number of holes in the fabricated sample (7x7 hole array in this particular

case). Another possible origin of this discrepancy could be the difference of the dielectric

constant of gold at the nanoscale as compared to that of bulk gold [373].

A point that must be mentioned here is that the transmission spectrum of the structure on

incidence from the top or the bottom is the same. However, in case of reflection this does

not hold true, i.e., the reflection of the structure from illuminated from the bottom shows

a spectrum that differs from the spectrum for top illumination. This is so because the light

is predominantly reflected from the first medium with high value of the dielectric constant

and does not penetrate the material significantly. In our case, reflection measurements with

top illumination, excite the localized plasmons at the gold-water interface. Whereas, for

illumination from the bottom the localized plasmon at the gold-Si3N4 is probed.

4.3.2 Spectrum modification due to nanoparticle coupling

Let us now study the effect of including a particle in the hole. Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) shows the

change in the transmission and reflection spectrum of an 50 nm hole array in the presence of

a particles. The particles are placed at the center of the hole at z = 100 nm. Figure 4.6(a) shows

that the presence of a particle in the transmission spectrum shows up as a peak, whereas,

in reflection spectra a prominent dip is produced. Furthermore, the peak position of the

resonance strongly red-shifts as the particle size is increased. For a particle of 40 nm, the

resonance shifts by nearly 100 nm as compared to the resonance of an empty hole array.

However, in case of reflection, it is difficult to measure such a shift as the resonance peak for a

bare hole array is not visible in the spectrum. Even, comparing the cases of a 20 nm and 40

nm particles, a strong red-shift of nearly 80 nm is observed. It should be noted that while the

resonances in both reflection and transmission spectra show a strong red-shift because of the

nanoparticle, the modulation in the intensities in the two cases is very different. In case of

transmission the intensity gets modified by 3-5% due to the particle, whereas in reflection a

modulation of nearly 90% can be obtained (40 nm particles in 50 nm holes).

Figure 4.6 also shows the near field plots in the presence of particles. In all the cases, the

fields are localized between the nanoparticles and the walls of the holes. Also, the fields in
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Chapter 4. Coupling mediated detection of plasmonic nanoparticles

Figure 4.6: Modification of the optical spectrum due to the presence of a nanoparticle. (a)
Transmission and (b) reflection spectra of the structure (d=50 nm,Λ=100 nm) without nanopar-
ticle (red), with 20 nm AuNP (blue) with 30 nm AuNP (magenta) and with 40 nm AuNP (black).
((c), (f) and (i)) Total electric field magnitude and ((d), (g) and (j)) show the real part of Ez on a
xy plane 5 nm above the top gold interface at λ= 570 nm, λ= 590 nm and λ= 670 nm, respec-
tively. The incident polarization is indicated using a green arrow. The black lines show the
boundaries of the particle and cylinder in the z=0 nm plane. (e), (h) and (k) Total electric field
magnitude on a xz plane (y=50 nm) for λ= 570 nm, λ= 590 nm and λ= 670 nm, respectively.
The dots in (a) and (b) show the wavelengths at which the fields are computed.
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4.3. Results and discussion

Figure 4.7: Hybridization diagram.

the presence of a nanoparticle are enhanced as compared to the fields present in an empty

hole (see Fig. 4.5(e)). The electric field magnitude can be enhanced from 5.5, for an empty

hole, to 45, for the case when a 40 nm particle is placed in the hole. Additional proof of the

localized nature of the resonance can be seen from the cross-sectional field plots, which show

that the field remains constrained between the particle and the hole. It is also evident that as

the particle size is increased, the field confinement improves as the effective gap between the

particle and the hole decreases. However, the charge distributions, Fig. 4.6(d), (g) and (i), show

that the dipole orientations in the particle and the hole show identical distribution and are

not dependent on the size of the nanoparticle. In all the cases, the dipole of the nanoparticle

is aligned opposite to the dipole of the nanohole.

The drastic red-shift of the plasmon resonance can be explained using the hybridization model

proposed by Prodan et al. [128]. The plasmon mode of the hole (close to 530 nm) hybridizes

with the plasmon mode of the particle (close to 540 nm), due to spectral and spatial overlap

and leads to the formation of two new modes, schematically shown in Fig. 4.7. However, in all

the cases shown in Fig. 4.6 only the low energy (high wavelength) mode is observed. The low

energy mode is characterized by the hole and particle exhibiting opposing dipole moments.

The higher energy mode is not seen as it is strongly damped due to the interband transitions

of gold close to 500 nm. Further proof of hybridization is given in the appendix D.2, where I

show that both modes can be identified if the particle-hole system is placed in a high index

background.

Now let us consider the effect of a 30 nm particle as its z position is modified. Figure 4.8(a)

shows the transmission spectra for the various z positions of the particle. The structure is

illuminated from the top and z = 0 nm corresponds to the gold-Si3N4 interface. As the particle

approaches the hole, the transmission resonance of the hole red-shifts and the maximum

short is observed when the particle is located at z=100 nm. As the particle is moved further

in the hole, a blue shift in the resonance is seen. This occurs because of reduction in the
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Chapter 4. Coupling mediated detection of plasmonic nanoparticles

Figure 4.8: Modification of the spectrum due to particle position. (a) Transmission and (b)
reflection spectra for various z positions of the particle. The transmission and reflection
spectra are shifted by 0.02 and 0.2 respectively for clarity. z=0 indicates gold-Si3N4 interface
and z=100 indicates the gold-water interface. (c) Transmission resonance wavelength, (d)
transmission intensity at 580 nm and (e) Reflection intensity at 580 nm as a function of the z
position of the particle. The illumination direction is indicated by the black arrow.

coupling between the plasmon of hole at the top interface and the particle plasmon. However,

as the particle starts approaching the Si3N4, a second red-shift is seen. This occurs due to the

increased coupling between the particle plasmon and the plasmon of the hole at the gold-

Si3N4 interface. Finally, as the particle leaves the gold film, i.e. z < 0nm, the resonance again

exhibits a blue shift. The resonance positions extracted from the spectra for various particle

positions are presented in Fig. 4.8(c). The shifts due to the particle, as explained previously,

become amply clear from this figure. Therefore, the particle position in the nanohole can

be inferred from its transmission spectrum. Additionally, it is also possible to monitor the

transmission intensity at a given wavelength to obtain the z-position of the particle, as shown

in Fig. 4.8(d). The transmission intensity as a function of z position also exhibits a behavior

that is similar to that of the resonance wavelength.

The reflection spectra also exhibit a strong dependence on the particle position, as shown in

Fig. 4.8(b). However, reflection and transmission spectra get modified differently due to the

change in particle position. As the particle approaches the hole, a strong modulation is seen

in the reflection spectra. The maximum modulation is seen when the particle is located at z=0

nm. As the particle goes through the hole, the signal keeps decreasing progressively. The same

is evident from the trace of reflection intensity at 580 nm as a function of z position, Fig. 4.8(e).

To study the detection limit of the nanohole arrays for particle sensing, I studied the effect
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Figure 4.9: Detection limit for nanoparticle sensing. Peak wavelength (λpeak) extracted from
transmission spectra as a function of gold particle size (dp) for hole diameters of 50 nm (black),
60 nm (red) and 70 nm (blue). The particles are placed at the center of th hole on a z=100 nm
plane and the structure is illuminated with a plane wave propagating in the -z direction and
polarized along x axis.

of various particle size-hole size combinations. Figure 4.9 shows the peak positions of the

transmission spectrum due to the presence of particles in hole arrays with different sizes. By

varying the hole size from 50 nm to 70 nm, the dynamic range as well as the limit of detection

can be controlled. For example, using a 50 nm hole array allows the detection of particles in

the size range of 20 to 40 nm. However, if 70 nm hole arrays are used instead, particle sizes in

the range of 20 nm to 60 nm can be analyzed. Although, the dynamic range can be increased

by increasing the hole size, this is at the cost of loss of sensitivity for detection of smaller

particles. Therefore, an appropriate choice of the nanohole array is necessary for the best

sensing capabilities. This method can be extended to detect particles with even smaller sizes

by correspondingly reducing the hole diameters.

4.3.3 Limitation of periodic simulations

As mentioned previously, periodic SIE is used for computing the optical response of the

nanohole array structures. This simulation routine places the constrain that only two extreme

cases can be considered: either all the holes are empty (without particles) or completely

filled (with particles). However, in an experiment such a situation is highly unlikely and

spectral modification due to partial filling of the hole array must be considered. However, full

numerical simulations of such systems, with only some holes filled, are difficult and beyond

the scope of the numerical tools available. To predict the response of a system with partial

filling of the holes, two approaches are used. The first is based on using periodic SIE with a

larger unit cell while the second is based on the linear combination of the two extreme cases.
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Figure 4.10: Particle filling of the hole array with nanoparticles. (a) Simulated transmission
spectra of a hole array taking two holes as the unit cell for the case when no holes contain
particle (red), a single hole contains a particle (dashed blue) and both holes contains a particle
(solid blue). The dots indicate the wavelengths at which the electric fields are computed.
(b)-(d) Total electric field magnitude and (f)-(h) real part of Ez for the case when a single
hole is filled at λ= 530 nm, λ= 590 nm and λ= 640 nm, respectively. (e) Total electric field
magnitude and (i) real part of Ez for the case when both the holes are filled at λ= 590 nm. The
particles are always placed symmetrically on the z=100 nm plane and the fields are computed
on a plane with z=105 nm. The structure is illuminated with a plane wave propagating in the
-z direction and polarized along x.
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Supercell based numerical simulations

Consider a hole array with d = 50 nm andΛ= 100 nm as studied earlier. However, for simu-

lating this structure using periodic SIE, I choose two holes as the unit cell in contrast to the

single hole unit cell considered previously. Additionally, I choose these two holes of the unit

cell to be along the x axis giving an effective period of 200 nm in the x direction and 100 nm in

the y direction. Using these simulation parameters it is possible to investigate three distinct

cases: either both the holes are empty, only one of the holes is filled and both the holes are

filled with gold nanoparticles. These three cases correspond to filling fraction, f, equal to 0, 0.5

and 1, respectively. The transmission spectra for the various cases are shown in Fig. 4.10(a). As

the filling fraction is increased, the peak at around 600 nm becomes more prominent whereas

the peak at around 530 nm is diminished. Furthermore, the spectra corresponding to f=1,

corresponds closely with the spectra computed considering a hole as the unit cell (Fig. 4.6).

The electric field magnitude as well as the real part of Ez (Re{Ez }) are for the different cases

are also plotted in Fig. 4.10. For f=0.5, it is seen that the empty hole has the maximum field

magnitude around λ = 530 nm (Fig. 4.10(b)) whereas the hole with the particle at around

λ= 590 nm (Fig. 4.10(c)). Note that the maximum field magnitude for the empty hole occurs

at identical wavelengths even in the case when f=0, i.e. all the hole are empty. This clearly

shows that the presence of a particle in one of the holes does not modify the near field features

of the neighboring hole in the array. The plots of Re{Ez } also supplement this conclusion.

Re{Ez } indicates the orientation of the dipoles in the structure and the dipole orientation

flip when one traverses across a resonance. For example, if the dipole moment is oriented

along the +x direction for wavelengths smaller than the resonance wavelength, then it will be

oriented along -x for wavelengths greater than the resonance wavelength. For the empty hole

Re{Ez } flips sign for wavelength between 530 nm and 590 nm (Fig. 4.10(f) and (g)), whereas

for the filled hole flips for a wavelength between 590 nm and 640 nm (Fig. 4.10(g) and (h)).

This again validates the fact the two holes do not couple strongly. This is because the distance

between the two hole ensures that lower order grating modes are not excited which prevents

coupling of the holes via propagating surface plasmons. Also, the separation between the

holes is sufficiently large so that near field coupling is also minimized. For f=1, the field gets

maximized around λ= 590 nm and this is identical to the maximum field magnitude observed

for the hole filled with a particle in the case of f=0.5 (Fig. 4.10(c) and (e)). In the case when

both the holes are filled, Re{Ez } shows that both the hole show identical features as expected

(Fig. 4.10(i)).

Linear combination approximation

I also use the linear combination of the two extreme cases, i.e. completely filled holes and

totally empty holes, for estimating the response of a system with partial filling. For example,

if S f =1 and S f =0 correspond to the spectra of a hole array with all the holes filled (f=1) and
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Figure 4.11: Optical spectra for different filling fractions of the hole array. (a) Transmission
and (b) reflection spectra computed using the linear approximation approach for different
filling fractions (blue - f =0 and red - f =1) of 30 nm gold particles in a 50 nm hole array. The
particles are placed symmetrically on z= 100 nm plane. The illumination and collection
directions are shown in the inset of the figure.

empty (f=0), respectively, then the response of a partially filled hole array is given by

S f = f S f =1 + (1− f )S f =0. (4.1)

Note that this relation holds true for both reflection and transmission spectra. Figure 4.11(a)

and (b) shows the results for the case of a 50 nm hole array with Λ = 100 nm and 30 nm

gold particles. A single hole was taken as the unit cell in the simulations (Λx = 100 nm and

Λy = 100 nm). In case of the transmission spectra, the peak at around 590 nm becomes more

prominent as f is increased whereas the peak at 530 nm diminishes. This is similar to the

results obtained in the case of partial filling shown in the previous section. In contrast, the

dip in the reflection spectra at around 590 nm gets more pronounced as the f is increased.

Additionally, the reflectivity at all wavelengths decreases on increasing the filling fraction, f.

Effect of number of holes in the array

The SIE simulations performed for computing the response of the hole array structures in-

corporate periodic boundary conditions. Physically this corresponds to the response of an

hole array with infinite number of holes. However, experimentally only a finite sized array can

be fabricated. To study this samples with differing number of holes (5x5, 7x7 and 15x7 holes)

are fabricated. The transmission measurements of the structures are shown in Fig. 4.12. It is

seen that as the number of holes in the array is increased, the transmission intensity increases.

However, the line shape of the transmission spectrum is not strongly affected by the number

of holes. Additionally, even a 5x5 hole array shows noticeable difference in transmission as
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compared to a bare gold film. However, as differential signals rather than absolute transmis-

sion intensities are employed for the detection of nanoparticles, the number of holes should

not have a limiting effect on the measurements.

Figure 4.12: Effect of number of holes in the array on the normalized transmission. Mea-
sured transmission spectra for 50 nm hole arrays with 5x5 holes (blue), 7x7 holes (red) and
15x7 holes (green). The black curve shows the transmission through a bare 100 nm thick gold
film. The illumination and collection directions are indicated by the black arrows in the inset.

4.3.4 Experimental measurement of particle size

The motivation for developing this technique was to characterize the particle biosynthetized

by human cells described in Chapter 3. Unfortunately, the large protein corona surrounding

these particles did not let them pass through the aperture and - in spite of numerous trials

- I was not able to record the corresponding signal. Here I report on experiments based on

commercial citrate stabilized gold nanoparticles, for which the experiments are conclusive.

The experimental detection of nanoparticles using the hole array structure is presented in this

section. Figure 4.13(a) shows the schematic of the sample chamber used in the experiment.

Two chambers are created with the help of O-rings (1 mm thickness) on the top and bottom of

the silicon wafer with the hole arrays. The top chamber is filled with 30 nm AuNP suspension

(purchased from BBI international). During the nanoparticle experiment 30 µL of the stock

concentration of the nanoparticles (2 ·1011 particles per mL) is added to fill the top chamber.

The chamber is sealed by placing a thin cover-slip on top of the O-rings. The bottom chamber

is filled with 30 µL of Milli-Q water (resistivity of 1 MΩ-cm) and close with the help of another

cover-slip. In case of control experiments the top chamber is also filled with 30 µL of water.

The sample is illuminated from the bottom (Si3N4 side) and the reflected light analyzed using a

spectrometer (see Sec. 4.2.3 for further details). The main motivation for using reflection is that

the signal progressively increases as the particle traverses the hole, therefore allows us to infer

the position of the nanoparticle. Secondly, due to the high reflection intensity, the integration

time can be lowered significantly as compared to identical transmission measurements. This

allows us to obtain better temporal resolutions in these measurements. However, note that

this is a limitation of the current experimental setup and not that of the physical system.
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Figure 4.13: Experimental detection of a single 30 nm particle. (a) Schematic of the sample
used for nanoparticle detection experiment. The top chamber is filled with 30 nm AuNP
solution and the bottom chamber is filled with water. (b) The difference of the normalized
differential reflectivity, S582(t)−S645(t), as a function of time for the control experiment. In
the control experiment, the AuNP solution in the top chamber is replaced with water. (c) The
difference of the normalized differential reflectivity, S582(t)−S645(t), as a function of time
for the particle detection. 30 nm AuNP solution at stock concentration is filled in the top
chamber. The inset shows the illumination and collection direction. (d) Simulated normalized
differential reflectivity as a function of particle position in the nanohole. z=0 nm and z=100
nm correspond to the gold-Si3N4 and gold-water interface, respectively.

As shown before, the spectral modification due to a single particle can be small and hence I

employ the normalized differential reflectivity defined as

S(λ, t ) = R(λ, t )−Rλ, f =0

Rλ, f =0
(4.2)

for determining the particle presence. In this equation R(λ, t ) is the reflectivity at a wavelength

λ measured at a time t and Rλ, f =0 is the reflectivity at a wavelength λ for the same hole array
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Figure 4.14: Histogram of differential signals. Histogram showing the maximum of the
relative differential signals, S582 −S645, measured from a 60 nm hole array structure with 30
nm AuNP. The dashed lines indicate the expected signals for different particle sizes computed
using SIE simulations coupled with the linear combination method.

in water (in the absence of any nanoparticles).

All the experiments are performed using a 60 nm hole array with a period of 100 nm. The

array has 7x7 holes in total. The acquisition time for each spectra is 2 ms and the time

delay between successive measurements is 1 s. Figure 4.13(b) shows the time dependent

normalized differential signal (S582(t )−S645(t )) for the case when both the top and the bottom

chambers are filled with water. In this case, no significant modulation of this signal is seen.

However, when the top chamber is filled with the 30 nm particle solution, modulations in

the temporal signal can be observed, Fig. 4.13(c). Note that initially the signal is close to zero

(at t=0 s) and then it reduces to -0.7 at t=60 s. Again for longer times the signal approaches

0 again (at t=120 s). This dip in the temporal signal is a typical signature of the presence of

a nanoparticle in the nanohole array. To substantiate that the dip is a signature of the gold

nanoparticle, simulations using periodic SIE are performed. Furthermore, I use the linear

combination approach, detailed in Sec. 4.3.3, for estimating the signal due to filling just 1 hole

with a particle in a 49 hole array. Figure 4.13(d) shows the differential signal (S582 −S645) as

a function of particle position computed using the simulations assuming only 1 out of the

49 holes are filled with a particle. Note that z ≤ 0 nm corresponds to the Si3N4 membrane.

As the particle traverses the hole (from z=140 nm to z=-40 nm) the normalized differential

signal progressively becomes more negative till z=0 nm. After this, the signal again shows

an increase and approaches 0 for z=-40 nm. Notice that the line shape obtained from the

simulations is similar to the one acquired experimentally, Fig. 4.13(b). However, only some

of the measurements performed exhibit the modulation corresponding to the presence of

the nanoparticle. This is because the particle enters the hole via diffusion, which is not very

efficient. Figure 4.14 shows the histogram of the maximum modulation (double sided red

arrow Fig. 4.13(c)) observed in multiple sets of experiments for the same hole array and particle

size. Also shown in the histogram are the simulated values of the maximum modulation for
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various particle sizes (20, 25, 30 and 35 nm) with a 60 nm hole array. The histogram shows

that the signals measured correspond to particles in the size range of 20-30 nm with the mean

close to 25 nm. This shows a good match with the expected mean size of 30 nm. However,

further optimization of the experimental apparatus as well as data analysis is necessary to

achieve a better quantitative size histogram.

4.3.5 Gold nanoshells: Identification of the core diameter

Gold nanoshells, with a dielectric core and gold shell, have been extensively used for the

photothermal therapy of cancer [77, 374]. Like in the case of other plasmonic structures, the

resonance of gold nanoshells can be tuned by controlling the core-shell diameter ratio [148,

375, 376]. Therefore, for the same size of the shell (outer diameter), the core diameter can be

changed to control the resonance wavelength [375]. As in the case of solid spherical particles,

prior to their use the synthesized gold nanoshells must be characterized for confirming

both their inner and outer diameters. Most of the light scattering techniques only provide

information about the outer diameter and are unable to provide information about the internal

structure of the particle. Therefore, in most of the past studies involving gold nanoshells the

properties of the core were confirmed by the use of electron microscopy [77, 374]. In contrast

to these techniques which are insensitive to the plasmon resonance, the technique developed

here for detection of nanoparticles is inherently based on the coupling between the resonance

of the particle with that of the hole. Therefore, I theoretically demonstrate that it is possible to

infer the diameter of a core-shell particle via this method. Figure 4.15 shows the calculated

transmission spectra from the hole arrays due to the presence of the gold nanoshell (gold

shell and dielectric core) with varying core size. The outer diameter of the shell is kept fixed

at 30 nm and the dielectric constant of the core is taken to be 1.7689 (water). It is clear that

Figure 4.15: Determining the core size in the case of gold nanoshells. Transmission spectra
of 50 nm hole array with hollow gold nanoshells (dielectric constant of core is 1.7689) with
varying inner diameters : 10 nm (blue), 15 nm (black) and 20 nm (magenta). The spectrum
due to the presence of a solid 30 nm gold particle is shown in red. The outer diameter is kept
fixed at 30 nm and the particle placed at the top gold interface (z=100 nm). The structure is
illuminated with a plane wave propagating in the -z direction and polarized along x axis.
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as the core diameter is increased, the peak wavelength of the transmission also red-shifts.

For a core diameter of 10 nm the resonance is located at 590 nm which shifts to 640 nm for

a core diameter of 20 nm. This behavior occurs due to the red-shift of the resonance of gold

shell, which finally shifts the resonances of the coupled system. Therefore, by measuring the

resonance wavelengths, it is in principle possible to infer the core diameter in case of a gold

nanoshells if the outer diameter is known.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, a technique for the detection of gold nanoparticles using nanohole arrays in

the size range of 20 nm to 60 nm is studied. The detection is based on the hybridization of the

plasmon resonance of the particle with that of the hole. Using numerical tools, I have studied

the detection limits for particle size as well as the effect of geometrical parameters on the

particle sensing characteristics. It is shown that the reflection spectrum from the hole arrays

can be used for inferring the vertical position of the nanoparticle in the holes. Experimental

demonstration of the proposed technique is also presented, whereby a single 30 nm particle is

detected using the hole arrays. Finally, an extension of this method for determining the core

size of gold nanoshells is also demonstrated theoretically.
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5 Eigenmodes of plasmonic nanoclus-
ters and their effect on polarization
conversion and second harmonic
generation

Many practical applications, which use plasmonic structures, involve the interaction of multiple

plasmonic modes for optimized performance. Additionally, assemblies of plasmonic nanoparti-

cles possess exotic properties which strongly depend on the modes supported by the structure. In

this chapter, I extend the Green’s tensor formalism to compute the eigenmodes of an assembly of

plasmonic nanoparticles. Using the developed technique, I investigate the modes of a nanopar-

ticle monomer, dimer, trimer and quadrumer. The influence of various geometrical parameters

and symmetry breaking on the eigenmodes of the assemblies is studied in detail, as well as the

illumination conditions required to excite specific eigenmodes. In the second part of this chapter,

I study the effect of modes on polarization conversion and second harmonic generation from

such clusters. Specifically, it is shown that the second harmonic intensity and pattern strongly

correlate with the plasmonic modes located at the second harmonic wavelength.

5.1 Introduction

Metallic nanostructures supporting plasmon resonances have been used in various appli-

cations such as SERS [52, 53, 65, 116, 377], bio-sensing [1, 13, 16, 378], plasmonic trapping

[87, 88, 92], and fluorescence enhancement [38, 43, 44, 379–381]. In addition to these applica-

tions, plasmonic resonances have also been exploited for enhancing non-linear signals like

second harmonic generation [382–385], third harmonic generation [386, 387] and four-waves

mixing [388] and have been used in applications such as nonlinear optical sensing [337, 389],

nonlinear optical characterization [390–392], and nonlinear imaging [393, 394]. This high

non-linear signal enhancement arises because of the high near field generated at the plasmon

resonance. Optimization of a plasmonic structure for a particular application is made easier

via the use of various computational tools. A large number of numerical techniques available

like FEM [395–397], Green’s tensor approach [266, 398, 399], discrete dipole approximation
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(DDA) [400, 401], boundary elements method (BEM) [402–405], and surface integral equation

(SIE) [267, 372, 406] compute the linear optical response of the structure due to an incident ex-

citation. In cases involving nonlinear processes numerical methods computing the non-linear

response are also used in conjunction with linear solvers [407–413].

In many situations, it is also beneficial or even necessary to determine the eigenmodes of

the plasmonic system. However, only a rather limited number of numerical techniques

that compute the eigenmodes of a plasmonic system are available [414–422]. For example,

an electrostatic eigenmode solver based on the boundary integral equation was used to

show that the near field of the plasmonic structures could be expressed as the the linear

superposition of the eigenmodes [422]. The knowledge of the modes and its relevance to

near field provided a simple method for the identification of hot spots necessary for plasmon

enhanced spectroscopies. This approach can be extended a step further to control and localize

hot spots in plasmonic aggregates through the knowledge of underlying plasmonic modal

structure [423]. In contrast to techniques that compute the eigenmodes of a plasmonic

structure by full numerical calculations, it is also possible to exploit symmetry properties

by using group theory to study the interaction of an external electric field with the localized

plasmon modes of the structure as shown by Zhang et al. [420]. With this approach, they

showed that the selection rules for a vector field are different as compared to the selection rules

for a scalar field. The knowledge of eigenmodes of a plasmonic system can also be exploited

for increasing the accuracy and speed of a numerical technique [424]. However, it should be

noted that the discretization of the structure necessary for computing the eigenmodes of the

plasmonic structure using numerical techniques, even within the electrostatic limit, makes

the solvers time consuming and memory intensive [128, 331, 421, 422]. Furthermore, many

of these techniques require initial guess values of the modes for accurate computation. On

the other hand for simple structures it is possible to exploit the symmetry of the structure to

compute the modes using dielectric constant as the eigenvalue of the system [420, 425, 426].

Even though eigenvalue analysis in the electrostatic approximation is easier and faster, the

absence of retardation in the computation limits its applicability.

In this chapter , I extend the Green’s tensor approach to compute the eigenmodes of a plas-

monic structure composed of small nanoparticles. Our computation is fully vectorial and

takes into account the retardation present between the nanoparticles. The developed tech-

nique is then used to analyze the eigenmodes of a nanoparticle monomer, dimer, trimer and

quadrumer. Even though linear near field of plasmonic structures have been studied in terms

of their modes, very few studies exist that correlate the modes with the generated non-linear

signal. While the nonlinear optical response of complex nanoclusters can be numerically

evaluated [405,427–429], the role played by each individual plasmon mode is difficult to assess

unless coupled with eigenmode analysis [430]. Hence, it is difficult to obtain a description

of the nonlinear response of a plasmonic cluster in terms of its underlying modal structure,

which is important for optimizing its nonlinear response [162, 431]. I will therefore also extend

the developed formalism to for understanding second harmonic generation.
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5.2 Theoretical formulation

Figure 5.1: Eigenmode computation. (a) Schematic showing two distinct computational
methodologies. (b) Schematic illustrating the principle steps involved in the computation of
the eigenwavelengths.

In general, two distinct approaches exist for understanding the optical response of plasmonic

nanoclusters, schematically shown in Fig. 5.1(a). The first approach involves the computation

of the response due to a particular incident condition and is often termed as the scattering

analysis. This analysis can be used to calculate the scattering and absorption spectra as well as

the near field intensity. An alternative way of visualizing the response involves determination

of the eigenmodes of the system which are independent of incident conditions. Additionally,

once the modes of a plasmonic cluster are known, the optical response of the system due

to any incident condition can be computed easily. However the inverse problem, i.e. the

determination of the modes from scattering analysis, is quite difficult and in most cases not all

the modes can be extracted. This is because for most incidence conditions only a few modes

are excited at most. For example, in case of plasmonic clusters only those modes that exhibit a

net non-zero dipole moment can be excited using plane wave illumination.
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5.2.1 Eigenmode calculation

Consider a system of n nanoparticles placed in a background medium with dielectric constant

εB . In systems where the particle size is significantly smaller than the wavelength of light, each

nanoparticle can be represented by a single dipole with a finite polarizability [398]. In this

chapter, I assume that each nanoparticle is represented by a single dipole with an arbitrary

orientation. The response of this generalized n nanoparticle system can be calculated using

the Green’s tensor technique [266], where the field at each particle i is given by

Ei = E0
i +

n∑
j=1, j 6=i

Gi j ·k2
0∆ε j V j E j +Mi ·∆εi k2

0Ei −Li · ∆εi

εB
Ei , (5.1)

where Gi j is the background Green’s tensor, k0 is the vacuum wavenumber, ∆εi (= εi −εB ) is

the dielectric constant contrast, Li is the depolarization term, Mi is the self term, E0
i is the

incident field at dipole i , and Vi is the volume of the particle. In this equation the interaction

between two interacting particles, i and j, is given by the tensor Gi j which depends on k0.

Since a single dipole is assigned to a single nanoparticle, the self consistent fields computed

using Eq. (5.1) also correspond to the dipole moments of the corresponding particles. This set

of equations can be recast into the matrix form,

(I−S) ·E = E0, (5.2)

where I is the identity matrix, S is the matrix that defines the system, E0 and E are vectors cor-

responding to the incident fields and self-consistent electric fields at the dipoles, respectively.

The matrix S depends on the dielectric constant of the nanoparticle and we use the Drude

model given by

ε= ε∞−
ω2

p

ω2 + iγω
, (5.3)

with ε∞ = 9.5, ωp = 1.36 · 1016 rad/s and γ = 1.05 · 1014 rad/s [375] for computation of the

modes in Sec. 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. These Drude parameters match well the experimentally

measured dielectric function of gold in the 600 – 900 nm wavelength range. For rest of the

calculations (Sec. 5.4 and 5.5) the modified Drude model proposed by Etchegoin et al. [432],

which incorporates the interband transitions of gold is used. Note that the different terms of

the matrix S also depend on the wavelength of light, because of the non-electrostatic nature of

the current formalism. However, it must be pointed out that a direct relation exists between

the dielectric function and the wavelength, and frequency, as given by the Drude model. For

eigenmode computation of the system, I further enforce the condition that the incident field

is zero. Therefore, Eq. (5.2) reduces to

(I−S) ·E = 0. (5.4)

The eigenmodes of this system can be determined by locating the parameters at which E is
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non-zero. Let ξ(λ) be the eigenvalue of the matrix S at a given wavelength λ. It is evident that

for ξ(λ) = 1, non-zero E are possible. The corresponding wavelengths are the eigenwavelengths

of the system. In plasmonics, S is a complex matrix and the equation ξ(λ) = 1 is not satisfied

for purely real λ. Therefore, in order to solve Eq. (5.4) a complex wavelength, λ=λr +iλi , must

be assumed. Corresponding to this complex eigenwavelength, the complex eigenfrequency

can be calculated using ω= 2πc/λ, where c is the speed of light in vacuum. A schematic of the

various critical steps involved in the computation of the eigenmodes is shown in Fig. 5.1. Such

complex eigenwavelengths or eigenfrequencies are also found in other physical systems like

damped harmonic oscillators [433], and RLC circuits [434]. The real and imaginary parts of

the eigenwavelength of a mode correspond to the resonance position and half-width of the

resonance, respectively [433]. The eigenvector of the matrix S at the eigenwavelength provides

the electric field distribution for the given mode. Fig. 5.1(b) shows a flow diagram indicating

the critical steps of the eigenmode anaylsis.

5.2.2 Second harmonic (SH) calculation

The SHG computations presented in this chapter have been performed using the SIE method

reported in Ref. [405]. Note that this method has been recently extended to periodic nanostruc-

tures [336]. The SIE method for SHG is only briefly described here and the reader is referred to

previous publications for the numerical implementation details [336, 405]. The linear surface

currents, which are expanded on Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions [406, 435], are

used for the evaluation of the fundamental electric fields just below the gold surfaces and

then used for the calculation of the surface SH polarization. Only the component χS,⊥⊥⊥
of the surface tensor, where ⊥ denotes the component normal to the surface, is considered

since recent experiments indicate that this term dominates the surface response of metallic

nanoparticles [436]. Note that other contributions to the SH signal, namely the component

χS,‖‖⊥ of the surface tensor (where ‖ denotes the component tangential to the surface), as well

as bulk contribution, are theoretically allowed but these contributions weakly contribute to

the total SH response [436, 437]. Furthermore, the present work is focused on the role played

by the plasmon eigenmodes in the SHG enhancement from nanoparticle assemblies and the

following discussion is valid whatever the nonlinear sources. In the present case, only the

normal component of the nonlinear polarization does not vanish which can be written as

P⊥(r,2ω) =χS,⊥⊥⊥E⊥(r,ω)E⊥(r,ω). (5.5)

The SH surface currents are obtained solving the SIE formulation taking into account the

nonlinear polarization and enforcing the boundary conditions at the nanostructure surfaces

[438]. Like the linear surface currents, the SH surface currents are expanded on RWG basis

functions. The expanding coefficients are found by applying the method of moments with

Galerkin’s testing [406]. A Poggio-Miller-Chang-Harrington-Wu formulation is used to ensure
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Chapter 5. Eigenmodes of plasmonic nanoclusters

accurate solutions even at resonant conditions [266,437]. The SH electric field is then deduced

from the SH surface currents using a singularity subtraction method for the evaluation of the

Green’s functions [406]. The surface of the plasmonic nanostructures is discretized with a

triangular mesh with typical side of 2 nm.

5.3 Eigenmodes of nanoparticle clusters

In this section, I first study the modes of a single nanoparticle as a function of the system

parameters and show that the eigenmodes computed using the current formalism converge
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Figure 5.2: Modes of a nanoparticle monomer. (a) log10|ξ−1| plotted as a function of the real
and imaginary parts of wavelength,λ, for a 20 nm gold particle. (b) Real and (c) imaginary parts
of the eigenwavelength for a single nanoparticle as a function of the particle size d. (d) Real and
(e) imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of gold at the corresponding eigenwavelength as
a function of the size d. The dashed lines in (d) and (e) indicate the plasmon resonance in the
electrostatic limit. The dielectric constant of the background is fixed at 6.145.
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5.3. Eigenmodes of nanoparticle clusters

to the well known quasi-static limit in plasmonics for small particles. Next, the modes of a

symmetric nanoparticle dimer are computed and their dependence on the system parameters

investigated. The effect of symmetry breaking in a trimer is illustrated via eigenmode analysis

subsequently. Finally, I study a nanoparticle quadrumer which can control the polarization of

the scattered light from the eigenmodes perspective.

5.3.1 Monomer

Consider a single gold nanoparticle embedded in a medium with εB = 6.145. The refractive

index of the background corresponds to the refractive index of TiO2 [439]. For this system

log10|ξ−1| as a function of λr and λi is shown in Fig. 5.2(a). It is clearly seen that ξ = 1 is

satisfied for λ = 662+14i . Furthermore, at this wavelength the matrix S has an eigenvalue

1 with multiplicity three, i.e. this eigenvalue is triply degenerate. Furthermore, the dipole

moments corresponding to these triply degenerate eigenmodes are oriented along the x,

y and z directions. The degeneracy arises because all the axes are identical. Figure 5.2(b)

and (c) show the variation of λr and λi as a function of particle size. As the particle size

is increased from 4 nm to 30 nm, λr increases from 647 nm to 681 nm. Concurrently, the

imaginary part of the eigenwavelength also shows a progressive increase as a function of

the particle size. This increase in both the real and imaginary parts of the eigenwavelength

as a function of size is due to the higher retardation effects for larger particles. Note that

the retardation effects are taken into account by the presence of k0R (R is the nanoparticle

radius) terms in the expressions for Gi j and Mi . In this chapter the wavelength is taken as the

eigenvalue because of its widespread use in most plasmonic studies. As detailed in Appendix E,

identical results are obtained if frequency is used as the eigenvalue. As mentioned previously,

it is also possible to compute the dielectric constant corresponding to the eigenwavelength

using the Drude model. This is useful since dielectric constant is the preferred eigenvalue

in most eigenmode analyses performed in the electrostatic limit [128, 375, 402]; hence, I

plot the real (Re(ε)) and imaginary (Im(ε)) parts of the dielectric constant of gold at the

eigenwavelengths (Fig. 5.2(d) and (e)). Both Re(ε) and Im(ε) decrease on increasing the size

of the particle. Furthermore, ε approaches the well known quasi-static limit ε=−2εB in the

case of 4 nm particles. Let us now consider the imaginary part of the dielectric constant at

the eigenwavelength. Recall that the quasi-static limit arises when the denominator of the

polarizability, which is proportional to |(ε−εB )|/|(ε+2εB )|, is zero. Unlike the case of non-lossy

systems where the denominator is zero at ε=−2εB , in our system the denominator can be

made equal to zero at the eigenvalue ε if we assume an effective complex dielectric constant

of the background given by εe f f
B (= ε

e f f
B ,r + iεe f f

B ,i ). Additionally, since Im(ε) is less than 0 in

this particular system, εe f f
B ,i has to be positive. Therefore, at the eigenwavelength the system

behaves as if the background had finite losses. The progressive decrease in Im(ε) and its

negative sign on increasing the size indicates the increase of damping, both intrinsic and

radiative, in the system.
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5.3.2 Symmetric dimer: Effect of particle size and gap
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Figure 5.3: Modes of a symmetric nanoparticle dimer. (a) Schematic of the nanoparticle
dimer. (b) Real and (c) imaginary part of the eigenwavelengths as a function of particle size
d . (d) Real and (e) imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of gold at the eigenwavelength.
(f) Dipoles orientations in the particles for the four distinct eigenmodes depicted in (b). The
direction of the arrow indicates the dipole orientation with the blue head pointing towards
the negative charge. Other parameters are g = 4 nm and εB = 6.145.

Consider a nanoparticle dimer as shown in Fig. 5.3(a) in which two gold nanoparticles, each

with diameter d, are separated by a gap g. Figure 5.3(b) and (c) show the computed λr and

λi of this system for various particle sizes with the gap fixed at 4 nm. For any given particle

size, four distinct modes can be identified [333, 440]. As the particle size is increased, the

wavelength λr of modes 1 and 2 shows a progressive increase. In the case of modes 3 and 4,

λr first shows a blueshift for d < 15 nm and then a redshift for larger values of d . The wider

spectral separation of the eigenmodes for larger particle sizes clearly indicates the increase

in the coupling between the particles due to greater field overlap. The imaginary part of the

eigenwavelength, however, shows a totally different character. In the case of modes 1 and

3, a progressive increase is seen whereas for modes 2 and 4 it does not change significantly.

These differences can be understood by studying the dipole orientations for the four modes,

as shown in Fig. 5.3(f). These dipole orientations were obtained using the eigenvector of the

matrix S at the corresponding eigenvalues and it must be mentioned here that the dipole
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5.3. Eigenmodes of nanoparticle clusters

orientations for the modes are independent of the nanoparticle size. In the case of modes 1

and 4, the dipole moment of the particles align along the axis joining the two dipoles, whereas

for modes 2 and 3 the dipoles are oriented perpendicular to the axis [333, 440]. Additionally, in

modes 1 and 3 the dipoles of the two particles are parallel whereas in modes 2 and 4 they are

anti-parallel. Due to the symmetry about the axis joining the two particles, modes 2 and 3 are

doubly degenerate. The net zero dipole moment for modes 2 and 4 prevents them from being

excited using plane wave excitation and these modes are referred to as ‘dark modes’ [333, 440].

This is because the light scattered by the first particle will destructively interfere with the

light scattered by the second particle. On the other hand, modes 1 and 3 exhibit a net dipole

moment which allows them to interact with the far field and are commonly known as ‘bright

modes’. In contrast to modes 2 and 4, where destructive interference occurs, for modes 1 and

3 the particles scatter light in phase and we observe constructive interference. The imaginary

part of the eigenwavelength, which corresponds to the half-width of the plasmon resonance,

contains contributions from intrinsic damping (mainly caused by ohmic losses for gold) and

radiative damping (due to the radiation of light into the far field). Since, modes 1 and 3 are

radiative, they exhibit a much higher value of λi as compared to modes 2 and 4 for large

particle sizes (d > 15 nm). This is further substantiated by the fact that as the particle size

is reduced, thereby reducing the radiative damping, the values of λi for the modes become

similar.

Figure 5.3(d) and (e) shows Re(ε) and Im(ε) at the various eigenwavelengths as a function of

the particle size. Re(ε) and Im(ε) show trends analogous to that of λr and λi , respectively.

The Im(ε) for modes 1 and 3, the bright modes, progressively becomes more negative as the

particle size is increased. On the other hand for modes 2 and 4, the Im(ε) is positive and close

to zero for all the particle sizes. For modes 3 and 4 the intrinsic damping for a given particle

size is similar due to the proximity of their eigenwavelengths. However, the total damping

for the two modes as shown by the value of λi are very different. This difference is due to the

presence of radiative damping in the case of mode 3, which significantly increases the value of

λi for larger particles as compared to mode 4. As explained in the case of a single nanoparticle,

the imaginary part of the dielectric constant at the eigenwavelength can be understood as the

effective background possessing a finite loss if Im(ε) < 0. Applying a similar argument, I see

that only in the case of modes 1 and 3, the dielectric constant possess a negative value of Im(ε)

and correspondingly the background acts as a lossy medium which can extract light from these

two modes at the eigenwavelengths. However, the positive Im(ε) for modes 2 and 4 shows that

for these two modes, the effective background acts like a gain medium and therefore cannot

act as a sink for light.

I now study the effect of varying the gap size in the case of a dimer made up of 20 nm particles.

Figure 5.4 shows the eigenwavengths and the corresponding epsilon as a function of the inter

particle gap. First, the splitting between the various modes, i.e. λr and Re(ε), decreases on

increasing the gap because of reduced coupling. For gaps close to 60 nm, the λr and Re(ε)

approach the values of an isolated 20 nm particle. As mentioned previously, modes 1 and 3

exhibit a negative value of Im(ε) for all values of the gap. However, Im(ε) of modes 2 and 4
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Figure 5.4: Modes of a symmetric nanoparticle dimer: gap variation. (a) Real and (b) imagi-
nary parts of the eigenwavelength for a nanoparticle dimer as a function of the gap g. (c) Real
and (d) imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of gold at the corresponding eigenwave-
length as a function of the gap g. Other parameters are d=20 nm and εB = 6.145. The dashed
lines show the value of the corresponding parameter for a single 20 nm particle.

crosses zero at 30 nm and 48 nm gap, respectively. This means that beyond these gap values

the modes start radiating due to retardation effects. Consequently the background starts

acting like a lossy medium.

5.3.3 Effect of symmetry breaking in a nanoparticle trimer

Let us now consider a nanoparticle trimer made up of 20 nm particles as shown in Fig. 5.5(a).

In case of an equilateral structure (∆x = 0 nm) the gap between the particles is 4 nm. Fig-

ures 5.5(b)-(d) show the variation of λr as a function of the displacement∆x of the top particle

(P1) in the horizontal direction. As expected at most 9 modes are seen for a given ∆x [441].

The colored dots in Fig. 5.5 depict the excitation strengths of the various modes on illumina-

tion with a polarized plane wave. For example, Fig. 5.5(b) shows the excitation strength of

the modes due to a plane wave propagating in z direction and polarized along x axis. The

excitation strengths are computed by the summation of the overlap of the incident field with

the field of a given mode. The summation is performed over all the dipoles in the system.

Similarly, Fig. 5.5(c) and (d) show the excitation strength for plane waves propagating along

z and x direction, respectively, and polarized along y and z, respectively. As ∆x is increased

from 0 nm to 12 nm, the spectral splitting between the modes (in-plane or out of plane modes)

increases due to increased coupling. Maximum coupling is observed around ∆x = 12 nm

when the structure closely resembles a right angled trimer. This is because for ∆x = 12 nm
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Figure 5.5: Symmetry breaking in a nanoparticle trimer. (a) Schematic of the nanoparticle
trimer. (b) Real part of the eigenwavelength and the corresponding excitation strengths as a
function of the displacement ∆x. The incident condition is a plane wave propagating in the z
direction and polarized along x axis. (c) Real part of eigenwavelength and the corresponding
excitation strengths as a function of the displacement ∆x. The incident condition is a plane
wave propagating in the z direction and polarized along the y axis. (d) Real part of eigenwave-
length and the corresponding excitation strengths as a function of displacement, ∆x. The
incident condition is a plane wave propagating in the x direction and polarized along the z
axis. Other parameters are d = 20 nm, g = 4 nm and εB = 6.145.

the separation between the particles P1 and P2 is minimized resulting in a greater field over-

lap. On further increasing ∆x the splitting between the modes reduces as the separation

between particles P1 and P3 becomes larger. In addition to the spectral splitting, the excitation

strengths are also strongly dependent on ∆x. For example, the excitation strength of the mode

at the highest wavelength (mode 1) progressively increases on increasing ∆x in the case of x

polarized plane wave. On the contrary, for y polarized plane wave excitation, this mode is best

excited at ∆x = 12 nm.

To better understand the behavior of this system I correlate the excitation strengths of the

various modes with their dipole distributions. The field distributions of the modes of an

equilateral trimer, ∆x = 0 nm, are shown in Fig. 5.6(a). This system has 6 modes with the

dipoles oriented in the plane of the structure (modes 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 9), whereas for 3 modes

the dipoles are oriented perpendicular to the plane of the structure (modes 4, 5 and 8). Fur-

thermore, due to symmetry of the structure it has 3 pairs of doubly degenerate modes (modes

(2,3), (4,5) and (6,7)). Clearly, modes 1, 4, 5 and 9 have a zero net dipole moment and cannot

be excited using plane wave excitation. This is also evident from Fig. 5.5(b)-(d) whereby the

excitation strength of these modes is zero regardless of the light polarization. On the other

hand modes 2, 3, 6 and 7 possess a net dipole moment in the x y plane and can be excited
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5.4. Polarization changing nanoparticle cluster

using either x or y polarized plane wave. Mode 8 however exhibits a net dipole moment

along the z direction and can only be excited using a plane wave polarized along z direction.

Note that modes 2, 3, 6 and 7 can not be excited with a z polarized plane wave and are thus

‘dark modes’ for this given polarization. This is also depicted in Fig. 5.5(d) where these modes

exhibit a zero excitation strength. Analogously, since mode 8 can not be excited using either x

or y polarized plane wave, it acts like a ‘dark mode’ for these polarizations and shows a zero

excitation strength (Fig. 5.5(b) and (c)).

As the particle P1 is displaced in the x direction, the symmetry of the structure breaks and

consequently I observe that the degeneracy of the modes, present in case of the equilateral

structure, is lifted. As mentioned previously the spectral separation between the in-plane

modes (1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 9) and out of plane modes (4, 5 and 8) increases for ∆x < 12 nm and

then decreases. For example, the mode 2 and 3 (for ∆x = 0 nm) splits into two modes (leading

to modes 2’ and 4’ for a structure with ∆x = 12 nm). Each of these split modes show different

excitation strengths for different values of ∆x. For an x polarized plane wave, both the split

modes show comparable excitation strengths for∆x < 12 nm, but for larger values of∆x mode

4’ is excited more efficiently (Fig. 5.5(b) and Fig. 5.6(b)). This is because in case of mode 2’

as the particle P1 is displaced, its dipole moment along x axis progressively increases. In

addition, the dipole of particle P1 is aligned opposite to the dipoles of particle P2 and P3,

which reduces the net dipole moment and lowers the excitation strength of the mode. In case

of mode 4’ the dipoles of particles P1 and P3 are predominantly excited and they are always

in phase considering the x axis, therefore this mode exhibits larger excitation strengths even

for larger values of ∆x (Fig. 5.5(b) and Fig. 5.6(b)). In contrast for y polarized light mode 4’

demonstrates a higher excitation strength as compared to mode 2’ for ∆x < 12 nm (Fig. 5.5(c)).

Larger values of ∆x lead to comparable excitation strength of mode 2’ and 4’. This behavior

can again be traced back to the field distributions. Mode 2’ shows a near zero dipole moment

along the y direction and consequently a near zero excitation strength (Fig. 5.6(b)). Similar

mode splittings are also observed in case of modes (4,5) and modes (6,7) of the equilateral

structure on displacement of particle P1. Figure 5.6(b) shows the field distributions for a

particular symmetry broken nanoparticle trimer with ∆x = 12 nm which manifests maximal

coupling in the system. In this case, none of the modes are degenerate and the system has 9

distinct modes. In this case, all the in-plane modes 1’, 2’, 4’, 6’, 8’ and 9’ show a non zero dipole

moment along both x and y axis and a non-zero excitation strength (Fig. 5.5(b) and (c)). These

modes can thus be excited using a plane wave with polarization in the plane of the structure.

On the other hand, the out of plane modes, modes 3’, 5’ and 7’, show a net non zero dipole

moment along z axis and thus can be excited using z polarized plane wave. However, even in

this case, the in-plane modes are ‘dark modes’ for a z polarized plane wave and out of plane

modes are ‘dark modes’ for x or y polarized plane waves.
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5.4 Polarization changing nanoparticle cluster

Plasmonic structures which can control and modify the polarization of incident light have

found significant prominence in the past years [442–450]. Recently, such polarization control

was demonstrated at a single structure level exploiting the coupling between two radiative

dipolar modes [1]. When this structure is illuminated with a x-polarized incident plane wave,

the scattered far-field exhibits a certain ellipticity which is closely associated with the coupling

in the structure. Figure 5.7 shows the structure as well as its response due to a normally

incident x-polarized plane wave. The degree of polarization (DOP), α, is defined as

α= |Cright|− |Cleft|
|Cright|+ |Cleft|

, (5.6)

where Cleft and Cright are the coefficients of the electric field decomposition into the two-

orthogonal left- and right-handed circular polarization, respectively. In case of a symmetric

structure, where d = c = 25 nm, no polarization change is observed for the scattered light.

However, as the perturbation is increased the value of α increases and is equal to 1 for d =
17 nm, i.e., the scattered light is circularly polarized.

In this section, I study the modal behavior of a nanoparticle cluster which exhibits similar

properties for the scattered light. I combine the results of the modal behavior with the results

of the scattering problem to understand the generation of circular polarization using such

structures. Figure 5.8(a) shows the schematic diagram of the structure under consideration

which is composed of four identical 20 nm gold nanoparticles. For a normally incident x-

polarized plane wave the scattering cross section and the DOP as a function of wavelength and

Figure 5.7: Coupling induced control over circular polarization generation. (a) Schematic
of the structure used for circular polarization generation by Abasahl et al. [1]. (b) DOP as a
function of minor axis of the elliptical perturbation, d . The other parameters were: a = 60 nm,
b = 20 nm, c = 25 nm and εB = 1. The structure was illuminated with a plane wave propagating
in the z direction and polarized along the x-axis. The (0,0,50)µm point was used for calculating
the DOP.
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5.4. Polarization changing nanoparticle cluster

Figure 5.8: Circular polarization generation from a nanoparticle quadrumer. (a) Schematic
of the nanoparticle quadrumer. (b) Scattering cross-section (m2) and (c) degree of circular
polarization (DOP) as a function of λ and displacement, ∆x. The parameters were:d = 20 nm,
g = 4 nm at ∆x = 0 nm and εB = 6.145. The structure is illuminated with a plane wave
propagating in the +z direction and polarized along x-axis. The DOP is computed at an
observation point (0,0,50)µm.

displacement,∆x, is shown in Fig. 5.8(b) and (c), respectively. For ∆x = 0 nm the scattering

spectrum shows a single peak at 700 nm. On increasing the ∆x, this peak splits into two

resonances with the spectral separation being proportional to the displacement. As the

symmetry of the structure is broken, α progressively increases and attains a value of 1 for

∆x = 3.95 nm at λ = 700 nm. Further increase in ∆x leads to lowering of the DOP at this

wavelength. This behavior is analogous to the results presented by Abasahl et al. [1].

The energy levels, corresponding to the real part of the eigenwavelength, of the quadrumer

with ∆x = 0 nm and ∆x = 3.95 nm are shown in Fig. 5.9(a) and (c). 12 modes are observed

in each of these cases. For ∆x = 0 nm, the particles are placed on the corners of a square

and 3 pairs of modes are doubly degenerate (2 pair in-plane and 1 pair out-of-plane). I only

consider the in-plane modes, since in the scattering problem the incidence condition is

restricted to a normally incident plane wave with in-plane polarization. Furthermore, only

two modes among the in-plane modes show a net non-zero dipole moment (modes labeled

1 and 2). These two modes are degenerate and exhibit net dipole moments orthogonal to

each other. In case of the perturbed system, ∆x = 3.95 nm, all the degeneracies are broken

and 12 distinct modes are visible. Again, I depict the modes with a large dipole moment in

the energy diagram (red and green levels). The field distributions corresponding to these two

modes are shown in Fig. 5.9(d), which illustrates that the two modes support nearly orthogonal

dipoles (relative angle∼ 89.5◦) albeit at different wavelengths. From this, it is clear that even
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Figure 5.9: Eigenmodes of the polarization changing quadrumer. (a) and (b) Energy dia-
grams and (c) and (d) Field orientations for the quadrumer with ∆x = 0 nm and ∆x = 3.95 nm,
respectively. The red and the green levels in the figures show the modes involved in generation
of circular polarization. The size of the particles is 20 nm and gap for ∆x = 0 nm is 4 nm.

the structures that generate circular polarization do not exhibit modes which are significantly

non-orthogonal from a spatial point of view. However the question still pertains about why the

coupling controls the polarization state of scattered light. Recall that for generating circular

polarization two conditions must be satisfied simultaneously, namely the amplitudes of the

two orthogonal dipoles must be equal and the phase difference between the two dipoles at

that wavelength must be equal to π/2 [1]. Another point that must be mentioned here is that

polarization control is intrinsically dependent on the incident conditions and represents a

scattering problem.

As the coupling in the system is increased (∆x is increased), the spectral separation between

the two resonances increases. Furthermore, it is well known that a phase change of π occurs

across each excitable mode [155]. Therefore, for wavelengths in between the two resonances,

a finite non-zero phase difference is accumulated which depends on the wavelength. Such

phase differences are also responsible for the occurrence of Fano resonances in plasmonic

structures exhibiting two bright modes [155]. In an analogous manner, the phase difference

necessary for circular polarization generation can be acquired by spectral separation of the

modes. Figure 5.10 shows the wavelength at which the maximum α is observed for a given

∆x. This particular curve is calculated by scanning the parameter space of λ and φ, the

polarization angle, for the maximum value of α. The size of the each point in the figure

corresponds to the maximum value of α and the color of the dot represents the incidence

polarization required for its excitation. Also shown in the figure are the two modes responsible

for polarization conversion, presented as green and red triangles. Note that even though the
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5.4. Polarization changing nanoparticle cluster

Figure 5.10: Coupling induced bifurcation of DOP. Wavelength corresponding to the maxi-
mum degree of polarization as a function of displacement, ∆x due to incidence of a plane
wave with a polarization angle φ. The size of the circular dots represents the DOP and the
color of the dots represent the incident polarization necessary for achieving the maximal DOP.
The triangles (green and red) show the real part of the eigenwavelengths of the two interacting
modes as a function of ∆x.

condition on the incidence polarization angle is relaxed, the excitation plane wave is still

normally incident. The freedom of choosing the incidence polarization angle gives us the

freedom of finding multiple wavelengths at which the amplitude condition is satisfied. This is

because the incidence polarization angle φ only changes the relative excitation strengths of

the two concerned modes. The variation ofα as a function of∆x in this figure can be separated

into three distinct regions:

1. Under coupled - maximum value of α is smaller than 1 regardless of φ and λ.

2. Critically coupled - maximum value of α∼ 1 for a single pair of λ and φ.

3. Over coupled - α= 1 for two pairs of λ and φ.

Let us now consider each domain separately by plotting the resonances corresponding to

each of the concerned modes (Fig. 5.11). The resonances are plotted by using the intensity of

a complex lorentzian curve defined with the resonance wavelength equal to the real part of

the eigenwavelength and the damping given by the imaginary part of the eigenwavelength.

In the undercoupled regime, even though the amplitude of the two oscillating dipoles can

be matched for multiple φ (blue curve in Fig. 5.11(a)), the spectral separation between the

two resonances is not sufficient to provide the π/2 phase difference necessary for α= 1, as

shown in Fig. 5.11(b). Note that even though the amplitudes of the two modes can be matched

at multiple wavelengths, each such matching occurs for a different φ. As the coupling is

increased further, the phase difference between the two dipoles attains the value of π/2 exactly

at one wavelength (Fig. 5.11(d)). Simultaneously, the incidence φ= 0 allows for matching of

amplitudes of the two oscillating dipoles at the considered wavelength, as shown in Fig. 5.11(c).
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Therefore, α ∼ 1 at exactly one pair of λ and φ and this is defined as the critically coupled

regime. When the coupling is increased further, the phase difference attains the value π/2

at two distinct wavelengths (Fig. 5.11(f)). Corresponding to each of these two wavelengths,

polarization angles can be determined such that the amplitudes of the two oscillating dipoles

are also matched, Fig. 5.11(e) (blue and red dots). Therefore, in the overcoupled regime it is

possible to achieve α= 1 for two distinct pairs of λ and φ. This is also clearly evident from

Fig. 5.10 where a bifurcation in the curve depicting the maximum α is observed.

5.5 Correlation between mode symmetry and second harmonic gen-

eration from nanoclusters

In this section, the SHG from coupled metallic nanoparticles is investigated by linking the

two methods described above: the ab-initio method for the determination of the eigenmode

and the SIE method for complete electromagnetic computations. Our approach is as follows.

The eigenmodes are first characterized i.e. their resonant wavelengths and their symmetry

properties are determined. In order to understand the role played by the different modes in the

nonlinear response of the nanoparticle clusters, the exact computations of the SHG are then

analyzed using the information provided by the eigenmode analysis. Dispersive gold dielectric

constants used for the SIE computation are obtained from experimental data of Johnson

and Christy [66]. All the SIE and eigenmode computations are performed for nanoparticle

clusters embedded in a high refractive index background (εm = 6.145 corresponding to TiO2)

in order to shift the surface plasmon resonances away from the interband transition of gold

(λ∼ 500 nm). Symmetric and asymmetric dimers are discussed first (section 5.5.1 and 5.5.2);

the case of linear trimers is then investigated in section 5.5.3.

5.5.1 Symmetric dimer

Let us first consider a dimer of two identical gold nanoparticles with 20 nm diameters. The

spacing between the nanoparticles is 4 nm, Fig. 5.12(a). The real part of the eigenwavelength

of the mode of each individual nanoparticle occurs at λm = 660 nm. Figure 5.12(b) shows the

resonant wavelengths for the different eigenmodes arising from the hybridization between the

dipolar modes sustained by the individual nanoparticles. The arrows indicate the orientation

of the dipolar moment in each nanoparticle. The total number of eigenmodes is 6, correspond-

ing to 4 resonant wavelengths since some modes are doubly degenerate (λm = 678 nm and

645 nm). The degenerate modes have identical dipole moments but the dipoles are aligned

along either the y-axis or the z-axis. As mentioned previously, the eigenmode with the longest

resonant wavelength (λm = 711 nm) corresponds to the coupling between two aligned dipole

moments pointing in the same direction. On the contrary, the eigenmode with the shortest

resonant wavelength (λm = 622 nm) corresponds to the coupling between two aligned dipole

moments pointing in opposite directions. The two other modes correspond to the symmetric

and antisymmetric coupling between the dipoles but with the dipoles oriented perpendicular
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Chapter 5. Eigenmodes of plasmonic nanoclusters

to the axis joining both nanoparticles and parallel to the symmetry plane shown in Fig. 5.12(a).

As a consequence, the symmetry properties are different for each mode. The SIE method

permits computing the SH electromagnetic fields and the comparison with the eigenmode

calculations is straightforward when calculating the distribution of the electric field associated

with each mode. For this reason, the modes are sorted by considering the symmetry of their

electric field. The real part of the x-component of the electric field evaluated with the ab-initio

method for the four eigenmodes is shown in Fig. 5.12(c-f). The x-component corresponds to

the vector component normal to the plane shown in Fig. 5.12(a). The eigenmodes fall into

two categories depending on the symmetry of the electric field with respect to the symmetry

Figure 5.12: Energy diagram and field distributions for a symmetric nanoparticle dimer. (a)
The symmetric gold nanodimers studied in this work. The nanoparticle diameter is 20 nm and
the spacing is 4 nm. The blue plane corresponds to the plane discussed in the main text (x =
0). This plane is alternatively a symmetry or antisymmetry plane for the electromagnetic field
(see the discussion in the main text). The excitation condition used for the SIE computations
is also shown. The scattering angle θ is defined relatively to the z-axis. (b) Diagram describing
the resonant wavelength of the eigenmodes arising from the coupling between the dipolar
modes of two 20 nm gold nanoparticles with a nanogap of 4 nm. The arrows indicate the
orientation of the dipolar moments for the corresponding eigenmodes. (c-f) Normalized real
part of the x-component of the electric field evaluated for the eigenmode with a resonant
wavelength of (c) λ = 711 nm, (d) λ = 678 nm, (e) λ = 645 nm, and (f) λ = 622 nm.
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plane shown in Fig. 5.12(a). The two modes with the longest resonant wavelength (λm = 711

nm and 678 nm) are defined as antisymmetric modes since the plane shown in Fig. 5.12 is an

antisymmetry plane (similar to a perfect electric conductor [451]) for these modes, Fig. 5.12(c)

and (d). The two modes with the shortest resonant wavelength are defined as symmetric

modes, Fig. 5.12(e) and (f). Indeed, the normal component of the electric field associated with

these modes vanishes in the plane x = 0 indicating that this plane is a symmetry plane (similar

to a perfect magnetic conductor [451]) for these mode.

To investigate the link between the eigenmodes supported by a plasmonic nanostructure

and its SH response, let us first consider the excitation of the symmetric nanodimer by an

incoming planewave. SIE computations have been performed with an incident planewave

polarized along the x-axis and propagating along the z-axis. The incident wavelength is λ =

1244 nm. The near-field distributions of the intensity and the real part of the x-component

of the electric field are shown in Fig. 5.13(a) and (c), respectively. It is obvious that theses

distributions correspond to that of the mode with a resonant wavelength equal to λm = 711

nm demonstrating that this mode is excited in this case, compare Fig. 5.13(c) with Fig. 5.12(c).

Obviously, the incident wavelength used in the SIE calculation (λ = 1244 nm) does not match

the resonance wavelength of the λm = 711 nm mode; still, only this mode fulfills the symmetry

selection rules imposed by both the cluster geometry and the incident beam properties. Hence,

this excitation scheme corresponds to off-resonant excitation, which is of course weaker than

in the resonant case (let us recall that the excitation of a Lorentzian mode does not require

an exact match between the excitation wavelength and the resonance wavelength, although

the excitation is strongest in that, on-resonant, case) [268]. The near-field distribution in

Fig. 5.13(a) is mainly characterized by a significant enhancement of the electric field in the

nanogap, where it reaches 30 times the illumination intensity. The intensity enhancement

evolves from 25 for an incident wavelength λ = 1422 nm to 36 for an incident wavelength λ =

1150 nm. This hotspot is induced by charges with opposite signs standing on each side of the

nanogap and is characteristic of the linear response of metallic nanoantennas [452].

Now we turn our attention to the SHG from this nanodimer. Figure 5.13 shows the SH near-

field intensity (panel (b)) as well as the real part of the x- (panel (d)) and y-components (panel

(f)) of the SH electric field computed with the SIE. It is obvious that these distributions differ

from the ones obtained for the fundamental wave. For instance, the SH field is not enhanced in

the nanogap as is the case for the fundamental field [453]. Contrary to the fundamental electric

field which is driven by an incident planewave, the SH electric field is driven by the nonlinear

polarization sources located at the nanoparticle surfaces. The nonlinear polarization can be

expressed as [407]:

P⊥(r,2ω) =χS,⊥⊥⊥r̂ (r̂ ·E(r,ω))2,∀r ∈ S (5.7)

where E(r) is the fundamental electric field evaluated in the metallic nanoparticle, just below
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Chapter 5. Eigenmodes of plasmonic nanoclusters

Figure 5.13: SH generation from symmetric nanoparticle dimer. Near-field distribution of
(a) the fundamental and (b) the SH intensities close to a nanodimer composed of two 20
nm gold nanoparticles. The spacing between the two nanoparticles is 4 nm. The incident
wavelength is λ = 1244 nm. Real part of the x-component for (c) the fundamental and (d) the
SH electric fields, as well as the real part of the y-component for (e) the fundamental and (f)
the SH electric fields. (g) Scattered SH intensity as a function of the scattering direction θ

(Fig. 5.12) computed for different incident wavelengths increasing from λ = 1150 nm to 1422
nm.

the surface S, and r̂ is the outward vector normal to the surface. The following relations are

deduced from the properties of the near-field at the fundamental wavelength, see Fig. 5.13(c)

and Fig. 5.13(e), and the expression of the nonlinear polarization, Eq. (5.7):

Px (r1,2ω) =−Px (r2,2ω), (5.8)
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Figure 5.14: Schematic of nanoparticle dimer along with illumation conditions. The sym-
metric gold nanodimers studied in this work. The nanoparticle diameter is 20 nm and the
spacing is 4 nm. The blue plane corresponds to the plane discussed in the main text (z = 0).
Contrary to Fig. 5.13, an incident planewave propagating along the x-axis and polarized along
the z-axis is considered. The scattering angle θ is defined relatively to the z-axis.

Py,z (r1,2ω) = Py,z (r2,2ω), (5.9)

where r1 = (x, y, z) and r2 = (−x, y, z) are linked by a mirror symmetry relation. Note that these

relations can be directly deduced from the cluster geometry and the incident wave properties.

Since the nonlinear polarization is the physical origin of the SH electric field, the SH electric

field must follow the selection rules that apply to the nonlinear polarization, i.e. the rules

induced by the Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9), in order to fulfill the Curie dissymmetry principle. That

clearly means that the SH electric field distribution must be described using only symmetric

modes, corresponding to the modes for which

Ex (r,2ω) = 0,∀r = (0, y, z). (5.10)

In other words, only the modes for which the normal component of the electric field vanishes

in the plane x = 0 have to be considered to expand the SH wave. From the eigenmode analysis,

it is clear that the two modes with the shortest resonant wavelengths are involved in the SH

wave due to their symmetry properties. In order to confirm this hypothesis, the SH inten-

sity scattered in the (O, x, z) plane was calculated as a function of the scattering direction θ,

Fig. 5.13(g). Several incident wavelengths, corresponding to the resonant excitation of the

eigenmodes at the SH wavelength, were considered in order to determine which modes are

active at the SH emission step. Note that the SH intensity vanishes in the forward direction, as

expected for a metallic nanostructure with a centrosymmetric shape [407]. The scattered SH

intensity is maximal when the symmetric modes are resonantly excited at the SH wavelength,

especially the mode corresponding to two parallel dipole moments pointing in the same

direction. As discussed by J. I. Dadap in the case of isolated spherical nanoparticles [407],
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Figure 5.15: SH generation from symmetric nanoparticle dimer: propagation along dimer
axis. Near-field distribution of (a) the fundamental and (b) the SH intensities close to a nan-
odimer composed of two 20 nm gold nanoparticles. The spacing between the two nanopar-
ticles is 4 nm. An incident planewave propagating along the x-axis and polarized along the
z-axis is considered. The incident wavelength is λ = 1244 nm. Real part of the x-component for
(c) the fundamental and (d) the SH electric fields, as well as the real part of the z-component
for (e) the fundamental and (f) the SH electric fields. (g) Scattered SH intensity as a function
of the scattering direction θ (Fig. 5.14) computed for different incident wavelengths increasing
from λ = 1244 nm to 1492 nm.

this mode is excited by the phase variation of the incident wave across the considered nanos-

tructure. This mode is resonant at λ = 645 nm and is resonant at the SH wavelength for an

incident wavelength λ = 1290 nm (red curve). Indeed, it was shown that localized surface

plasmon resonances can increase SHG either at the fundamental or SH wavelength [407]. In

this case, the far-field SH intensity is 7 times higher than in the off-resonant case (λ = 1150
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nm) even though the fundamental intensity is slightly lower. This observation indicates that

the symmetric modes are the ones involved in the scattered SH wave, as predicted by the

eigenmode analysis. These results indicate that modes with the required symmetry properties

effectively contribute to the SHG from coupled plasmonic nanostructures although these

modes cannot be directly excited by an incoming planewave in the linear regime.

Influence of the excitation condition

In order to investigate the influence of the excitation condition on the derived selection

rules, an incident planewave propagating along the x-axis and polarized along the z-axis is

considered (see Fig. 5.14). The first consequence of this excitation configuration is that the

plane x = 0 is no longer a symmetry/antisymmetry plane. In the present case, the selection

rules must be derived relatively to the plane z = 0 (Fig. 5.14) and can be written as:

Pz (r1,2ω) =−Pz (r2,2ω), (5.11)

Px,y (r1,2ω) = Px,y (r2,2ω), (5.12)

where r1 = (x, y, z) and r2 = (x, y,−z) are linked by a mirror symmetry relation, and

Ez (r,2ω) = 0,∀r = (x, y,0). (5.13)

The plane z = 0 is clearly an antisymmetry plane for the fundamental electric field but a

symmetry one for the SH electric field (see the near-field distributions in Fig. 5.15) as observed

for the plane x = 0 when an incident planewave polarized along the x-axis and propagating

along the z-axis are considered (see the discussion in section 5.5.1). The mode excited at the

fundamental wavelength is the one for which two parallel dipole moments point in the same

direction (see Fig. 5.12(e)). The mode excited at the SH wavelength corresponds to the mode

for which two aligned dipole moments point in the same direction (see Fig. 5.12(c)). This

observation is confirmed by the far-field analysis. Indeed, the far-field SH intensity is maximal

when this mode is resonantly excited at the SH wavelength, Fig. 5.15(g), demonstrating that

the contribution of this mode to the scattered SH wave is important. It is interesting to

note that here the excitation scheme is the reverse of the previous one: the mode excited

at the fundamental (SH) wavelength in the previous case is now the mode excited at the

SH (fundamental) wavelength. Nevertheless, the far-field SH intensity vanishes along the

backward and forward directions in each case. In the following part, asymmetric dimers are

considered, reducing the symmetry of the problem under study in order to test the generality
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Figure 5.16: Schematics and modes of asymmetric dimer. (a) the two asymmetric nan-
odimers considered in this work. Diagrams describing the resonant wavelength of the eigen-
modes arising from the coupling between the dipolar modes of an asymmetric dimer com-
posed of a 20 nm gold nanoparticle with (b) a 30 nm or (c) a 40 nm gold nanoparticles. The
spacing between the two nanoparticles is 4 nm.

of the derived selection rules and to address the influence of symmetry breaking on the SH

response of nanoparticle clusters.

5.5.2 Asymmetric dimers

Dimers composed of gold nanoparticles with different diameters are investigated. Similar sys-

tems were experimentally studied in [454]. The diameter of one nanoparticle is kept constant

(20 nm) while two different diameters are considered for the second, larger, nanoparticle: 30

nm and 40 nm. These nanodimers are no longer centrosymmetric, schematically illustrated in

Fig. 5.16(a) and (b). The nanogap is 4 nm for all cases. The real part of the eigenwavelength for

the 30 nm nanoparticle is λm = 678 nm and that of the 40 nm nanoparticle is λm = 700 nm.

Figure 5.16 shows the wavelengths of the eigenmodes arising from the coupling between the

dipolar modes of a 20 nm gold nanoparticles with the dipolar modes of a 30 nm, Fig. 5.16(b), or

a 40 nm, Fig. 5.16(c), gold nanoparticle. The resonance wavelengths of the hybridized modes,

as compared to the symmetric dimer, are different since the resonance wavelengths of the

individual dipole modes supported by the nanoparticles vary with the nanoparticle diameter.

Nevertheless, the orientations of the dipolar moment for the different hybridized modes

are identical to those of the symmetric dimer discussed in the section 5.5.1. For instance,

for all the nanodimers studied, the hybridized mode with the longest resonant wavelength

corresponds to the coupling between two dipolar moments aligned in the same direction. The

near-field distributions of the fundamental and SH intensities, as well as the corresponding

distribution of the real part of the x-component of the electric field, were computed using SIE

for an incident planewave polarized along the x-axis and propagating along the z-axis (see

Figs. 5.17 and 5.18).
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Figure 5.17: SH generation from asymmetric dimer with 20 and 30 nm particles. Near-field
distribution for (a) the fundamental and (b) the SH intensities close to a nanodimer composed
of a 20 nm and a 30 nm gold nanoparticles. The spacing between the two nanoparticles is 4 nm.
The incident wavelength is 1456 nm. Real part of the x-component for (c) the fundamental
and (d) the SH electric fields. (e) Scattered SH intensity as a function of the scattering direction
computed for fundamental wavelengths increasing from λ = 1150 nm to λ = 1456 nm.

At the first sight, the general behavior of the near-field distributions is identical to that observed

for the symmetric nanodimer. For example, an enhancement of the fundamental electric

field is observed in the nanogap, but no particular enhancement of the SH electric field in

this region is visible, Fig. 5.17(b) and 5.18(b). This observation indicates that the selection

rules derived in the previous section hold qualitatively in the case of asymmetric dimers even

though these nanostructures do no possess any symmetry/antisymmetry planes. Note that

the nanoparticles considered in the present work are perfectly spherical but the selection rules

are broken in the case of realistic metallic nanoparticles with small sizes as was experimentally

demonstrated [455]. In order to investigate the influence of the asymmetry on the SHG in

the far-field, the SH intensity scattered in the (O, x, z) plane was calculated as a function

of the scattering direction for the two asymmetric nanodimers considering several incident

wavelengths corresponding to resonant excitation of the eigenmodes at the SH wavelength (see

Fig. 5.16). As in the case of the symmetric nanodimer, the scattered SH intensity is maximal
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Figure 5.18: SH generation from asymmetric dimer with 20 and 40 nm particles. Near-field
distribution for (a) the fundamental and (b) the SH intensities close to a nanodimer composed
of a 20 nm and a 40 nm gold nanoparticles. The spacing between the two nanoparticles is 4 nm.
The incident wavelength is λ = 1492 nm. Real part of the x-component for (c) the fundamental
and (d) the SH electric fields. (e) Scattered SH intensity as a function of the scattering direction
computed for fundamental wavelengths increasing from λ = 1150 nm to λ = 1492 nm.

when the symmetric modes (using the same terminology even though the field amplitudes

are different in the asymmetric cases, Figs. 5.17 and 5.18) are resonantly excited at the SH

wavelength. The asymmetry of the nanodimer is clearly revealed by the SH far-field since

the SH intensity scattered along the –x direction differs from that scattered along x direction,

Fig. 5.17(e) and 5.18(e) [390]. Even though the centrosymmetry is broken, the SH intensity

scattered in the forward direction is not dramatically increased but remains only a small part

of the total SH intensity. This observation is consistent with previous experimental results

which report lower SHG from asymmetric dimers than from symmetric ones [454]. This point

confirms that the selection rules are not completely broken when the diameter of one of the

nanoparticles is twice the diameter of the other one.
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Figure 5.19: Schematic of linear trimer. The gold nanotrimers studied in this work. The
nanoparticle diameter is 20 nm and the spacing is 4 nm. The blue plane corresponds to the
plane discussed in the main text (x = 0). This plane is alternatively a symmetry or antisymmetry
plane for the electromagnetic field (see the discussion in the main text). The scattering angle
θ is defined relatively to the z-axis.

Figure 5.20: Energy diagram and field distributions of a linear trimer. (a) Diagram describ-
ing the resonant wavelength of the eigenmodes arising from the coupling between the dipolar
modes of three 20 nm gold nanoparticles with nanogaps of 4 nm. The three nanoparticles are
lined up along the x-axis. The arrows indicate the orientation of the dipolar moments for the
corresponding eigenmodes. (b-g) Real part of the x-component of electric field evaluated for
the eigenmode with a resonant wavelength of (b) 742.5 nm, (c) 685 nm, (d) 662 nm, (e) 653nm,
(f) 638 nm, and (g) 611 nm.
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5.5.3 Linear trimer

Metallic nanostructures with several nanogaps are also promising for applications in non-

linear plasmonics. For example, it was recently demonstrated that the SHG from 3-arms

multi-resonant plasmonic nanoantennas is higher than SHG from antennas resonant only at

the fundamental wavelength [456]. A linear nanotrimer composed of three identical 20 nm

nanoparticles lined up with 4 nm separations is considered (Fig. 5.19). The eigenmodes analy-

sis for this cluster is presented in Fig. 5.20. The total number of eigenmodes is 9 corresponding

to 6 resonant wavelengths, since modes with resonant wavelengths λm = 685 nm, 662 nm,

and 638 nm are degenerated. As observed in the case of the symmetric nanodimer studied in

section 5.5.1, both symmetric and antisymmetric modes resulting from the coupling between

original dipolar modes are revealed by the eigenmode analysis.

SIE computations were performed considering an incident plane wave polarized along the

x-axis and propagating along the z-axis. Due to the specific nanoparticles organization and

Figure 5.21: SH generation from a linear trimer. Near-field distribution of (a) the fundamen-
tal and (b) the SH intensities close to a linear nanotrimer composed of three 20 nm gold
nanoparticles. The spacing between the nanoparticles is 4 nm. The incident wavelength is λ =
1306 nm. Real part of the x-component for (c) the fundamental and (d) the SH electric fields.
(e) The scattered SH intensity as a function of the scattering direction computed for incident
wavelength increasing from λ = 1222 nm to λ = 1484 nm.
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fundamental near-field distribution symmetry (Fig. 5.21), the selection rules Eq. (5.8) and (5.9)

derived for the SHG from symmetric nanodimer also apply to the case of SHG from this linear

nanotrimer. Note that the x-component of the SH electric field does not necessary vanish in

the gap center since the nanogaps do not stand in x = 0 plane (the symmetry plane shown

in Fig. 5.19). Indeed, the fundamental electric field amplitudes computed on each side of a

given nanogap are not perfectly identical and the amplitudes of the nonlinear currents are

then different, resulting not in total destructive interferences. In order to determine which

modes dominate the nonlinear response, the SH intensity scattered in the (O, x, z) plane

was calculated as a function of the scattering direction and shown in Fig. 5.21(e). Several

incident wavelengths, corresponding to resonant excitation of the available eigenmodes at

the SH wavelength, were considered. As observed in the case of the nanodimers, the SH

far-field intensity is maximal when the SH wavelength matches the resonant wavelength of

the mode for which all the dipolar moments are parallel and pointing in the same direction.

This confirms that the derived selection rules are general and can be applied to different kinds

of nanoparticle clusters.

5.6 Summary

A method for computing the eigenmodes of a plasmonic system composed of nanoparticles

based on the Green’s tensor technique was developed. Using examples of monomers, dimers

and trimers, I showed that the modes exhibit complex eigenwavelengths. The effect of various

geometrical parameters on the complex eigenwavelengths was studied in detail. In the case of

a dimer, it was shown that the imaginary part of the dielectric constant of the plasmonic metal

at the eigenwavelengths indicates the contribution of radiative and intrinsic damping in a

given mode. Next, the effect of symmetry breaking was studied in the case of a nanoparticle

trimer by monitoring both the eigenwavelengths and the excitation strengths of the modes by

various incident conditions. Finally, a plasmonic quadrumer exhibiting polarization control

property was investigated by studying the modal behavior of the system. Comparisons with

full wave calculations, have shown that this simple quadrumer captures the entire behavior of

the complex original structure.

After studying the linear modes of nanoparticle clusters, I studied the SHG from interact-

ing spherical plasmonic nanoparticles. Several cluster geometries including symmetric /

asymmetric dimers, and linear trimers were considered in this work. The fundamental and

SH responses of the corresponding clusters were computed and an eigenmode analysis was

performed. The role played by the different eigenmodes in the SHG, at both the excitation and

reemission steps, was emphasized in relation with the cluster symmetry. It was in particular

observed that the SHG can be significantly enhanced when the fundamental field is such

that its SH matches modes with suitable symmetry. The results presented in this chapter

are not specific to SHG. Our method can be applied to complex assemblies with an arbitrary

number of nanoparticles as well as other nonlinear optical processes, such as third harmonic

generation.
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6 Perfect absorption of light by plas-
monic structures

In this chapter, perfect absorption of light using plasmonic structures is studied both theoretically

and experimentally. Perfect absorption is achieved by either exploiting the critical coupling (CC)

or the coherent perfect absorption (CPA) phenomena and it is shown that nearly all the incident

light energy can be used for enhancing the plasmonic near-field. In case of the CPA based perfect

absorbers, it is experimentally demonstrated that the absorption in the system can be tuned from

18% to 96% by modifying the illumination condition. Furthermore, this enhanced near field

due to perfect absorption is probed by studying the SERS signals of molecules in the plasmonic

near field.

6.1 Introduction

Plasmonic structures, supporting both localized and propagating surface plasmons, have been

studied in great detail for various applications exploiting their strong near-field enhancement

[9, 12, 13, 17–19, 37–39, 41, 47, 51–53, 62, 67, 457]. However, in many of these applications only

a part of the incident light is used in exciting the relevant plasmon modes leading to non-

optimized near-fields around the structure. For example, consider a system composed of a

thin gold film placed in the Kretschman configuration. When this structure is excited using

a TM polarized plane wave, the film thickness controls the net reflection by the structure at

the plasmon resonance and thereby its near field enhancement (Fig. 6.1). It is clear that there

exists an optimal thickness for which the field is maximized and reflectivity is minimized.

As one moves away from this optimal coupling condition, the percentage of incident light

used for exciting the plasmon resonance reduces. Therefore, it is vital to explore methods

by which the excitation efficiency can be enhanced in case of a non-optimized plasmonic

system. As mentioned in the previous chapter a significant improvement can be introduced

by exploiting the recently reported notion of coherent perfect absorption (CPA) and critical

coupling (CC) [164, 165, 335, 458–460] in the plasmonic structure, which is the main theme of

this chapter.

Currently, several distinct ways of achieving perfect absorption in plasmonic structures exist,
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between reflectivity and field enhancement for a thin gold film. (a)
Reflectivity from a gold film with thickness of 46 nm (solid curve) and 70 nm (dashed curve) as
a function of wavelength. (b) Reflectivity and (c) magnetic field intensity as a function of film
thickness, t, at the plasmon resonance wavelength. The structure is illuminated with a TM
polarized plane wave at an incidence angle of 43◦.

which do not use CC or CPA. The dependence of the plasmon resonance on the geometrical

parameters has been exploited for tailoring resonances which exhibit low or zero scattering

losses and absorb most or all of the incident energy [457, 461–468]. For example, Popov et al.

considered absorption of light by a grating made in a thick metallic slab [462]. It was shown that

an appropriate choice of parameters could trap all the light in the structure. Alternatively, it is

possible to design plasmonic structures supporting non-radiative or dark resonances which

intrinsically possess low scattering losses [153, 156, 159, 463–465, 467]. Such perfect absorbers

based on non-radiative resonances can also be realized by placing a plasmonic structure

supporting a bright dipolar mode on top of a metallic film with a very small gap [463–467].

One of the main advantages of perfect absorbers which are created via tailoring the plasmon

resonance itself is that they are relatively easy to realize and can lead to the generation of

extremely large near fields. However, this approach invariably leads to modification of the

underlying plasmonic mode which can some times be undesirable. Svedendahl et al. recently

demonstrated perfect absorption of light near the critical angle using a structure with random

sparse distribution of gold nanodisks [121]. Even though this approach can be used for

achieving perfect absorption using weak plasmonic resonances, it is limited to illumination

angles close to the critical angle.

In contrast to the above methods relying heavily on structured surfaces for perfect absorption,

a relatively easy technique is offered by far-field interference with a single incident beam

(CC) [335, 458–460, 469] or dual beams (CPA) [164, 165]. It was shown that destructive and

constructive interference in the far field can lead to tuning the absorption of a plasmonic

structure. In fact one can tune the system over a broad range from perfect absorption (de-

structive interference) to superscattering (constructive interference). There have been several

theoretical and experimental demonstrations of CC [335, 458–460, 470]. In critical coupling
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configuration, the plasmonic structure is placed on top of a perfect mirror with a gap. By con-

trolling the properties of the structure and the thickness of the gap, the nature of interference

between the reflected plane waves in the medium of incidence can be tuned. It is thus possible

to choose parameters such that perfect destructive interference occurs in the far field and that

all the light is absorbed by the structure. CPA was shown only very recently [164, 165]. The

group of H. Cao and D. Stone showed complete control over the absorption by a 100 µm Si slab

when it was illuminated with two plane waves simultaneously. This effect is also known as

anti-lasing or time reversed lasing since it mimics the operation of a time reversed laser near

threshold. Note that time reversal would imply the replacement of the amplifying medium

by an absorbing medium with outgoing waves replaced by incoming ones. Since then CPA

has been realized in various optical systems and used for various applications [465, 471–479].

However, very few experimental studies of CPA-plasmonic structures exist, where the two

plane waves are incident from the same side of the structure [480–482].

Often the coupled plasmonic structures can support a multitude of modes. For example the

coupling of the two interface plasmons in a thin metal film can lead to the so-called long and

short range modes due to normal mode splittings [6]. I probe another interesting feature of

CPA to excite one of the preselected modes. In other words I explore the useful property of

the CPA-plasmonic systems to absorb all the incident light and channel the energy into a

given mode of the structure. Similar efforts are currently ongoing in the context of spherical

nanostructures [483] with very useful applications in a multi-modal system. To this end I

exploit the coupled modes of a gap plasmon guide [484], which uses the resonant tunneling

phenomenon for finite transmission, essential for CPA.

This Chapter is structured as follows. Section 1.2 is devoted to CPA with a gap plasmon

waveguide supporting coupled surface plasmons. Section 1.3 deals with CPA using a metal-

dielectric composite film supporting localized plasmons. In the last Section, I develop a critical

coupling geometry using large scale SERS substrates to control the absorption efficiency of

plasmonic structures and evaluate its effect on SERS.

6.2 Coherent perfect absorption mediated selective mode excitation

In this section, I demonstrate selective and near perfect excitation of a plasmonic mode in

a multi-modal system. This is achieved using coherent perfect absorption (CPA) where the

CPA dip in the frustrated total reflection geometry coincides with the resonance. A standard

configuration CPA uses a symmetric structure with symmetric illumination from both sides,

so that light reflected from one side can have complete destructive interference with that

transmitted from the other side. One can also have the opposite, namely, superscattering (SS)

as a consequence of constructive interference.

Note that CPA based on complete destructive interference can ensure perfect absorption,

while the resonance coincidence allows for the complete transfer of the incident energy into

the chosen guided or the surface mode of the structure. This is possible since the mode
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Figure 6.2: Gap plasmon waveguide structure. (a) Schematic diagram of the geometry. (b)
Simulated dispersion diagram of structure with the following parameters : d1 = d3 = 40 nm,
d2 = 600 nm, εi = ε f = 2.28, ε1 = ε3 = εAu and ε2 = 1. Note that a 2 nm chromium layer between
each of the gold-glass interfaces is included in the simulations.

frequencies of a system have comparatively smaller dispersion, while the CPA resonance

can be moved around by changing the other parameters of the system like absorption (for a

composite medium), widths of the layers, angle of incidence, etc... . Using the example of a

symmetric gap plasmon waveguide, I show experimentally that at least 96% of the incident

energy can be absorbed and channeled into a given plasmon mode. Moreover, the π phase

difference between these coupled plasmon modes supported by the gap plasmon structure

ensures that the complete absorption (due to destructive interference) in one of these would

ensure super scattering (constructive interference) at the other frequency. A variation of

relative phase in the incident beam from zero to π is shown to lead to a transition from

superscattering to CPA states.

6.2.1 Simulation of gap plasmon waveguide structures

Consider the gap plasmon waveguide structure shown in Fig. 6.2(a). The complex reflection

(r) and transmission coefficients (t) for single plane wave incidence are calculated using the

transfer matrix method [260]. The total scattering from the structure due to simultaneous

incidence of two plane waves on the top and bottom are given by IT = |r + te i∆φ|2 and IB =
|r e i∆φ+ t |2, where ∆φ is the initial phase difference between the plane wave incident from

the top and bottom. Additionally, I define the phase difference between the reflection and

transmission coefficients as ∆φr−t =φr −φt . Note that the total scattered intensity on either

side, IT and IB , are identical if ∆φ= 0 or ∆φ=π. The dielectric function of gold is taken from

the work of Johnson and Christy [259].
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6.2.2 Fabrication of plasmon waveguide structures

The samples used in this study are fabricated by a collaborator in the lab, B. Abasahl, using the

following protocol. Two float glass substrates (10 mm x 10 mm and the thickness of 500 µm are

coated with 2 nm of chromium and 40 nm of gold by electron beam deposition. After partially

covering one of the glass substrates with a Kapton tape (10 mm x 2 mm) along the center. On

this protected substrate a 2 nm layer of chromium and 560 nm of aluminum are evaporated.

Afterwards, the two substrates are exposed to mild oxygen plasma (30 watts, 250 mbar) for 30

seconds and pressed together in a pneumatic press at pressure 1.5 KPa. After 30 minutes, the

sample is temporarily released and the corners are bonded with an adhesive. Enough care is

taken to ensure that the adhesive did not invade the gap. The sample finally is left overnight in

the press.

6.2.3 Optical measurements of gap plasmon waveguide structures

Dispersion measurements

The dispersion diagram (reflectivity, R, as a function of λ and θ) of the plasmonic system is

measured using a broadband angle resolved setup. The details of the experimental setup

are provided in Arash et al. [485]. Briefly, the sample is mounted on a cylindrical glass slab

(ε= 2.13) such that plasmons can be excited using the Kretchmann configuration. The sample

is then illuminated using a single TM polarized plane wave at various angles and the reflected

light collected using a fiber is analyzed using a spectrometer (Ocean optics HR4000). The raw

reflected intensity is normalized with the intensity of the lamp to extract the reflectivity of the

sample.

Dual plane wave experiment

The experimental setup used for simultaneous dual beam incidence is shown in Fig. 6.3. A

super-continuum source (Fianium FemtoPower 1060) is used as the light source in these

measurements. The output from the laser is split into two individual beams using a beam

splitter. On both the paths a thin glass cover slip (thickness 150 µm) is placed and the cover slip

on one of the arms is rotated to control the phase difference between the two paths. The two

input beams are then incident on the sample though two glass prisms (ε= 2.28) at identical

angles of incidence. The total scattered light on either sides, D1 and D2, is simultaneously

measured using two spectrometers (Ocean optics model H4000; 400 nm ≤λ≤ 1000 nm). The

raw scattered intensity is normalized with the intensity of the supercontiuum to convert the

counts into normalized scattered intensity. For measuring the response due to a single plane

wave one of the arms of the interferometer is blocked while measuring the outputs, D1 and

D2.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of the setup used for CPA measurements with simultaneous dual plane
wave incidence.

6.2.4 Theoretical demonstration of CPA and SS

Resonances of a gap plasmon waveguide

In order to demonstrate CPA assisted perfect energy transfer to a given mode I use a symmetric

gap plasmon structure shown in Fig. 6.2(a). Two gold films deposited on glass substrates are

separated by a controlled air gap (thickness d2 nm) which serves the purpose of controlling

the coupling between the plasmon at the two gold-air interfaces. Figure 6.2(b) shows the

calculated reflected intensity as a functions of angle of incidence (θ) and wavelength (λ),

when the structure is illuminated by a single TM polarized plane wave from one side. The

two resonance branches observed correspond to the plasmon mode with symmetric (upper

branch) and the anti-symmetric (lower branch) magnetic field distributions. Furthermore,

note that the structure exhibits a finite transmission because of resonant energy transfer

mediated by the coupled plasmon modes.

Conditions required for CPA

When a symmetric structure is illuminated with two plane waves simultaneously, the total

scattering from the structure on each side is given by the interference of the reflected light due

to plane wave incident from that side with the transmitted light due to a plane wave incident

from the opposite side. Consequently CPA occurs only if the conditions for perfect destructive

interference are satisfied and total scattering on either side is identically equal to zero, i.e.,

IT = IB = 0. Thus, the conditions that must be satisfied for CPA are the following:

|r | = |t |,
∆φnet =∆φr−t +∆φ=π.
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6.2. Coherent perfect absorption mediated selective mode excitation

Figure 6.4: Interchangeable CPA and SS at the long range and short range gap plasmons.
(a) Reflection (blue) and transmission (red) spectra when a single plane wave is incident on
the structure. (b) Phase difference between the reflection and transmission coefficients as a
function of wavelength. (c) Log of the total scattered intensity (log10I ) due to simultaneous
incidence of two plane waves for ∆φ= 0 (solid curve) and ∆φ=π (dashed curve). The system
parameters are: θ = 44◦, d1 = d3 = 40 nm, d2 = 600 nm, εi = ε f = 2.28, ε1 = ε3 = εAu and ε2 = 1.
Note that a 2 nm chromium layer between each of the gold-glass interfaces is included in the
simulations.

Note that ∆φr−t corresponds to the phase difference that occurs due to the resonances of the

structure and ∆φ is the initial phase difference between the two plane waves.

At the symmetric gap plasmon resonance

The reflection and transmission spectra of a waveguide with d2 = 600 nm and d3 = 40 nm, on

illumination with a single plane wave at θ = 44◦ is shown in Fig. 6.4(a). The two peaks (dips) in

the transmission (reflection) spectra correspond to the anti-symmetric and symmetric surface

plasmon resonances.

It is clear that the amplitude condition required for CPA is satisfied at both the plasmon

resonances located at 581 and 969 nm. Furthermore, ∆φr−t = π at the plasmon at longer

wavelength (see Fig. 6.4(b)), implying that both the conditions of phase and amplitude are

met at this wavelength for ∆φ= 0. Therefore, the total scattering due to simultaneous dual
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Figure 6.5: Field enhancement and suppression due to CPA and SS. Magnetic field intensities
at 969 nm (a) and 581 nm (b) due to a single plane wave incidence from top (red), bottom
(blue) and simultaneous incidence of two plane waves for ∆φ= 0 (solid magenta) and ∆φ=π
(dashed magenta). Also, the back dashed curve shows the intensity due to incidence of
simultaneous incidence of two incoherent plane waves. Rest of the parameters are the same
as in Fig. 6.4

plane wave incidence is expected to be zero at this wavelength and this is evident from

Fig. 6.4(c). At 969 nm the total scattering is around 0.01%, thus 99.99% light is absorbed by

the structure. On the other hand the plasmon mode at 581 nm shows superscattering due to

constructive interference and the resonance is not excited for∆φ= 0. However, by introducing

an additional phase of π to one of the plane waves, it is seen that the CPA condition is satisfied

at 581 nm and again more than 99.9% of the light is absorbed at this resonance. An added

effect of introducing an additional phase of π to one of the plane waves is that the plasmon

resonance at 969 nm now shows satisfies SS conditions and the resonance is totally killed.

One of the main motivations for developing perfect absorbers is to transfer efficiently the

incident energy into the near-field of the structure. Thus, it is crucial to study the near-field

profiles at the CPA wavelength for both single and dual plane wave incidence. Fig. 6.5 plots the

component of the magnetic field parallel to the interfaces for both single and dual plane wave

incidence at the two plasmon resonances. The field distribution at 961 nm due to a single plane

wave shows the following features: a standing wave pattern in the domain of incidence, an

exponentially decaying functions away from the gold interfaces and a constant intensity on the

opposite side. The standing wave pattern in the incidence medium is formed because of the

counter propagating incident and reflected plane waves. Comparatively, the field distribution

for a simultaneous dual plane wave incidence with ∆φ= 0, corresponding to CPA at 961 nm,

does not show the standing wave pattern outside the structure. The absence of standing

wave pattern outside the structure is due negligible scattering when the CPA condition is

satisfied. However, the field intensity inside the structure is enhanced from 29 (seen in the

case of incidence of two incoherent plane waves given by |HT |2 +|HB |2) to 59 (in the case of

CPA as given by |HT +HB |2). In contrast, when the SS condition is satisfied (∆φ=π), the field

in the air gap is near zero and a strong standing wave pattern is observed outside the structure.
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6.2. Coherent perfect absorption mediated selective mode excitation

Figure 6.6: CPA and SS at the short range plasmon resonance. (a) Reflection (blue) and
transmission (red) spectra when a single plane wave is incident on the structure. (b) Phase
difference between the reflection and transmission coefficients as a function of wavelength.
(c) Log of the total scattered intensity (log10I ) due to simultaneous incidence of two plane
waves for ∆φ= 0 (solid curve) and ∆φ=π (dashed curve). (d) Magnetic field intensity at 868
nm due to a single plane wave incidence from top (red), bottom (blue) and simultaneous
incidence of two plane waves for ∆φ= 0 (solid magenta) and ∆φ=π (dashed magenta). Also,
the back dashed curve shows the intensity due to incidence of simultaneous incidence of two
incoherent plane waves. The system parameters are: θ = 33◦, d1 = d3 = 40 nm, d2 = 600 nm,
εi = ε f = 2.28, ε1 = ε3 = εAu and ε2 = 1. Note that a 2 nm chromium layer between each of the
gold-glass interfaces is included in the simulations.

Thus, in this configuration no energy is used for exciting the plasmon resonance. Figure 6.5(b)

shows the field distributions at 581 nm for all the different illumination conditions. Note that

the plasmon field is enhanced when CPA condition is met (∆φ=π) and suppressed when SS

condition is satisfied (∆φ= 0). A comparatively smaller modulation is observed at 581 nm

as opposed to 969 nm, due to its shorter wavelength and lower quality factor of gold at this

wavelength.

To definitively prove that the field can also be enhanced or suppressed significantly at the

lower wavelength plasmon resonance, the angle of incidence is changed from 44◦ to 33◦. The

change in the incidence angle red shifts the plasmon resonance from 581 nm to 868 nm. The

reflection and transmission spectra along with the phase difference between the reflection
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Figure 6.7: Experimentally measured dispersion of gap plasmon waveguide structure. (a)
and (b) Simulated and measured dispersion diagrams of structure, respectively. The system
parameters are: d1 = d3 = 40 nm, d2 = 600 nm, εi = ε f = 2.13, ε1 = ε3 = εAu and ε2 = 1. Note
that a 2 nm chromium layer between each of the gold-glass interfaces is included in the
simulations.

and transmission coefficients is plotted in Fig. 6.6 (a) and (b). It is clear from Fig. 6.6(c) that for

∆φ= 0 and∆φ=π the structure satisfies SS and CPA condition at 868 nm, respectively. Fig. 6.6

(d) shows the magnetic field intensity distributions for the different illumination conditions.

Unlike previously, here when the SS condition is satisfied, i.e. ∆φ= 0, it is seen that the field

is close to zero and the resonance is totally suppressed. Also, when the CPA condition is

satisfied at this wavelength, the field is enhanced by a factor of 2 as compared to the case of

illumination with two incoherent plane waves.

6.2.5 Experimental demonstration of CPA and SS using gap plasmons

In order to experimentally demonstrate CPA assisted perfect energy transfer to a given mode,

a symmetric gap plasmon structure as shown in Fig. 6.2(a) is fabricated. Two gold films

deposited on glass substrates are separated by a controlled air gap (thickness d2 nm) which

serves the purpose of controlling the coupling between the plasmon at the two gold-air

interfaces. Figure 6.7(a) and (b) show the calculated and measured reflected intensities as a

functions of angle of incidence (θ) and wavelength (λ), when the structure is illuminated by a

single TM polarized plane wave from one side. Both the symmetric and the anti-symmetric

plasmon mode can be clearly observed.

Figure 6.8(a) shows the calculated reflection and transmission spectra when the structure is

illuminated by a single TM polarized plane wave incident at 45◦. The phase difference between

the reflection coefficient (r) and transmission coefficient (t) is also plotted. The two dips in the

reflection spectra correspond to the two plasmon modes, the symmetric mode at 567 nm and

the anti-symmetric mode at 672 nm. A broad peak is seen in the transmitted spectrum which

is due to the excitation of the plasmon modes and corresponds closely with the resonances

observed in the reflection spectrum. The measured reflection spectra shows the two plasmon
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Chapter 6. Perfect absorption of light by plasmonic structures

Figure 6.9: Phase control of CPA and SS. (a) Simulated total scattering spectra from the
structure for ∆φ = 0 (solid) and π (dashed). (b) Experimentally measured intensities as a
function of wavelength at the detectors D1 (red) and D2 (blue) for ∆φ= 0 (solid) and ∆φ=π
(dashed), respectively. The black curves show the average total scattering intensity at D1
and D2. (c) Simulated intensities at the two plasmon resonances, 672 nm (solid) and 567 nm
(dashed) as a function of initial phase difference,∆φ. Red, blue and black curves correspond to
log10 IT , log10IB and l og10((IT + IB )/2), respectively. (d) Measured total scattered intensities
at the two plasmon resonances, 668 nm (solid) and 586 nm (dashed), as a function of initial
phase difference, ∆φ. Red, blue and black curves correspond to the intensity measured at D1,
at D2 and the average of D1 and D2.

dips at 586 nm and 668 nm and the transmitted spectra shows the broadened resonance as

observed in the simulations. Recall that, the conditions required for CPA at a given wavelength

are |r |2 = |t |2 and ∆φnet = ∆φr−t +∆φ = π. In this context note that for the plasmon mode

around 670 nm, the reflection and transmission intensities are close in magnitude and there

exists a phase difference of π between the reflection and transmission coefficients (Fig. 6.8(a)).

Thus, the CPA requirements are nearly satisfied at this plasmon resonance when ∆φ= 0. The

calculated and measured response due to simultaneous incidence of two plane waves clearly

demonstrates CPA occurring near 670 nm, as shown in Fig. 6.8(d) and (e). The total scattered

intensity on either side (log10I ) is minimized and more than 96% is absorbed by the structure.

Furthermore, since the CPA dip occurs exactly at the plasmon resonance, all the energy is

channeled into the plasmon mode. Thus through this approach it is possible to increase

the excitation efficiency of the anti-symmetric plasmon mode from 75% for a single plane
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6.2. Coherent perfect absorption mediated selective mode excitation

wave incidence to 96% for CPA configuration. Because of near π phase difference between

the symmetric and anti-symmetric plasmon mode, the plasmon mode at 586 nm, on the

other hand satisfies the condition for superscattering. Therefore, the symmetric mode can

be completely killed. The magnetic field distribution at 671 nm for the dual and single plane

wave incidence is shown in 6.8(f), which clearly shows the enhancement of the field due to

satisfaction of the CPA condition. This enhancement is two times larger than the sum of

intensities due to two individual plane waves.

In situations where the intensity condition for CPA or SS are satisfied, it is the phase that

dictates which of the two will occur. Thus, in principle, it should be possible to have transition

from a CPA state to a SS state by providing an additional phase of π to one of the incident

plane waves, i.e., by varying ∆φ. Calculations and experiments indeed show such a switching

behavior (between CPA and SS states or vice versa) as shown in Fig. 6.9(a)-(b). The CPA (SS)

state is initially located around 668 nm (586 nm) and it switches to 580 nm (668 nm) when

one of the plane waves is delayed by a phase of π. When the CPA state occurs at 586 nm, more

than 96% of the incident light is absorbed by the structure and channeled into the symmetric

plasmon mode. It is therefore possible to use the phase delay between the two incident plane

waves as a handle over the amount of energy being channeled into each plasmon mode. A

gradual variation of the phase delay as shown in Fig. 6.9(c) and (d) clearly illustrates that the

excitation efficiency for a given mode can be tuned from around 18% to 96% (12% to 96%) for

the plasmon resonance at 668 nm (586 nm).
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6.3 Perfect absorption of light by a metal-dielectric composite slab

In the previous section, CPA mediated near perfect energy transfer to propagating surface plas-

mons is demonstrated. In this section, I show that CPA can also be realized in metal-dielectric

composites systems supporting localized plasmon resonances. Such metal–dielectric nano–

composites have found interesting applications in optics, especially since the eighties, when

researchers appreciated that the effective medium properties of the composite can be better

than those of its individual constituents [486–488]. Here, I present a detailed study of CPA in a

slab of composite medium with illumination by coherent waves at identical angle of incidence

from both sides. I present results which are indicative of a critical minimum of absorption

below which CPA is not possible. This clearly demonstrates the necessity of absorption for CPA.

I further demonstrate the controllability of the frequency over a broad range (from visible to

near-IR) at which null-scattering can take place. Unlike CPA demonstrated using gap plasmon

structures where CPA could only be realized at a single wavelength, I show that CPA can be

realized at two distinct wavelengths simultaneously even in presence of dispersion.

6.3.1 Simulating the optical response of metal-dielectric films

Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 6.10, where a metal–dielectric composite layer of thick-

ness d is excited by two coherent monochromatic waves with unit amplitude from both sides.

All the media in Fig. 6.10 are assumed nonmagnetic and the angle of incidence θ is the same

for both waves. For future reference I label the forward (backward) propagating wave incident

from left (right) and resulting reflected and transmitted waves with subscript f (b). The struc-

ture is symmetric, since the medium of incidence and emergence are the same. Symmetry

ensures that the total scattered amplitudes in the medium of incidence and emergence are the

same since the reflected and transmitted coefficients individually are the same (r = r f = rb ,

t = t f = tb). The nature of scattering in both directions is governed by the interference be-

tween, say, r f and tb . As mentioned previously, it will be destructive and leading to CPA if

the magnitudes of these waves are the same with a phase difference of π, i.e., |r f | = |tb | and

|∆φr−t | = |φr −φt | =π, where φr and φt refer to the phases of r and t , respectively. Note that

in all the simulations presented in this section the two incident plane waves have a zero initial

phase difference ∆φ= 0. Again the inherent symmetry implies that r + t = r f + tb = rb + t f ,

leading to the same scattered amplitudes on both sides. Thus destructive cancellation in the

incidence medium would imply the same in the emergence medium, leading to CPA.
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Figure 6.10: Schematics of the CPA geometry using metal-dielectric composite film.
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6.3. Perfect absorption of light by a metal-dielectric composite slab

Figure 6.11: Dielectric function of metal-dielectric composite films. (a), (b) Real and (c), (d)
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant for a gold–silica composite at two different volume
fractions: (a), (c) fm = 0.004 and (b), (d) fm = 0.08. Here εd = 2.25 and εm is taken from the
work of Johnson and Christy [259].

The complex reflection and transmission amplitudes for any given polarization for the struc-

ture shown in Fig. 6.10 can be easily calculated using the standard characteristic matrix

approach [260]. As mentioned earlier, localized plasmon resonances of the composite play a

key role in determining the nature of scattering. The optical properties of this metal–dielectric

medium are obtained from the Bruggeman formula, where both constituents in the two–

component medium are treated on the same footing [489]. The permittivity of the composite

is thus given by

ε2 = 1

4

{(
3 fm −1

)
εm + (

3 fd −1
)
εd ±

√[(
3 fm −1

)
εm + (

3 fd −1
)
εd

]2 +8εmεd

}
, (6.1)

where fm and εm ( fd and εd ) are the volume fraction and the permittivity of the metal (dielec-

tric), respectively. Since the composite has only two components, fd = 1− fm . The square root

is taken such that the imaginary part of the permittivity is positive to ensure causality [260,489].

The flexibility offered by the structure in Fig. 6.10 in the context of CPA can easily be assessed,

even before any calculations. There are now several parameters controlling the nature of the

scattered light, namely, the width d , the angle of incidence θ; both controlling the optical path

and hence the single–pass or roundtrip phase and attenuation for a given frequency. Most

importantly, the volume fraction of both constituents of the metal–dielectric composite pro-

vide a very efficient control of its absorption and dispersion. In the next section I demonstrate
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Figure 6.12: Dependence of CPA frequency on the volume fraction of metal in a composite
film. (a) Absolute values of reflected (dashed line) and transmitted (solid line) amplitudes |r |
and |t | (arrow shows the point where conditions for CPA are satisfied), (b) phase difference ∆φ
between the forward reflected and backward transmitted plane waves and (c) l og10|r + t |2 as
a function of fm for d=5 µm and λ= 562nm.

this freedom of choice of optical parameters for a gold–silica composite. I consider very low

volume fraction for the metal, leading to a localized plasmon resonance around λ= 540nm

and producing CPA dips near λ= 560nm. Figure 6.11 shows the dependence of the real and

imaginary parts of the permittivity for a gold–silica composite as functions of the wavelength λ

for two different values of the metal volume fraction: fm = 0.004 and fm = 0.08. The dramatic

changes of the absorption and localized plasmon resonance wavelength are clearly visible.

An increased value of fm , say fm = 0.08, red–shifts the localized plasmon modes to about

λ = 630nm, bringing the CPA effect within the reach of laser diodes in the λ = 750–790nm

spectral range.

6.3.2 CPA using a metal-dielectric composite film

All the calculations are performed for a gold–silica composite layer illuminated by a transverse

electric (TE) polarized plane waves incident at an angle θ = 45◦. The dielectric function of gold

εm is obtained by interpolating the experimental data of Johnson and Christy [259]. Other

parameters are taken as follows: ε1 = 1.0, εd = 2.25. In order to study the influence of the
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6.3. Perfect absorption of light by a metal-dielectric composite slab

Figure 6.13: Realization of CPA at multiple wavelengths using a composite film. (a) and (d)
Reflection and transmission amplitudes, (b) and (e) phase difference ∆φ between the forward
reflected and backward transmitted plane waves and, (c) and (f) log10|r + t |2 as a function of
λ for d = 5µm ((a), (b) and (c)) and d = 5.45µm ((d), (e) and (f)). The volume fraction is fixed
at 0.004. The arrows show the points at which the CPA conditions are satisfied.

geometrical and material parameters, I have computed the modulus of the reflected and

transmitted amplitudes, |r |, |t |, their phase difference ∆φ and the intensity of the scattered

light |r + t |2 as functions of d , fm or λ.

As previously mentioned, the CPA results from an extremely delicate balance where the

interfering waves have the same modulus and differ by a phase of π. This is investigated in

Fig. 6.12, where the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted waves are shown as a function

of fm for λ= 562nm and d = 5µm. A logarithmic scale is used in Fig. 6.12(c) to highlight the

depth of the dip where CPA occurs at fm = 0.004, where the required conditions are fulfilled,

i.e., |r | = |t | and |∆φ| =π.

The dependence of |r |, |t |, |∆φ| and log10|r + t |2 as a function of λ for a composite layer

with fm = 0.004 and d = 5µm is shown in Fig. 6.13(a)-(c). These data confirm the necessary

conditions for CPA, i.e., destructive interference between r and t . They also indicate new

possibilities, such as having CPA at two distinct frequencies for the same structure under

illumination at the same angle of incidence. Note in Fig. 6.13(a) the multiple crossing of the

|r | and |t | curves, implying amplitude matching at more than one wavelength. While the
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Figure 6.14: Parametric study of CPA in a composite film. Color map of log10|r + t |2 as
functions of (a) fm and λ for d = 10µm, (b) d and λ for fm = 0.004, and (c) d and fm for
λ= 562nm.

phase difference vanishes at one of these crossing (at λ= 562nm), it is slightly off for the other

wavelengths. It is thus expected that in the parameter space a nearby point can be found,

where the matching is complete at least at two distinct frequencies. This is indeed possible

and the results are shown in Fig. 6.13(d)-(f) for fm = 0.004 and d = 5.45µm. It is not ruled out

that a judicious choice of parameters, possibly with periodic variations of the refractive index,

could lead to CPA at more than two frequencies.

In order to further explore the influence of the different parameters on the CPA condition, I

study in Fig. 6.14 the scattered intensity log10|r + t |2 as a functions of two of the parameters

(keeping the third one constant) in a three–parameter space (comprising of fm , λ and d). The

results for the log of the scattered intensity on one side are shown as color plots as a function

of fm and λ for d = 10µm in Fig. 6.14(a), as a function of d and λ for fm = 0.004 in Fig. 6.14(b),

and as a function of d and fm for λ = 562nm in Fig. 6.14(c), respectively. The islands and

stripes in Fig. 6.14 indicate that it is nontrivial to meet the CPA condition, which results from a

very delicate balance ensuring destructive interference. As can be seen from Fig. 6.14(b) and

(c), the stripes contain the islands and the CPA condition is met at a point near the middle of

the island. The occurrence of several islands with sharp dips suggests that CPA is possible for

several pairs of parameter values, when the third parameter is kept fixed. The dependence

shown in Figs. 6.14(a) and (b) is also indicative of another important fact, namely, absorption

is essential for CPA. Fig. 6.14(a) clearly points to a limiting volume fraction of metal, below

which CPA is ruled out. Note that in our model the metallic inclusions are the only source

of losses and hence existence of a minimum critical value of metal volume fraction implies

a similar minimum absorption for the realization of CPA. Both Figs. 6.14(a) and (b) suggest

that a possible adjustment of d and fm , respectively, can lead to two ‘point dips’ on the same

horizontal line, thereby leading to CPA at two frequencies for the same structure. Finally,

Fig. 6.14(c) implies that an increase of d , resulting in an overall absorption increase, can lead

to CPA at a lower volume fraction fm .
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6.4 Probing near-field enhancement in single beam CPA structures

In the previous sections, phase-amplitude controlled perfect absorption of light due to dual

plane wave incidence is demonstrated. However, in many practical applications such a

illumination geometry may not be suitable. This can be circumvented by exploiting a critical

coupling configuration, single plane wave analogue of CPA, where a dielectric spacer with a

reflective layer is used as the underlying substrate of a given plasmonic structure [335, 458–

460, 470]. Such critical coupling structures have been used for making perfectly absorbing

substrates with just a 5 nm thick absorbing layer [460]. In our critical coupling configuration,

the reflective layer ensures null transmission of light and the spacer with an appropriate

thickness enables complete destructive interference in the medium of incidence amongst

the different reflected plane waves from the various interfaces. Thus, when the reflection

and the transmission are simultaneously zero, all the incident light must be absorbed by the

structure. It should be mentioned that enhanced or perfect absorption via critical coupling in

realistic situations is strongly warranted because it allows the coupling of the total incident

light into the near-field of a given plasmonic structure. In this section, I use the SERS signals

of molecules to probe the near field of the critically coupled structures [490]. Consequently,

the compound plasmonic structures presented here can be used as high efficiency SERS

substrates. I show that the interference in these plasmonic crescent arrays can be controlled

using either the gap of the array, which modifies the complex transmission and reflection

coefficients [343], and/or the spacer thickness, which controls the phase difference between

the plane waves propagating back and forth in the cavity. I also study the dependence of SERS

signals on the planewave reflectivity at the laser excitation and Raman shifted wavelengths for

the various structures investigated. The dispersive character of the resonance of the composite

structure is further exploited to demonstrate angle dependent tuning of SERS signals.

6.4.1 Numerical simulation of the critical coupling structure

The far-field spectra and the near-field amplitudes are calculated with a full-field numerical

method based on the solution of surface integrals [372]. The crescent arrays and the layered

substrate are simulated in a 3D unit cell with periodic boundary conditions along and across

the gap plane. A triangular mesh with a maximum side length of 10 nm is used to discretize

one crescent. The polarization of the electric field is set across the gap. The reflecting layer

is made of gold and the spacing layer is glass. The refractive index of the glass and the

HSQ photoresist is estimated with 1.5 and 1.39, respectively. The dielectric function of gold

used in the simulations is taken from Johnson and Christy [259]. The refractive index of the

surrounding medium is taken to be 1.0 (air).

6.4.2 Fabrication of the crescent array structures

The structures used in this current study are fabricated by a collaborator, T. Siegfried, at the

Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) using the following protocol. Line array patterns with a period
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of 250 nm are obtained by extreme ultraviolet interference (EUV) lithography in an 80 nm

thick hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) film and over an area of 0.6x1.8 mm2. HSQ is developed

in 25% tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) for 60 s. Gold (Balzers, 99.99 % purity)

is thermally evaporated on HSQ at a glancing angle of 60◦ from the surface normal. The

substrate is aligned at an azimuthal orientation of the line array perpendicular to the gap

expansion. The substrate is repeatedly tilted to the opposite direction (±60◦) after every 2 nm

of evaporated metal. The crescent spacing is set by the resist duty cycle, which is controlled by

the EUV exposure time.

6.4.3 Optical measurements

Reflection measurement

The normal incidence reflection measurements are performed using an inverted optical micro-

scope (Olympus IX-71) coupled to a spectrometer (Jobin Yvon Horiba Triax 550). The sample

is illuminated using a halogen light source focused onto the sample using a 20x objective (NA

0.2). The illumination is such that the angle of incidence is below 2◦. The reflected light is

collected using the same objective and analyzed using a spectrometer. The reflected intensity

is normalized to the reflection from a silver mirror. Reflectivity as a function of wavelength and

incidence angle is measured using a home-made prism-based setup as described by Farhang

et al. [485]. Again, the spectrally resolved reflected intensity is normalized with the reflectivity

of a silver film (thickness 100 nm).

Raman measurement

Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) measurements are performed by a collaborator,

T. Seigfried, at PSI using the following methodology. SERS is measured using an excitation

wavelength of 633 nm on samples coated with a self assembled benzene-ethane-thiol (BET)

monolayer, formed during 12 h immersion in a 1 mM solution. The reported SERS intensities

relate to the Raman peak intensity at the 1008 cm−1 vibrational mode of BET. Raman peak

intensities from alternative modes are noted in the text. A Horiba LabRam HR instrument with

a spectral resolution of 1 cm−1 is used. An incident power of 2 mW is focused (50x, numerical

aperture NA 0.5) and deflected within an area of 10x10 µm2 to minimize photobleaching.

Sixteen spectra are taken over an area of 300x800 µm2 for signal averaging and the calculation

of signal deviation.

6.4.4 Critical coupling mediated SERS enhancement

A schematic illustration and a representative SEM image of the fabricated structure used

to demonstrate perfect absorption of light for SERS substrates is shown in Fig. 6.15. The

structure consists of a periodic crescent array (period 250 nm thickness 30 nm and gap size g=

10 - 70 nm) placed on top of a spacer (thickness d= 100 - 700 nm) and a reflective gold layer
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Figure 6.15: Critical coupling geometry. Schematic of the layered geometry used in the study.
The structure is defined by a spacer layer with thickness d, and a crescent layer with a gap g.
The inset shows a SEM image of an isolated crescent array.

(thickness 70 nm). The crescent array is fabricated using EUV lithography followed by angular

evaporation, with details given in Sec. 6.4.2 and published elsewhere [491, 492]. A chromium

adhesion layer is applied between all layers to ensure the structure’s stability. Near-field

damping by the chromium is suppressed by a minimal layer thickness of 1 nm evaporated at

normal incidence to avoid direct contact with the plasmonic near-field hot spot [493]. When

the structure is illuminated with a planewave at normal incidence, the 70 nm thick reflective

layer ensures near zero transmission over the here employed spectral range. The reflectivity

from the layered structure, as is known for a multilayer Fabry Perot (FP) cavity, is governed by

constructive or destructive interference between the various plane waves reflected from the

different interfaces. As compared to a standard FP cavity, our system is complicated due to the

presence of the resonant plasmonic crescent layer, which adds a phase modifying the spectral

position of destructive interference. This additional phase shift can take values between 0

and π depending on the spectral overlap of the standard FP cavity mode and the plasmon

resonance. The interference is thus controlled by the thickness of the spacer, and the gap

and the thickness of the crescent array. In this manner it is possible to choose a set of system

parameters that achieve perfect destructive interference of the reflected plane waves at a given

wavelength. At this wavelength all the incident energy is absorbed by the plasmonic pattern

and the continuous layer underneath as dictated by energy conservation, i.e. A=1-R-T. If such

a reflection minimum coincides with the plasmon resonance, the energy of the incident wave

will be absorbed largely by the plasmonic structure yielding strong near field enhancement at

its hotspot. In the following I refer to the resonance of the complete structure, formed by the

coupling of the FP cavity and the plasmonic crescent resonance, unless otherwise mentioned.

Figures 6.16 (a) and (b) show the numerically calculated and experimentally measured re-

flection spectra from crescent arrays without the underlying reflecting layer (dashed lines)
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and from arrays with varying spacer thicknesses from d = 100 nm to 700 nm. The structures

are illuminated by a planewave at normal incidence which is polarized across the gap of the

crescent array. We only chose spacer thicknesses larger than 100 nm, thus preventing the

formation of new hybridized plasmon modes by coupling to image charges in the subjacent

gold layer [494]. The reflection spectra of the crescent array without the reflecting layer shows

a broad reflection minimum which is associated with the fundamental plasmon mode of the

crescents. The minimum originates from the destructive interference between the directly

reflected light and the light scattered by this resonant mode, as demonstrated by Gallinet

et al. [343]. The half-width at half–maximum of the crescent plasmon mode is found to be

about 150 nm which provides a significant wavelength window, in which critical coupling

of light to the structure can be applied. In contrast to the rather broad plasmon resonance

observed for the pattern without a cavity, the FP reflection minima are steep and easily tunable

by the spacer thickness, as shown in Fig. 6.16(a) and (b). Under appropriate conditions, the

reflectivity at resonance can be reduced below 5%, such that more than 95% of the light is

absorbed by the structure with a 60 nm gap. Without the spacer and the reflecting layers, only

about 70% of the incident light is absorbed by the otherwise identical structure with a 60 nm

Figure 6.16: Effect of spacer thickness on critical coupling wavelength. (a) Simulated and (b)
experimentally measured reflection spectra for normal incidence for a crescent gap size of g =
62 nm and various spacer thicknesses d (from bottom to top: 100 nm, 200 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm,
550 nm and 700 nm). The blue dashed line shows the response of crescent arrays placed on
top of a glass substrate without a reflecting layer underneath. The red and green dashed lines
indicate λ=633 nm and λ=676 nm. (c) - (f) Near-field amplitude enhancement plotted in the
xy-plane for a structure with g = 62 nm at λex = 633 nm and λem= 676 nm. Spacer thickness is
d = 100 nm ((c) and (d)), and d = 200 nm ((e) and (f)), respectively. (g) SERS intensity variation
as a function of the spacer thickness d for a structure with g = 62 nm.
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Figure 6.17: Effect of nano-crescent gap on critical coupling. (a) Simulated and (b) experi-
mentally measured reflection (blue) and absorption (red) spectra under normal incidence for
g=36 nm, 42 nm, 48 nm and 62 nm (from bottom to top) and a fixed d=100 nm. The red and
green dashed lines indicate 633 nm and 676 nm, respectively. (c) SERS intensity as a function
of gap size for d=100 nm (blue) and d=200 nm (red).

gap shown by the modelling. To experimentally validate that near perfect absorption leads

to an enhanced near-field, SERS measurements originating from a self-assembled analyte

monolayer of benzene-ethane-thiol is carried out. The two wavelengths of primary interest

for our experiments are 633 nm and 676 nm, corresponding to the excitation and the Stokes

shifted Raman line of the analyte at 1008 cm−1. Enhancing the near-field at either or both

the excitation/observation wavelength is achieved by controlling the resonance position via

the spacer thickness. Figures 6.16(c) - (f) show the simulated electric field plots at the two

different wavelengths (633 nm and 676 nm) for two different spacer thicknesses (100 and 200

nm). We observe that the crescent array with the underlying spacer of 100 nm is off-resonance,

while the array with the 200 nm spacer is near-resonance at both wavelengths of interest.

Correspondingly, the near-field of the 100 nm spacer, c.f. Fig. 6.16(c) and (d), is significantly

lower as compared to the 200 nm spacer, with a maximum near-field enhancement of x25 at

the hotspot of the plasmon mode. The experimental validation of this observation by SERS re-

veals a modulated signal when varying the spacer thickness, see Fig. 6.16(g). The modulation

contrast exceeds 95% (ratio between the minimum and maximum > 20), which conclusively

proves that the near field is strongly enhanced when the critical coupling condition is satisfied.

In the following we show that the gap of the crescent array enables us to adjust the complex

amplitude of the reflected planewave, thereby providing a second handle for controlling the

absorption of light and thus the coupling strength. Figure 6.17 (a) and (b) show the simulated

and the experimentally measured reflection spectra for crescents placed on the substrate with

the 100 nm spacer for gaps between g = 36 nm and g = 62 nm. A significant red shift of the

reflection resonance is observed on increasing the gap. As the gap is modified for a given
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spacer thickness, alike the change of the spacer thickness for constant gap size, results in

a shift of the reflection dip. Figure 6.17(c) compares the SERS intensity dependence on the

gap sizes g in the range between 10 and 80 nm for two spacer thicknesses d of 100 nm and

200 nm. The optimal gap size with maximal SERS signal is found for g = 36 nm in case of the

100 nm spacer and for g = 62 nm in case of the 200 nm spacer. This shift from g = 36 nm to

g = 62 nm thus assists to recover the optimal resonance matching with the SERS excitation

and emission wavelengths. In reverse, by changing the underlying spacer thickness similar

optimal SERS enhancement are obtained for various gaps. Such a handle on the gap size for

optimal SERS signals opens up numerous possibilities in the sensing of complex biological

samples. For example, most biological samples contain significant contaminants, which

require a purification step prior to the use of an analytical measurement tool. However, the

structure proposed here intrinsically provides a route for size-based exclusion of unwanted

contaminants depending on the nanogap employed. Only molecules that can diffuse through

the gap of the crescent array are detected by SERS, since the near-field hot spot is located on

the rear side at the sharp crescent tip [493].

In most reported cases, the SERS signal is correlated to the extinction at the mean wavelength

of the excitation and emission [495]. However, in our nearly perfectly absorbing structure

such a scheme breaks down, due to the resonance width being comparable to the wavelength

difference between the excitation and emission wavelengths. Under conditions where the

excitation (or emission) wavelength is in resonance while the emission (or excitation) at the

Stoke shifted wavelength is off resonance, the SERS intensity may be weakened. Instead, I

correlate the SERS to the reflectivity at both the excitation and the emission wavelength and

thus, the connection of the SERS intensity to both the emission and excitation enhancement

becomes evident. The 2D map shown in Fig. 6.18(a) summarizes the normalized SERS intensity

for all spacers d (between 100 and 700 nm) and all crescent gap sizes g (between 10 and 80 nm)

plotted against the reflectivity at the excitation (x-axis) and emission wavelength (y-axis). The

plot is generated using three Raman lines (800 cm−1, 1000 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1) corresponding

to the emission wavelength at 667 nm, 676 nm and 705 nm, respectively. The intensities are

normalized to the maximal intensity for each of the lines. We observe that the regions of

high SERS intensities - colored yellow and white in Fig. 6.18(a) - are surrounded by regions of

low SERS intensities (black regions, Fig. 6.18(a)). Low SERS intensities are found when either

the excitation or the emission is off resonance defined by Rem > 0.8 or Rex > 0.8. When the

reflectivity at the excitation (λex ) and emission (λem) wavelengths is in the range between 0.2

and 0.75, the detected SERS signal is high irrespective of the actual gap or spacer. Since the

reflectivity is only low when a resonance is near λex and λem , the occurrence of strong SERS

exclusively supports our here proposed mechanism that the near field is enhanced due to

the near total absorption. From theory the calculated SERS enhancement (|Eex |2|Eem |2) as

a function of the reflectivity at the excitation and emission wavelengths indeed matters. In

Figure 6.18(b), the calculated near field enhancement at both wavelengths is plotted in a 2D

map for simulated arrays with different spacer thicknesses (d = 100 nm – 700 nm) and gaps (g

= 50 nm and 60 nm). A good agreement is observed between the numerically calculated and
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Figure 6.18: SERS intensity as a function of reflectivity and dynamic tunability of critical
coupling. (a) and (b) Measured and simulated normalized SERS signal as a function of
reflectivity at excitation and emission wavelengths. Three different Raman lines (800 cm−1,
1008 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1) are used for computing this map. The SERS signal is normalized
to the maximum signal for each Raman line. Green dots indicate the measured signals. (c)
Reflectivity measured as a function of the angle of incidence θ and λ for a spacer thickness d =
700 nm and a crescent gap size g = 62 nm. The dashed black lines indicate our typical incident
and emitted Raman wavelength of 633 nm and 676 nm. (d) Trace of the reflectivity at excitation
(λex =633 nm) and emission (λem=676 nm) wavelengths for a 62 nm gap when changing the
angle of incidence from 10◦ to 30◦ in steps of 1◦. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing
angle of incidence. The spacer thickness is 700 nm.

the experimentally measured SERS maps. Knowing that the resonance condition is governed

by the FP cavity, the angle of incidence - analogous to the spacer thickness discussed before -

provides a control of the phase difference between the reflected plane waves. This behavior

is unique for our cavity based structure because crescent arrays, or antennas in general,

without a reflecting layer support only non-dispersive localized modes. Figure 6.18(c) shows a

dispersion curve, with the experimental reflectivity plotted against the angle of incidence and

wavelength, for a crescent array with gap g = 62 nm and a spacer of d = 700 nm. We observe a

60 nm blue shift upon changing the angle of incidence from 10◦ to 30◦. The trajectory of the

reflectivity at the here applied excitation and emission wavelengths is shown in Fig. 6.18(d).

For a 10◦ angle of incidence, the structure is off-resonance because Rex exceeds 0.8, which,

according to Fig. 6.18(a) is when the SERS signals are low. Changing the angle of incidence
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from 10◦ to 20◦, the resonance crosses the excitation wavelength, and again from the analogy

with Fig. 6.18(a), a high SERS intensity is expected. This case thus represents a ‘SERS on’

state. Further increase in the angle of incidence would generate again a ‘SERS off ’ state. We

expect that this simple angular control will give an additional degree of freedom for optimizing

plasmonic structures for SERS measurements, e.g. by changing the incidence angle in situ

under the microscope.

6.5 Summary

In the first part of this Chapter, I have demonstrated that CPA can be used for transferring

nearly all the incident light energy into a given plasmonic resonance of a gap plasmon wave-

guide. I showed that nearly 96% of the light can be channeled into either of the two coupled

surface plasmon modes. Thus light can be perfectly absorbed by a plasmonic structure

supporting propagating plasmon resonances. Furthermore, I showed that it is possible to

switch the state of the system from perfectly absorbing (CPA) to a perfectly scattering (SS)

states, with an experimentally measured modulation of more than 70%.

In the second part of this Chapter, I studied CPA in a two–component metal–dielectric hetero-

geneous medium symmetrically illuminated from both sides at arbitrary angle of incidence.

The flexibility in the dielectric response of the composite medium due to the localized plas-

mon resonance (controlled by the volume fraction of metal) allows the tuning of the CPA

wavelength over large ranges of frequencies. This flexibility is further exploited to obtain

CPA at two different frequencies for the same structure retaining material dispersion. The

presented analysis clearly shows that a minimum absorption is a necessary prerequisite for

CPA.

In the final part of this Chapter, I have exploited critical coupling of light to realize a plasmonic

perfect absorber based on large scale SERS substrates. The spacing between the reflecting and

the plasmonic layer controls the phase relations leading to perfect destructive interference

and near total absoption. This technique does not modify the character of the near-field

distribution of the plasmonic layer but alters the field enhancement at a given wavelength,

and adds control over the plasmon resonance without having to modify the plasmonic pattern.

Spacer–thickness-dependent SERS signal variations in excess of 20 times are demonstrated.

Moreover, the optimal SERS operating regime is identified, when the reflectivity at both

the excitation and emission wavelengths is in the range between 0.2 and 0.75. Finally, the

dispersive nature of the modes allows for angle of incidence controlled tuning of the SERS

enhancement. These results can lead to a unified SERS substrate for the optimal use at

multiple excitation and emission wavelengths.
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7 Conclusions and future outlook

In this thesis, plasmonic nanostructures for various applications have been studied. This

chapter presents the main conclusions of this thesis along with some of the potential future

routes of research.

Chapter 2:

In chapter 2, the interaction of absorbing molecules with plasmonic resonances was investi-

gated for enhancing the sensing capabilities of the nanostructures towards small molecules. In

the first part of this chapter, it was shown that strong coupling between propagating plasmons

and the absorption bands of Hemoglobin can be used to enhance the sensitivity of the system

for the detection of oxygen. Both the angle and wavelength modes of interrogation were stud-

ied. In contrast, the second part of this chapter studied the effect of weak coupling between

gold nanoparticles and Cytochrome c molecules. It was shown that an enhancement in the

absorption of Cytochrome c was seen when it was placed in the vicinity of the gold nanoparti-

cle. The effect of the gold core size as well as the thickness of the Cytochrome c layer on the

absorption enhancement was studied using generalized Mie theory. A single step synthesis

of Cytochrome c coated gold nanoparticles was presented. The presence of the Cytochrome

c molecules on the gold nanoparticles was confirmed using SERS signals from nanoparticle

aggregates as well as from a single trapped gold nanoparticle. Two small modulations were

observed in the extinction spectrum of Cytochrome c coated gold nanoparticles treated with

ascorbic acid. However, the peaks observed from the extinction measurements differed signif-

icantly from the native absorption peaks of Cytochrome c. The origin of the peaks observed

in the extinction spectrum is not clear and could be explored in future. Furthermore, the

absorption enhancement observed in case of isolated gold nanoparticles was small and would

have to be enhanced significantly for any practical applications. In this regard, I believe that

core-satellite structure, schematically shown in Fig. 7.1(a), can help significantly improving

the absorption enhancement of the Cytochrome c molecules.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and future outlook

Figure 7.1: (a) Potential routes for enhancing the absorption of Cyt c molecules further using
core-satellite structures. (b) Understanding the configuration and the arrangements of the
various proteins in the corona of the particles synthesized by human cells. (c) Combining
SERS and coupling based nanoparticle tracking for simultaneous detection of surface coating
and particle dimensions. (d) Development of a technique for computing the modes of a
nanoparticle cluster placed in a layered structure. (e) Using strongly resonant molecules for
controlling the critical coupling condition and for efficient transfer of energy into the hybrid
modes.

Chapter 3:

Human cell assisted synthesis of gold nanoparticles was addressed in Chapter 3. In particular,

human cerebral endothelial cells were used for synthesizing gold nanoparticles. Initially, the

optimal conditions for particle synthesis were determined. Subsequently, two photon and

electron microscopy were used to confirm the presence of nanoparticles in the intracellular

region of all the cells. It was shown that the intracellular and the extracellular particles
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exhibit different sizes. Additionally, proteomic analysis of the corona of the intracellular

and extracellular particles illustrated significant differences between the two. However, cell

viability studies clearly showed that the cells were not viable after the synthesis process. The

effect of cell membrane permeability on the synthesized nanoparticle size was also studied,

which provided a handle for controlling the particle size. I also showed that the intracellular

redox state of the cell prior to the addition of HAuCl4 can also be used to control the size

of the synthesized nanoparticles. Preliminary experiments performed on uptake of human

cell synthesized gold nanoparticles by other human cells show preferential behavior. This is

especially interesting with respect to cancer metastasis.

The results on the human cell synthesized gold nanoparticles presented here can be used as a

stepping stone for other research in future. Understanding the configuration and arrangement

of proteins in the corona of both the intracellular as well as extracellular particles or particles

synthesized by various cells will be of significant interest (Fig. 7.1(b)). This would allow us to

understand the interaction of such particles with cells better. The uptake of the human cell

synthesized nanoparticles by other human cells needs to be studied further using alternative

techniques. Transmission electron microscopy is one of the tools that can provide significant

amount of information in this regard. Finally, real time monitoring of nanoparticle uptake by

human cells will also be an interesting avenue to pursue and could shed light on the dynamics

of the process.

Chapter 4:

A significant portion of this thesis dealt with plasmonic nanoparticles with sizes in the range of

10 to 60 nm. In chapter 4, I developed a technique for the detection of nanoparticles exploiting

the hybridization of plasmon resonances. Nanohole arrays with different hole sizes were

realized on free standing Si3N4 membranes with micro- and nano-fabrication techniques,

which served as a template for nanoparticle detection. Using simulations, I demonstrated

that it is possible to infer the size of the nanoparticles as it traverses the nanoholes. Gold

nanoparticles with a size of 30 nm were successfully detected in the experiments. Finally, it

is shown that the developed technique can also be used for analyzing the core size of gold

nanoshells. However, the temporal resolution as well as the signal to noise ratio of the optical

setup have to be improved for the detection of particles smaller than 20 nm. Additionally,

the detection system could be integrated with a microfluidic system for efficient delivery of

nanoparticles to the nanohole array, increasing the efficiency of the method. Furthermore,

this technique could also be used for acquiring the SERS signal of molecules on the surface of

the gold nanoparticles, Fig. 7.1(c), thanks to the large electric field intensities generated in the

gap between the nanoparticle and the wall of the nanohole.

Chapter 5:

In chapter 5, I developed a method for computing the eigenmodes of a cluster of plasmonic

nanoparticles based on the Green’s tensor approach. This technique was initially validated

by studying the modes of a single nanoparticle, for which an analytical solution exists in
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and future outlook

the small particle limit. Next, I studied the effect of various geometrical parameters and

of symmetry breaking in a nanoparticle dimer and trimer. A special case of a nanoparticle

quadrumer was studied, which exhibited polarization control properties. The generation

of circular polarization from nanoparticle quadrumer was explained in terms of spectral

separation of the modes. In the final part of this chapter, the determined modes were used

to study the symmetry effect on second harmonic generation. It was shown that the mode

symmetry strongly affects the generated second harmonic signal.

Most plasmonic structures are fabricated on substrates that can sometimes be quite complex

or exhibit a resonant behavior, Fig. 7.1(d). In such structures, an extension of the method

presented here using the Green’s tensor method could provide an insight into the underlying

physics of such systems. The developed technique could also be used for studying systems

with a large number of particles for understanding their modal structure.

Chapter 6:

An important facet of any application involving plasmonic structures is understanding the

interaction of light with the nanostructure itself. In this context, it is often beneficial to

engineer either the structure or the illumination condition such that all the incident energy

can be used for the corresponding application. In chapter 6, I have studied some of the ways

of performing perfect absorption of light by plasmonic structures. In the first part, coherent

perfect absorption (CPA) of light by a gap plasmon waveguide exhibiting coupled plasmons

was studied. Using both experiments and simulations I showed that nearly 97% of the incident

light can be coupled into a given plasmonic mode. Additionally, the phase of one of the

incident planewaves can be used to modulate the absorption by nearly 80%. In the second

part of the chapter, a single beam analogue of CPA was demonstrated using nanocrescent

arrays. SERS was used for probing the enhanced near-field due to perfect absorption of light

and consequently improving the capabilities of the nanocrescent arrays as SERS substrates.

CPA in coupled plasmonic gap plasmon waveguides can be extended in future for realization

of low-threshold plasmonic lasers. Another attractive prospect lies in the incorporation of

active materials in such CPA systems which provide added tunability feature to the prefect

absorption dip. One approach could be based on the principle of strong coupling explored in

Chapter 1, where instead of a weakly resonant molecule which probes the electromagnetic

field, strongly resonant molecules would allow the strong coupling and control over the critical

coupling point via control of molecule density (Fig. 7.1(e)).
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A Abbreviations

Abbreviation Full name

STEM Scanning transmission electron microscope
AuNP Gold nanoparticle
TEM Transmission electron microscope
SERS Surface enhanced Raman scattering
DOP Degree of polarization
SH Second harmonic

SHG Second harmonic generation
CPA Coherent perfect absorption
SS Super-scattering
CC Critical coupling

Table A.1: Table of frequently used abbreviations.
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Appendix A. Abbreviations

Abbreviation Full name

Cyt c Cytochrome c
H2O2 Hydrogen peroxide

HEPES 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid
AA Ascorbic acid

PBS Phosphate buffered saline
MPA Mercapto propanoic acid
EDC 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
NHS N-Hydroxysuccinimide
ROS Reactive oxygen species
GSH Reduced glutathione
NAC N-Acetyl cysteine
BSO Buthionine-(S,R)-Sulfoxime
Hb Hemoglobin

DMEM Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
RPMI-1640 Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium

FBS Fetal bovine serum
HBSS Hanks’ Balanced Salt solution
BET Benzene-ethane-thiol

Table A.2: Table of frequently used chemicals and their abbreviations.
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B Plasmon modified absorption of
molecules: Additional data

B.1 Hemoglobin

The parameters used for computation of the dielectric function of Hemoglobin in the oxy-

genated and deoxygenated states are presented in Table B.1 and Table B.2, respectively.

C (mM) νp1 (THz) νp2 (THz) νp3 (THz) γ01 (THz) γ02 (THz) γ03 (THz)

5 10.5 7 39 32.5 15 39
7.5 12.9 8.5 47.5 32.5 15 39
10 14.8 9.8 54.2 32.5 15 39
15 18 12.25 67.5 32.5 15 39
50 33 22 125 32.5 15 39

Table B.1: Parameters for the dielectric function of oxygenated Hemoglobin

C (mM) νp1 (THz) νp2 (THz) νp3 (THz) γ01 (THz) γ02 (THz) γ03 (THz)

5 16 1.5 28.5 66 10 20
7.5 19.5 2 35 66 10 20
10 22.5 2 40 66 10 20
15 27.5 2.75 49.5 66 10 20
50 50.5 4 95 66 10 20

Table B.2: Parameters for the dielectric function of deoxygenated Hemoglobin

B.2 Cytochrome c

The parameters used for computation of the dielectric function of Cytochrome c in the reduced

and oxidized states are presented in Table B.3 and Table B.4, respectively. Figure. B.1 shows

the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of reduced and oxidized 50 mM Cyt c

solution.
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Appendix B. Plasmon modified absorption of molecules: Additional data

Figure B.1: (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of 50 mM reduced (blue)
and oxidized (red) Cyt c.

C (mM) νp1 (THz) νp2 (THz) νp3 (THz) γ01 (THz) γ02 (THz) γ03 (THz)

0.001 0.054 0.0625 0.2535 8 20 35
0.005 0.0122 0.14 0.567 8 20 35
0.01 0.172 0.2 0.8 8 20 35

0.025 0.27 0.32 1.27 8 20 35
0.05 0.38 0.45 1.79 8 20 35
0.1 0.54 0.625 2.53 8 20 35

0.25 0.855 1 4 8 20 35
0.5 1.21 1.41 5.67 8 20 35
1 1.725 2 8 8 20 35
2 2.4 2.8 11.3 8 20 35

10 5.45 6.275 25.35 8 20 35
25 8.6 10 40.25 8 20 35
50 12.2 14.1 57.5 8 20 35

Table B.3: Parameters for the dielectric function of reduced Cytochrome c.

B.3 Variation of differential absorption and scattering signals from

a gold core-Cyt c particle as a function of the core size

In Chapter 2, I studied the effect of modifying the gold core size on the differential signal

arising from the redox state change of Cyt c molecule. Figure B.2 shows similar spectra but

for larger values of the core size. Furthermore, it is seen that multiple optimal size can be

determined, each corresponding to the best match between the absorption bands of Cyt c

and one of the plasmon resonances. For example, the first maximum in the differential signal

arises because of optimal match of the dipole resonance with the absorption band of Cyt

c. The second maximum occurs due to the best match with the quadrupolar mode and the

absorption bands of Cyt c.
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B.3. Variation of differential absorption and scattering signals from a gold core-Cyt c
particle as a function of the core size

C (mM) νp1 (THz) νp2 (THz) νp3 (THz) γ01 (THz) γ02 (THz) γ03 (THz)

0.001 0.09 - 0.26 60 - 45
0.005 0.205 - 0.58 60 - 45
0.01 0.29 - 0.8225 60 - 45

0.025 0.455 - 1.3 60 - 45
0.05 0.645 - 1.84 60 - 45
0.1 0.91 - 2.6 60 - 45

0.25 1.45 - 4.1 60 - 45
0.5 2.05 - 5.8 60 - 45
1 2.9 - 8.22 60 - 45
2 4.1 - 11.65 60 - 45

10 9.25 - 26.1 60 - 45
25 14.5 - 41.4 60 - 45
50 20.5 - 58.75 60 - 45

Table B.4: Parameters for the dielectric function of oxidized Cytochrome c.

Figure B.2: Gold core size for optimal differential signals. (a) Normalized scattering, (b)
normalized absorption, (c) differential scattering and (d) differential absorption spectra of
Cyt c coated gold nanoparticle for different values of the gold core size. For calculating the
normalized scattering and absorption spectra, the Cyt c layer is taken to be in a fully reduced
state. The thickness of the Cyt c layer is fixed at 3.4 nm.
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C Biological system assisted gold
nanoparticle synthesis

C.1 Gold nanoparticle synthesis by cell culture media

In Chapter 3 the biosynthesis of gold nanoparticles by human cells and their properties is

studied. However, prior to synthesis of gold nanoparticles using human cells, it is necessary to

screen the various cell culture media to check whether they facilitate nanoparticle synthesis.

For this purpose the following common cell culture media and buffer solutions are studied:

DMEM (with glucose), RPMI-1640 (with glucose), 10%FBS, HBSS (with glucose), DMEM (with

glucose)+10%FBS and RPMI-1640 (with glucose)+10%FBS.

The protocol used for checking nanoparticle synthesis is outlined here. A specified volume of

a given medium is added to PBS or HBSS to a final volume of 375 µL. I also define a dilution

ratio (r) as the ratio between the volume of media to the diluting solution (PBS or HBSS).

Then HAuCl4 is added to a final concentration of 0.5 mM. The solution is gently mixed and

incubated at 37◦C for 24 h. All the experiments are performed in triplicates and repeated twice.

Figure C.1 shows color of the samples 24 h after the addition of HAuCl4. Recall that the color

is a distinctive indicator of the presence or absence of gold nanoparticles.

Gold salt added to PBS (without glucose) did not lead to particle synthesis at any dilution

ratio (not shown here). However HBSS, a buffer used frequently for cell culture, did synthesize

particles for high dilution ratio values (r=1 and 0.86). The addition of 10% FBS (the concentra-

tion used during standard cell culture protocol) to PBS and HBSS resulted in the inhibition

of the particle synthesis and no visible color change is observed. This is probably due to the

interaction of serum proteins with the gold salt and effective lowering of gold salt concentra-

tion in solution. DMEM diluted in PBS (for r=0.4-0.06) leads to the synthesis of aggregated

nanoparticles, as evidenced by the grayish black color of the solution. Note that no particle

synthesis is observed for pure DMEM solutions (r=1). The dilution of DMEM supplemented

with 10% FBS in either PBS or HBSS leads to the synthesis of unaggregated particles for low

dilution ratio (r=0.13-0.02). Analogous results are obtained in the case of RPMI, another

common cell culture medium. The results presented here show that the proteins present in

the FBS can act as stable capping agents and assist in synthesis of unaggregated particles. In
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Appendix C. Biological system assisted gold nanoparticle synthesis

Figure C.1: Biosynthesis control experiments. Synthesis of gold nanoparticles from HAuCl4

by different cell culture media. The numbers 1-8 represent different dilutions of the media in
either PBS or HBSS as indicated. The dilution ratio (volume ratio of media to diluting solution)
in the different cases are : (1) r=1, (2) r=0.86, (3) r=0.53, (4) r=0.4, (5) r=0.26, (6) r=0.13,
(7) r=0.06 and (8) r=0.02. The total volume of the diluted media was fixed at 375 µL. The
concentration of gold salt was kept fixed at 0.5 mM. The dilutions that showed the synthesis of
gold nanoparticles as observed by the change of color of the solution are indicated by dashed
circles.

addition to the results shown here, identical experiments performed with DMEM and RPMI

(without glucose) did not result in the synthesis of any gold nanoparticles. This indicates that

the glucose in the cell culture medium is the reducing agent responsible for conversion of

Au3+ to Au0.

C.2 Gold nanoparticle synthesis by human cells: Additional data

Biosynthesis of gold nanoparticles by human cerebral endothelial cells is investigated in

Chapter 3. Figure C.2 shows the size histograms computed using the nanoparticle sizes

measured from the STEM images for the three cases (particles generated by live cells, ethanol
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C.3. Time dependent modification of cell morphology on incubation in PBS

treated cells and formaldehyde treated cells).

C.3 Time dependent modification of cell morphology on incubation

in PBS

In this section, I study the cell morphological changes when they are incubated in PBS. The

experimental procedure is as follows: The cells are cultured for 24 h in DMEM supplemented

with 10% FBS post the seeding step. Next, the cells are washed twice with PBS and then

left to incubate for the required time in PBS. Figure C.3 shows that the cellular morphology

gets modified drastically for incubation times longer than 30 min. Furthermore, longer

incubation times lead to the cells assuming a spherical shape and detaching from the surface

on washing the culture well. This morphological change is probably due to the absence of

glucose and other minerals in the PBS solution. This is further evidenced by the fact that such

morphological changes are not observed when the cells are incubated in HBSS supplemented

with glucose.

C.4 Complete list of proteins

The complete list of proteins determined via the proteomic analysis for the human cell synthe-

sized gold nanoparticles can be downloaded from http://goo.gl/lc1uET .

The complete list of proteins determined from proteomic analysis for gold nanoparticles

synthesized in the presence of medium suplemented with HEPES can be downloaded from

http://goo.gl/Hw3P0z.
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C.4. Complete list of proteins

Figure C.3: PBS induced cell morphology modification. Modification in the cellular mor-
phology after incubation in PBS (pH 7.2) for (a) 0 min, (b) 30 min, (c) 60 min, (d) 90 min, (e)
120 min and (f) 180 min.
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D Nanoparticle sensing using metallic
hole arrays

In Chapter 5 we studied particle sensing using a nanohole array in a metal film.

D.1 Spectral dependence on pairs of hole-particle size

For completeness, the reflection and transmission spectra of various hole-particle size pairs

are shown in Fig. D.1.

Figure D.1: Transmission spectra for hole-particle pairs. (a) Transmission spectra of a 40 nm
hole array with no particles (red), 10 nm particle (blue), 20 nm particle (magenta) and 30 nm
particle (black). The inset depicts the position of the particle in addition to illumination and
collection directions. (b) Transmission spectra of a 60 nm hole array with no particles (red),
20 nm particle (blue), 30 nm particle (magenta), 40 nm particle (black) and 50 nm particle
(green).

D.2 Proof of hybridization of plasmon modes of particle and hole

In Chapter 5, the hybridization of the mode of the nanoparticle and the hole is used for

developing a method for probing the nanoparticle size. However, in all the data shown, only

the low energy mode with lower net dipole moment was observed. In this section, I clearly
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Appendix D. Nanoparticle sensing using metallic hole arrays

Figure D.2: Schematic of the system. Geometry used for studying hybridization in a particle-
hole system.

illustrate that both the modes can be visualized if the parameters of the system are slightly

modified. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the main reason of non visualization of the high energy

hybridized mode is the presence of the interband transition of gold below 500 nm. Here I

use an analogous system, shown in Fig. D.2, in which the background dielectric constant is

taken to be equal to 4, i.e., equal to Si3N4. Figure D.3 shows that the native resonance of the

hole array is red shifted to around 620 nm when compared to the hole array placed in water

on increasing the refractive index of the background. The additional peak observed in the

spectrum close to 540 nm arises from the interband transitions of gold. On filling each of the

holes with particles, I observe that the single peak at 620 nm splits into two new resonances (in

total 3 resonances are observed). The field distributions close to these resonances are plotted

in in Fig. D.3. Note that norm component of the electric field is taken close to 560 nm in order

to visualize the high energy mode, which otherwise is obscured by the distribution of the low

energy mode. It is clear from the charge distributions that in case of the high energy (low

wavelength) mode the dipole moment of the particle and the hole are in the same direction.

Whereas in case of the low energy mode the dipole moments of the particle and the hole

orient in an anti-parallel fashion. The field distributions correspond exactly with those drawn

schematically using the plasmon hybridization model.

D.3 Modulation of transmission and reflection intensities due to a

gold nanoparticle in a symmetric hole array structure

In this section, I study the effect of the nanoparticle position on transmission and reflection

spectra from the symmetric structure shown in Fig. D.2 where the hole is filled with a 30

nm gold nanoparticle. Note that this structure exhibits a mirror symmetry about the plane

z =−50 nm in the absence of the particle. Figure D.4 (a) and (b) shows the transmission and

reflection spectra when the structure is illuminated from the top with a plane wave propagating

in −z direction and polarized along x axis. In case of the transmission spectra, as the particle

approaches the hole (z ≥ 0 nm) there is an increase in the coupling between the modes of

the particle and that of the hole (Fig. D.4(c) and (d)). This is followed by a region of maximal
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D.3. Modulation of transmission and reflection intensities due to a gold nanoparticle in a
symmetric hole array structure

Figure D.3: Demonstration of hybridized modes in particle-hole system. (a) Transmission
spectrum of the hole array wihtout (red) and with (blue) a 40 nm gold particles. The dielectric
constant of the background is taken as 4. The inset shows the vertical position of the particle
with respect to the hole and the illumination and collection direction. (b) and (d) Total field
intensities at λ = 540 nm and λ = 900 nm on a XY plane with z = 5 nm. The respective
wavelengths are also marked in the transmission spectrum using orange (λ= 540 nm) and
green (λ= 900 nm) circles. The polarization of incident field is shown using a green arrow. (c)
and (e) Real part of Ez at λ= 540 nm and λ= 900 nm on a XY plane with z = 5 nm.

coupling (at around z =−10 nm) and then a reduction in the coupling due to decrease in the

spatial overlap of the fields of the particle and resonance of the hole. However, the coupling is

increased once again when the particle approaches the lower Au-water interface. Note that

the transmission spectra are nearly identical (less than 2% variation) for the particle located

at z = 0 nm and z =−100 nm. On the other hand, in case of reflection spectra, the maximum

modification is observed when the particle is located at the top Au-water interface and the

coupling decreases as the particle traverses the hole (Fig. D.4 (b) and (e)). Furthermore, both
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Appendix D. Nanoparticle sensing using metallic hole arrays

the transmission intensity at any wavelength and the resonance wavelength are symmetric

about the plane z =−50 nm for various positions of the particle.

Figure D.4: Transmission and reflection spectra from various nanoparticle positions a sym-
metric hole array. (a) Transmission and (b) reflection spectra of the hole array with 30 nm
gold particle placed at different z positions (−140 nm ≤ z ≤ 40 nm, ∆z = 10 nm). The dielectric
constant of the background is taken as 1.7689. Each successive transmission and reflection
spectra are shifted by 0.02 and 0.2 units, respectively, for clarity. (c) Peak position of the plas-
mon resonance in the transmission spectra as a function of z position. (d) Transmission and
(e) reflection intensity at λ= 590 nm as a function of the z position of the particle. z = 0 corre-
sponds to the top Au-water interface and z =−100 nm corresponds to the bottom Au-water
interface. Note that in these simulations the Si3N4 substrate is absent.
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E Eigenmode analysis of plasmonic
clusters: Additional data

In Chapter 5, the eigenmode analysis is performed using wavelength as the eigenvalue. How-

ever, in many other modal analysis methods frequency is used as the eigenvalue [422]. Here,

I briefly show that the same results are obtained when performing the eigenmode analysis

using the frequency as eigenvalue, instead of the wavelength, as done in the main text.

Figure E.1 shows the variation of log10|ξ−1| as a function of Re(ω/ωp) and Im(ω/ωp) for a

20 nm gold nanoparticle suspended in a medium with εB = 6.145. As explained previously,

the equation ξ(ω) = 1 is satisfied for ω= (0.2091−0.0045i )ωp , which is the eigenfrequency of

the single particle. Correspondingly, λ= 662+14i which is exactly the same eigenwavelength

as computed in Chapter 5. Thus, eigenmode analysis with frequency as the eigenvalue is

identical with the analysis performed using wavelength as the eigenvalue.
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Figure E.1: Eigenmode compuation using frequency as the eigenvalue. log10|ξ−1| plotted
as a function of the real and imaginary parts of the normalized frequency ω/ωp .
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F Perfect absorption of light mediated
by plasmon resonances

F.1 CPA mediated anomalous reflection from a corrugated metallic

film

In chapter 6, I studied coherent perfect absorption of light in structures supporting both

propagating plasmons excited using the prism coupling geometry. In addition to the prism

coupling method, it is also possible to excite the gap plasmons using gratings. In this section, I

show that CPA and SS can be achieved with a free standing corrugated metal film supporting

coupled surface plasmons (see Fig. F.1(a)) illuminated from both sides at the same angles

of incidence. The illumination geometry is analogous to the one used in chapter 6 and the

specular zeroth order light (both reflected and transmitted) can be suppressed for suitable

system parameters. For gratings with K = kSP (K = 2π/Λ is the grating vector and kSP is the

surface plasmon (SP) wavevector), one can excite the SP’s using the ±1 diffraction orders for

normal incidence (see Fig. F.1(b)). CPA with bi-directional incidence can then suppress the

specular order and thus all the incident energy will be converted into the surface plasmons

in the ±x directions with half of the incident plane wave energy in each direction. In the

calculations I use the geometry shown in Fig. F.1(c), where one of the surface waves (in the −x

direction) is changed to a propagating mode, while the +1 order can excite the SP satisfying

the momentum matching condition k0 sin(θ)+K = kSP (k0 is the vacuum wave vector, θ is the

angle of incidence). Coupled with the CPA assisted suppression of the specular zeroth order,

this manifests itself as counterintuitive scattering of light on the same side of the normal.

Free standing metal films have been studied both theoretically and experimentally [496, 497].

It was shown that for shallow gratings perturbative method like Rayleigh expansion is well

suited and can lead to excellent agreements with the experimental results. For sufficiently

thin films the coupling was shown to lead to the long range (LR) and short range (SR) modes,

which can be excited at different angles of incidence. In this section I use the same technique

albeit with illumination by plane waves from both sides (see Fig. F.1(a)).

Consider a corrugated metal film of dielectric constant εm suspended in air (dielectric constant
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Figure F.1: Schematic of the geometry. (a) Schematics of the corrugated metal film and the
illumination geometry (only the specular diffracted orders are shown). (b) Excitation of SP’s
under normal incidence of light in reciprocal space. (c) Excitation of 0 (red) and −1 (green)
harmonics as propagating modes for small angle incidence. Figures are not drawn to scale.

ε1) as shown in Fig. F.1(a). The surface profiles are given by the following equations

y± =±d ±a sinK x, (F.1)

where the + (−) sign refers to the top (bottom) interface and 2d and a give the width and

the corrugation amplitude, respectively. Calculations were performed retaining 13 spatial

harmonics and convergence is satisfactory for the grating parameters used in calculations.

The following system parameters are chosen for most of the calculations: incident wavelength

λ = 780 nm, d = 27 nm, ε1 = 1.0. I used silver as the film material with εm taken from the

experimental work of Johnson and Christie [259]. Calculations are performed for two values

of grating periodΛ so as to lead to two near-normal angles of incidence, satisfying plasmon

resonance conditions with the +1 diffraction order. The choice of parameters is not arbitrary,

and they needed to be adjusted such that CPA condition is met for the zeroth specular order.

Thus I used different values of the modulation depth a for the same grating periodΛ in order

to meet the CPA condition at the LR and SR modes. Moreover, in order to demonstrate the

phase sensitivity a delay in one of the incident beams is introduced. The delay will be assumed

to be zero unless otherwise stated. It will be shown below how a change in this delay from zero

to π can change the character of scattering from SS to CPA.
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Figure F.2: CPA at the long range surface plasmon. (a) Absolute values of zeroth order re-
flected (solid line) and transmitted (dash-dotted line) amplitudes |r0| and |t0|, (b) phase
difference ∆φ0 and (c) total scattered intensity on each side l og10|r0 + t0|2 as functions of
angle of incidence for λ = 780 nm, Λ = 826 nm, a = 7.2 nm, d = 27 nm and ε1 = 1.0. The
incident plane waves have a null phase delay.

Let rm and tm represent the m-th amplitude reflection and transmission diffraction orders for

unit amplitude p-polarized plane wave incidence. Let ∆φm represent the phase difference

(normalized to π) between rm and tm . In the context of the zeroth order, the role of these quan-

tities in CPA was discussed in detail in chapter 6 highlighting the importance of destructive

interference, when |r0| = |t0| and ∆φ0 =±1. The results for CPA with the LR mode are shown

in Fig. F.2, where we have plotted |r0| and |t0| (Fig. F.2(a)), ∆φ0 (Fig. F.2(b)) and total scattered

intensity on either side l og10|r0 + t0|2 (Fig. F.2(c)) for Λ = 826 nm and a = 7.2 nm. One can

easily see that at θ ∼ 4◦ the CPA condition is met along with simultaneous excitation of the

LRSP and one has near-null scattering at that angle.

It may be noted that for a thin planar metal film the LR and SR modes differ by a phase

difference of π, though perturbation of the surface in a corrugated film slightly offsets this

value (1.08 π for parameters of Fig. F.2). Otherwise, same system parameters yielding CPA for

the LR mode would lead to the SS at the SR mode. Because of the offset I had to pick slightly

different system parameter, namely, a = 8.9 nm for the same grating periodΛ= 826 nm as in

Fig. F.2 for demonstrating both SS and CPA with the SR mode. In particular the short range

mode was picked for demonstrating CPA, since without interference it can never lead to

null reflection. The results for |rm | and |tm |, ∆φm (normalized to π), and the log of the total

scattered intensity log10|rm + tm |2 for two different orders, namely, m = 0 and m = −1 are

shown in Fig. F.3. The results for m = +1 (not shown) confirms the SP-mediated local field
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Figure F.3: CPA at short range surface plasmon. Absolute values of reflected (solid line) and
transmitted (dash-dotted line) amplitudes |rm | and |tm | (top row: (a) and (b)), phase difference
∆φm (middle row: (c) and (d)) and total scattered intensity on one side l og10|rm+tm |2 (bottom
row: (e) and (f)), as functions of angle of incidence θ for the 0 order (left column) and -1
order (right column). The solid and dashed lines in (c)-(f) are for null and π phase delay,
respectively, between the incident waves. The other parameters are as in Fig. F.2, except that
now a = 8.9 nm.

enhancement. All other harmonics (not shown) are evanescent and their excitation efficiency

is low due to shallow corrugation. As can be seen from Fig. F.3(a) that |t0| = |r0| for an incident

angle of 5.3◦ implying that both CPA and SS can be realized provided that the phase difference

is adjusted accordingly. It can be seen from Fig. F.3(c) that for a phase delay of π between

the incident plane waves (dashed curve) the necessary conditions for CPA are met at the

short range plasmon resonance since ∆φ0 =π ensuring destructive interference. In contrast,

incident waves with the same phase result in ∆φ0 ∼ 2π yielding constructive interference

leading to SS (solid curve for m = 0 in Fig. F.3). Both these features can be read from Fig. F.3(e)

where I used a log plot to stress the null of scattering for CPA. The right column in Fig. F.3

shows the results for the m =−1 diffraction order, which displays a dramatic change when

the LR and SR modes are excited. In fact, for a phase delay of π between the input beams at

θ = 5.3◦ (CPA for zeroth order) there can be significant scattering in the −1 order (see right

peak in Fig. F.3(f)) at the SR resonance.

I now show that the closer it is to normal incidence, the larger will be the anomalous scattering

in the -1 diffraction order. The bottom panel of Fig. F.3 is reproduced for two different values

of grating period, namely, Λ = 826 nm (top row in Fig. F.4) and 787 nm (bottom row) with
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Figure F.4: Anomalous scattering of light. Total scattered intensity as a function of angle of
incidence, for an initial phase delay of 0 (left column) and π (right column). The top and
bottom rows are forΛ= 826 nm andΛ= 787 nm, respectively. Dashed and solid lines in each
panel are for 0 and −1 harmonics, respectively. The other parameters are as in Fig. F.3.

parameters meeting the CPA/SS conditions for the SRSP. Note thatΛ closer to λ corresponds

to smaller angles for the excitation of the SRSP. Dashed (solid) lines show the results for

m = 0 (m =−1) order. Left and right columns in Fig. F.4 correspond to phase delays 0 and π,

respectively, between the incident waves. For the zeroth order, null phase delay corresponds

to SS (dashed curve peak in Fig. F.4(a) and (c)), while a delay of π results in CPA at the SR mode

resonance (dashed curve, right dip in Fig. F.4(b) and (d)). It is thus clear that the character of

interference plays a very important role. A comparison of Figs. F.4(b) and (d) clearly reveals

that for the shorter grating period one has larger total scattering in the m =−1 order and it

can be as high as 45%. Thus near the SR resonance zeroth order gets suppressed due to CPA,

while there is enhanced scattering in the only other propagating order, namely the m =−1

order. In other words light bends in the ‘wrong’ direction on the same side of the normal.

In conclusion, I have exploited CPA in a free standing corrugated metal film for near normal

illumination from both sides to show apparent bending of light on the same side of the normal.
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